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Editorial
Looking back on 1998, the one thing
that strikes me is the amount of change
that has taken place, both at MLC and
in the world surrounding us.

For Year

12s, the looming immediacy of a life
outside of school is both appealing and
frightening - it is difficult to see into the
future.

Other years might feel a

Weep not that the

the addition of brand-new triumphs in
sport, music, drama, the arts, media

world changes-

studies and academics is something we

did it keep a

can all look forward to. What lies ahead

stable, changeless

is unknown, but the future is undoubtedly
bright.

state, it were
cause indeed to

combination of anticipation and angst;

In the meantime, it should be left to every

weep

one of us to seize the day. The immediate

moving up in the world always means
that there is less time for socialising than
before. But it is certain that each student

future brings a summer full of excitement
and activities, but let's all stop for a moment

William
Cullen Bryant

Amber Taufen

-

Editor

can remember 1998 with the satisfaction
that goes hand in hand with a job well
done.

and think about the amazing gifts that the
years have bestowed on our school and
students. The resources at our fingertips

The amount of time and effort

was appreciated to an extent that will never

have nurtured our intelligence, while the

each of us has put into our studies and

be fully known, because every student felt a

caring environment has nurtured our

extra-curricular activities should be

deep sense of gratitude towards their

personalities and compassion for others.

reflected upon as this year draws to a

thoughtful gestures.

This is evident when contemplating the

close.

astonishing how MLC rallied and pulled

huge success of many social service

together to face such a disaster, and each

projects, notably the Titanic night that

Of course, life at MLC has been much, much

and every one of us should be congratulated

donated proceeds to the Papua New

more than just studies and sport. The most

for such an outstanding effort.

Guinea Tsunami Relief Fund, in order to

early April. At the time, this was a frightening,

However, we cannot be forever reflecting

that killed thousands.

and possibly, traumatic experience, but it is

on what has passed. Despite the concerns

anything, MLC has gifted each student with

now possible to see the benefits resulting from

that accompany change, there are many

a strong, reliable network of friends and

this ordeal.

things to look to in our future.

Ms

associates. Many of us (myself included)
came to MLC as a stranger to all, and will

In short, it was

memorable event of the year was the fire in

Such occasions place human

help rebuild their lives after the tidal wave
But more than

beings at their most vulnerable, and it was

Nadebaum's departure from MLC marks

from this point that we were able to rise

both an end and a new beginning, as does

leave with unforgettable memories and

again, strong and mature young women, to

the completion of the new Sumner House

true friends that last a lifetime. The gifts

rebuild what we had lost (the presence of

and plans for future renovations to our

that we have been given cannot be

the builders was a good incentive not to

beautiful campus. Programs such as the

counted, weighed, or measured, but the

complain!]. What the school has gained is

Gertrude Walton Scholar in Residence will

1998 Collegian is an attempt to capture

a deeper and more substantial sense of

assuredly bring new and exciting people

the spirit of MLC in all its glory. It is this

community than ever before: between

to MLC, and there is still a world of

spirit that will be with us as we leave to

individual students, and among the school

knowledge left open to us. Our school is

face the world, ensuring that we need

as a whole. The support of other schools

always able to strive for the highest, and

never face it alone.
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Mr Thomas "By the way, our scales sometimes read - 'One at a time please!"'
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Principal

This year has been a particularly busy

of Collegian, my strong, positive feelings

one, with the wide range of curricular

about its importance and appeal are

and co-curricular activities which are a

affirmed. Each year's has a somewhat

regular part of college life, but also with

different

the fire. It is likely that, for some years

propensities and preferences of the

to come, 1998 will be remembered as

student editorial committee, but each is

the year of the fire. This is only natural,

a lively, interesting kaleidoscope of

given that few, if any, of us in the college

college life and a comprehensive record

on April 3 had ever had such an

of a particular year. Collegian always

But did you also know that Principals

experience. Hopefully, none of us will

has been, and hopefully will continue to

not only give instructions, they also

experience it again.

be, one of the really important records

flavour

reflecting

the

of the college's history.
In the face of such a disastrous event,

What

is a

Principal?

Do you think Principals are strict and
powerful people busy doing important
things like making and enforcing rules,
taking decisions, having meetings and
addressing assemblies and Speech
Night? Quite true.

receive them - from the Council, from
parents, from staff, from the Government
- sometimes even from students.

Thank you to those involved with the

we each learnt a lot about ourselves, as
we coped with the impact of the fire,

production of this year's Collegian - well

and a lot about our college community

done!

and our wider body of friends.

bring a great deal of pleasure to all

From

I am sure that your efforts will

readers, both now and in the future.

within the college community, the extent

They

are forever balancing the needs and
demands of all the different groups that
make up a school. No wonder they look
harassed at times. They are only human,
after all.

of the support and effort to make good
the damage was a source of great

Margaret Nadebaum

And that's the point. Principals are not

encouragement and, at times, of

only leaders, they are also human

inspiration.

beings. Students often don't realise this

From beyond the college

community, the expressions of practical

until they reach the upper years of school

and moral support were amazing - from

and are able to get to know the person

our nearest neighbours, from across

behind the role. Those of you who have

Western Australia, from interstate and,

had the opportunity of working closely

in several cases, from overseas.

with Ms Nadebaum will respect and
appreciate her commitment to providing

Many schools took to heart our

the highest quality education to all MLC

experience and have sought our advice

girls;

about evacuation procedures. Most of

encouraging girls and young women to

these schools have gone out of their way

'go for it'; her concern to model

her

particular

interest

in

to say how impressed they were with

impeccable behaviour, her meticulous

the calmness and orderliness of our

attention to detail. And of course you

evacuation, when it was real and not a

will have enjoyed her wonderful sense

practice.
Notwithstanding the magnitude and

The Principal, Margaret Nadebaum, receives
Easter eggs from the Easter Bunnies, Head
Girl, Jaime Chambers (left) and Deputy Head
Girl, Caroline Lindsey.

of humour and ringing laugh.
Ms Nadebaum has brought a wealth of

impact of the fire, it is important that it

talent and experience to MLC during her

be kept in perspective and that other

years as Principal. In all she has done

"happenings" of the year be recorded,

she has had your welfare at heart. She

celebrated and remembered. Collegian

is a fine role model for girls and young

helps to do this, not only in the short

women of strength, competence and

term, but for posterity.

commitment.

She inspires admiration

and respect. We have been fortunate
An important characteristic of Collegian

indeed to have had Ms Nadebaum's

is that it is a record of the year through

leadership at MLC during the last six

the eyes of our students. It captures their

years.

freshness,

creativity

and

sharp

perceptions of college life. Some of the

I'm sure you will join with everyone in

articles and photographs will certainly

the school community to wish her a

be a source of amusement and delight

happy and peaceful retirement - and one

at college reunions in the years to come!

where she will be relatively free of

This is the last Collegian to which I will
have the pleasure of contributing.
Looking back over the last six editions

instructions!
Mrs At. Thomas at the
Year 12 Valedictory Dinner

Ms Provis "OK - the gloves are on, no more Mrs Nice Guy."
3

Margaret Thomas
Chair of Council

Principal

over the years she has encouraged

caring nature of the students. She gets

students to strive for personal excellence,

the least pleasure from the relatively-rare

no matter at what level this is.

occasions that she has to discipline

before coming to Methodist Ladies'

When asked what she would miss the

do exist are there to show students that

Interview

Ms

with

Nadebaum

Having a wide range of experience

students. But she feels that the rules that

College to take on the role as principal,

most over the future years, Ms

in life there are boundaries and that if

Ms Nadebaum began her appointment

Nadebaum said that she would miss the

they are broken there are consequences.

in 1993. Before taking up her position

contact with the students and also being

at Methodist Ladies' College, Ms

part of the Inter-House events, being able

Ms Nadebaum has loved working at

Nadebaum held a wide range of other

to go into the junior primary classes,

Methodist Ladies' College, and has

positions, including teaching at a

Inter-School sport and the Heather

found it very refreshing and stimulating.

number of schools.

Lamont Festival.

Methodist Ladies'

One of her fondest

She especially loves the openness,

College was her first independent uni

memories comes from two Year 1

confidence and the willingness of the

sex school. Among the many secondary

students who, when they heard that Ms

students to "have a go". We wish her

schools at which she taught were Tuart

Nadebaum was leaving, went home and

all the best for her future years.

Hill, Willeton, Thornlie, Narrogin and

made two big paper plate green frogs

Bunbury.

with wide smiles.

She mainly taught English,

English Literature, Geography, French

Beth Lord and Julie Saunders (Year 12)

The next day they

came up to the office and presented them

and Social Studies. Ms Nadebaum has

to her because they thought she was

found the change to an independent

going to be sad.

girls' school an enjoyable one.
While working at Methodist Ladies'
Not only was Methodist Ladies' College

College, Ms Nadebaum has also come

Ms Nadebaum's first independent girls'

across many unique excuses from

school, it was also her first job as

students.

principal. She was very aware of the

hats have been she has heard that they

fact that she was the first woman

were sat on, left at a friends, stolen, burnt

principal in more than forty years at the

in a barbecue, and of course, the ever

When asked where missing

school, and also that she would be filling

popular 'I forgot'. When being asked

the shoes of Dr Hadley.

Upon her

about the school rules, Ms Nadebaum

commencement of the job, she set out to

replied that she feels that there aren't

help girls and young women to develop

many, and that the school mainly

to their full potential.

She hopes that

■EL4

Ms Nadebaum at the

functions on the common sense and

Year 12 Valedictory Dinner

Prefects Elect for

1999
After several weeks when girls nominated to be prefects in 1 999 and the subsequent elections,
the Prefects Elect for 1999 were announced at Assembly on 23 September, 1998.
THE SCHOOL PREFECTS ARE:

Alice Cargeeg, Chermaine Chua, Lisa Crawford, Olivia del Piano, Jayne Gartrell,
Rebecca Ovens, Rebecca Steinhardt and Joanne Stewart.
THE HOUSE CAPTAINS ARE:

Emilie Kuhaupt (Athens), Sayshie Poynton (Corinth), Lisa Cole (Olympia),
Heather Wilson (Rome), Louise Jarrett (Sparta) and Mary West (Troy).
THE BOARDING HOUSE PREFECTS ARE:

Barbara Abbott and Celine Nurimba (Burnside), Avril Chung and Jesse Pearse (Langsford)
and Erin Blundell and Jessie Walia (Walton).
We wish these students every :

; for 1999.

;
Ms Provis "Yes, it's rain, it's wet and it falls from the sky/

A

Head Girl
worked hard in an effort to balance her

"It's tough at the top but the
view is worth it."

.

extra curricular work, her academic
work and her leadership responsibilities.

There we were, on our first day of high

I feel honoured to have been part of such

school, standing in the Year 8 locker

a prefect group and my personal thanks

mjgijl

iSPn

area with the world's biggest butterflies.
We were all wearing our summer

must go to each of them, and especially
to Caroline for her work and her support.

dresses, that needed a "bit of growing
into", our crisp white socks, and our very

On behalf of the Year 12s I would like to

shiny new shoes. Wow, we've come a

wish Ms Nadebaum a most enjoyable and

long way since then as we have

fulfilling retirement and thank her for all

continued on our journey to being the

the effort and leadership she has given to

big fish in the pond.

the college for the last six years. I would
also like to thank Mrs Ethell for the work
she has put into her first year at MLC and

As prefects we got our first taste of what
was to come, at the end of 1 997, when

Jaime Chambers (Head Girl] and
Caroline Lindsey (Deputy Head Girl)

for her support with the prefects' gate duty.
A very special thanks must go to Mrs

we waitressed at the valedictory dinner
to farewell the outgoing Year 1 2s. It was

Members of the prefect body have been

Skidmore: without her encouragement,

evident that we had progressed from

honoured to represent the college at

enthusiasm and hard work we, as a Year

being unsure Year 8s but as a group we

various functions and seminars through

group, would often have been at a loss.

were still somewhat nervous about the

out the year, including the Perth College

Many of the functions that have been

year to come. The Big Year 1 2, the year
we had to actually start getting down to
"work."
We all faced 1998 with excitement,
enthusiasm and high expectations.
The prefects came together as a group
before first term started, and decided
our goal for the year was to encourage
and promote the vast amounts of school

leadership seminar, the Commonwealth
day functions, a multi faith service and
the Christ Church, PLC, Scotch and St
Hilda's assemblies. We were delighted
to invite Christ Church prefects to attend
one of our own assemblies. Socialising
with other schools was certainly high on
the 1998 prefect priority list.

organised by Year 12 in 1998 have
developed from ideas which may not have
survived

without Mrs Skidmore's

enthusiasm and effort.
Now our future extends beyond MLC,
and we approach the end of our school
life with mixed emotions. For all of us,

As Year

12s we have had the

opportunity to come together as a group

MLC has been a place of warmth,
knowledge and wisdom that has

on many occasions through out the year.

provided us with confidence to be who

spirit within the college. The Inter-school

The Year 12 ball was certainly a

we want to be. MLC has been, in some

swimming meet was a fine example of

highlight as everyone transformed

ways, the security blanket which has

how the whole college rallied together

themselves from school girls to "Belles

given us the self-assurance and support

to support the swimmers. The feeling in

of the Ball" for an evening that will

that we will carry with us as we stride

the stands at Beattie Park was electrifying

remain fixed in our memories. The Social

into the future. As a Year group we have

as we cheered our swimmers to their

Services prefects excelled themselves

cherished our time with each other,

highly commendable finishing position.

with the Titanic evening fundraiser. In

particularly in this last year, a year in

every sense of the word it was a 'Titanic'

which the bonds of friendship already

The fire in Sumner House brought the

success as the Year 12s once again

existing within the group have been

whole school together again, but for an

came together to support each other and

tested and strengthened.

entirely different reason. Many staff

as a school we were able to give

been some challenging situations along

members and students lost personal

generously to the Papua New Guinea

the way but what we will take from our

possessions as part of our school burnt

Relief Fund.

time at MLC is the enthusiasm,

down before our eyes. In response to

There have

confidence and wisdom that has become

this general sense of loss the prefects

It is important that I mention the fabulous

decided to bring a little happiness back

support and encouragement the 1998

into the school and gave every staff

prefect body has given to each other

member and student an Easter egg at

and the rest of the school. As a group

the Easter service. I'm sure the image of

I've felt we have risen to the challenges

fourteen seemingly responsible young

confronting us at the beginning of the

ladies hopping around Hadley Hall

year and together we have achieved the

dressed as Easter bunnies will be

goals we set for 1998. As individuals

remembered for some time.

each member of the prefect body has
Mrs Rigden "Halleluliah, I'm a bum."
5

an essential part of each of us over the
years.
As we move into the future, following
different paths, we, the 1998 Year 12
group, will be forever unified by
memories of our days at MLC.
Jaime Chambers
Head Girl
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Sixth row:
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Jennifer Borrill, Genevieve Wilkins, Su-Lyn Chong, Megan Caporn, Allison Gould, Marilyn Daventry, Yvonne Palmer, Gary Thomas, Rebecca Lalonde,

Fourth row:

Monique Benier
.
.
. .
Hanneke Rekelhof, Wendi Kirwan, Janice Guilfoyle, Robyn Wager, Nancy Rhodes, Pam Flaherty, Cheryl McCool, Chris Leather, Susan Moss, Luise

Third row:

Lowndes
Diane Spina, Suzanne Stein, Kerris Moffat, Susan Miller, Nicola Ridsdill-Smith, Suzanne Shaw, Jane Frame, Cherie Lewis, Janet Rigden, Jan

Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Williamson, Ruth Jones
in
r-L • •
d
c ii
Sheryl Ashdown, Jan Skidmore, Helen Feutrill, Jan Hollingworth, Ian Ford, Linda Richards, Amanda Loss, Bernadette Parry, Christine Roper, Sally
Madin, Wendie McKenzie, Kate Padman
.
_ , . ...
..
Pamela Hughes, Camille Lord, Jan Hutchison, Mary Hill, Sarah Fletcher, Margaret Nadebaum, Jenny Ethell, Leome Drew, Sylvia Watson, Maggie
Fisher, Marilyn Tsolakis, Jacqueline Brown
Judith Bartlett, Robyn Blackburn, Adele Boyce, Margaret Colder, Mike Comber, Elizabeth Davenport, Justine Freeman, Jill Gibson Julie Gibson,
Margaret Glenister, Elizabeth Hardy, Jenny Haselhurst, Mandy Hudson, Lynne Hughes, Peggy Hutchinson, Carolyn Lagrange, Beth Larkins Anne
Lewis, John Oxnam, Belinda Provis, Derrick Row, Myrlwynn Sonntag, Bruce Stanton, Doug Swingler, Kathryn Tamminga, Mary Telfer, Heather Thorne
Pat Wadsworth, Natalie White

ADMINISTRATION AND NON-TEACHING STAFF
Fifth row:
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Philip Brown, Owen Giersch, Keith Banwell, Robert Thompson, Allan McRae
Margaret Haydon, Ann Willis, Elizabeth Williams, Narelle Beebe, Mark Makepeace, Mike Higgins, Ron Hodgetts
Susie Culley, Violet Loncar, Sue Hales, Rita Purnell, Kerry Coates, Erika Kuhaupt, Diane Mann, Leslie Newton
Joan Maguire Denise Spencer, Kerry Sebbes, Maxine Mack, Judith Twine, Jennie Logan, Brian Mason, Angela Mills, Deanne Newman
Yuki Nagashima, Kathleen O'Shea, Julie Dare, Jenny Pratley, Airlie Williams, Leigh Thomas, Kelly Dixon, Susan May, Donna Rooney
Ros Astell, Richard Bartlett, Penny Bower, Simon Coates, Sarah Dawkins, Margaret Evans, Barbara Goodridge, Peter Harvey, Geoff Howell,
Louise James, Bev Kittel, Anna Leadbetter, Jan Mapley, Suzanne Martin, Susan O'Neill, Karen Sandover, Jenny Timms, Steve Varty, Marta
Wojcicki, Barbara Wyatt

Ms Gould "Today is a good time to learn, tomorrow is a good time to know.

Staff

An Interview Mrs Ethell - Dean of Students
and Staff
Staff are human” or so they lead us to believe. In an interview
with Mrs Ethell, we learnt about her past history, teaching at
Peninsula Grammar School outside Melbourne. This traditional
boys' school is now in the process of becoming co-ed, which
makes it rather different to MLC. Mrs Ethell, strangely, does not
miss the "physical nature of the boys" and the "sweaty changerooms" and the associated aromas which seeped out of them.
Junior school staff watch the Barclay swimming carival with great excitement!

Mrs Ethell came to MLC at the beginning of 1 998 wanting to

Ms Hollyock

assist in the education of the whole girl, spiritually, emotionally,
physically and intellectually.

Retires
Ms Hollyock retired at the

So far, she has found the job as Dean of Students and Staff to

end of first term this year,

be challenging, but also very rewarding, as she feels that

after a very long and full

she is in a position to make a difference. Already, in only a

teaching career at MLC.

year, she has changed the excursion policy to ensure greater

Ms Hollyock arrived at MLC

safety for girls and is in the process of changing the absentee

in September, 1981, and,

system. This means wagging school is now twice as hard,

in her time here, taught

proving that Mrs Ethell is good at problem solving.

English, English Literature,
Theatre

On the more personal side, we discovered that Mrs Ethell has

Arts,

Public

Speaking, Debating, E.S.L.

a secret hidden addiction to a legal substance, diet coke, the

and Senior English.

drink, that is. She has been very strong willed so far and has
managed to resist the heavenly calling of her beloved diet
coke.

While

We do, however, find it hard to believe that she

managed to survive Year 12 without ice-cream which is a

she

challenged

accepted ways of thinking,

necessity when under pressure. She did tell us though that,
Tim Harley ponders the meaning of life

even without ice-cream, "MLC has not been good for the waist
line", inspite of her health lunch (if she gets time for it) of a
sandwich and a cuppa.

teaching

constantly

especially issues related to
gender, and always taught
with

We suspect the supposed added

a

great deal of

commitment, passion and

weight must be due to the busy social life she has out of school,

enthusiasm.

including college functions, one of which was being organised

A teacher who will be

during our interview.

surely missed, but with Ms
Hollyock's incalculable

On the business side, some of her most difficult moments come

contri-bution to the lives of

when trying to keep a straight face. For example, when asking

many students, she will not

Year 8s why they were trying to roll a girl down the stairs in a

be forgotten.

box: being new to our community, she would not realise that
Allison Speed

these sort of activities are a normal past-time of the Year 8s.
Students' excuses for wrong doing, for the "oh too common",
"I forgot", to the "I was sick" from a student in Claremont.

Kathryn Tamminga, with son Fraser, who will go
to Canberra for a year at the end of Term 3 '98

Those missing blazers that seem to have minds of their own:
"I got caught in the rain and it's still wet", when it had not
rained in the last 24 hours.

Strange! Mrs Ethell has found

filling Mrs Shepherd's role very challenging but says that Mrs
Shepherd has made life easy for Mrs Ethell by doing such a
good job. She finds the whole school community very friendly,
the independence of the girls extraordinary and was absolutely
blown away by the House Singing and Drama day. And in
response to the question posed on the enjoyment of her job,
she replied, "I love it, absolutely love it".
Beth Lord and Julie Saunders

Bob Thompson retired this year after almost
three decades at MLC

Ms Watson "I dribbled all over it."
8

Myrlwynn Sonntag retiring from
teaching after 26 years

Staff
MyHwynn Sonntag

Myrlwynn Sonntag has been teaching English and English Literature at MLC for 26 years. Her
passion for Literature has influenced many young women at the college. She is currently Head
of English Literature and her enthusiasm for her subject has been demonstrated in excellent
TEE results. She has been instrumental in curriculum development, using the new technologies
such as the internet and powerpoint presentations as tools in her teaching. Myrlwynn was
Head of Department for 9 years. She has worked as a Moderator for English Literature with
the Curriculum Council and has marked TEE English Literature papers for many years.
We would like to thank Myrlwynn for her invaluable contribution to the English Department and
wish her well in her retirement. A new chapter to her life begins in Tasmania.
Marilyn Tsolakis
Aufwiedersehen Frau Hill und Alles Gute

So many years, so many students, so many
Rev Hollis Wilson

wonderful achievements ...

STAFF ASSOCIATION 1998

We're getting ready to say goodbye to Rev.
The MLC Language Department, in

Such a very short time ago we were

particular the German students, are very

preparing to welcome him - or at least to

sad to be saying goodbye to Ms Hill at

inspect the new chaplain and to slot him into

the end of this year.

some suitably out of the way corner of the

For more than 20

years her enthusiasm for language

have been an inspiration to colleagues
and students alike. Hundreds of German
students have benefited from her
innovative and highly developed teaching
methodology. They have also enjoyed a
wide range of extra-curricular language
activities, such as camps, exchanges, visits
from

German

native-speakers,

participation in the DAS exams and
excursions to films and restaurants.

It is

most evident that Ms Hill has loved her
role in the classroom and has valued the
relationships that she has established with
students.

Indeed these are the reasons

why she has worked at MLC for so long.
Looking at her profile in the wider school

and active 1998. During the course of
the year, we have said farewell to a
number of staff members - Leonie
Jongenelis, Beverly Hollyock, Myrlwynn

college.

Sonntag, Mary Hill, Wendy Kirwan and

learning and her firm belief that anyone
who is so motivated can learn a language

The Staff Association has had a very busy

The college grapevine started humming - an

Hollis Wilson: we have welcomed new

American in MLC? A Bible-toting southern

staff and staff replacing others on leave -

gospel singer was the most tempting image,

Jenny Ethell, Tim Harley, Louise Lowndes,

or maybe a cold, Yale educated man with a

Pamela Hughes, Christine Roper, Judy

string of Mayflower ancestors; a shifty guy

Boyne, David Watkins, Jane Tamminga

with links to the Chicago Mafia; a long, tall,

and Ian Sydney-Smith.

drawling cowboy, or a gangly hyperactive
basketball player? No, said Ms Nadebaum,

There have been numerous social activities

our new chaplain was an ex-NASA engineer,

this year, both within the college and

a scientific pioneer of the heavens.

outside. Our termly 'drinks and nibbles'
have been well attended and have been

Enter Rev. Exit stereotypes. The astronaut
link is hinted at only with his strange obsession
with Star Trek paraphernalia; he can sing
gospels, but only as a special treat; the Italian
connection is there, but only in family photos,
and his well stocked lunchbox. Imagine Rev.

highlighted by the superb and various
wines that our committee wine expert, Ray
Forma, has provided. A feature of this
year's social activities have been the termly
dinners held at various restaurants in the

on a horse? or leaping around a basketball

Perth metropolitan area. These have been

court?

terrific, very well supported and enjoyed

community, Ms Hill has been a very

by all; my thanks go to committee

positive role model for young women,

We haven't been able to pigeonhole and

members Allison Gould and Megan

encouraging them to reach their full

ignore Rev. - he seems to pop up in all parts

Caporn for their organisation of these

potential.

events.

She has always shown great

of the school, and everyone from the pre

concern for the well-being of both her

schoolers up know they can relax and look

colleagues and students.

forward to something interesting when he

As reported in the Collegian of 1997,

appears.

the staff room has been undergoing major

We wish Mary happiness, good health
and fulfilment in her "life after MLC" and

refurbishment. This work was completed
Instead of our stereotypes, we now have

thank her whole heartedly for her warm

images of Rev. surrounded by Grade 1 s while

and generous contributions to our

he tells Christmas stories; Rev. star gazing
with Year 1 1 s on camp; Rev. as Captain of

department and the college.

the Titanic; Rev. as the only adult at assembly
"A teacher affects eternity; she can never

room is now a congenial user-friendly area
for staff, complete with new carpets and
new furniture.

without a formal name.
We look forward to continued fellowship

tell where her influence stops." (adapted
from Henry Adams, 1 909)

in the middle of the year and the staff

We still can't describe him, except perhaps
as irreplaceable.

in 1999.
Andrew Bushell

Robyn Blackburn

Jan Hutchison and Jacqueline Brown

Ms Watson "Girls, time to start Lit." Ievil laughI

9

Staff

Administration

where everyone brought a plate.

and

Harley,

Non-Teaching Staff
Fire

The major event of 1998 was the fire in
Sumner House, 3 April, 1998.

Tim

Anna Leadbetter (a villa in France). Ann

from Outdoor Education,

Willis had a great ski trip to Victoria and

organised activities - including "suck-the-

Deanne Newman went to the AFL Grand

paper" - which left several staff members

Final. Stuart McDonough gets the "now

in somewhat compromising positions.

you see him now you don't" award - until

Another successful event was our staff

he finally flies off into the sunset with his

The

breakfast in Term 3, organised by team

new fiancee, Michelle. Dianne Mann is

evacuation procedure executed that day

members from across the board and

enjoying her change from Catering to

was commended by the Fire Brigade.

attended by all on campus.

assisting in Home Economics.

However,

upon

reflection,

many

improvements have now been made and
the procedures will be continually
extended and upgraded, especially as a
result of this terrible experience.

Thanks especially to Keith Banwell who,

Moving Camp

in addition to his normal work, supported

The Development Office moved at the end

the Year 1 2 students in their dream of

of Term 3 into the newly refurbished office

raising money for the victims of the tsunami

off the staff room corridor. There is now

in Papua New Guinea with the amazing

lots of room for Alumni activity. This meant

extravaganza evening when Titanic was

that the Customer Services Department

shown and over $3,500 raised.

could spread out and enhance their

ordination and co-operation to achieve all

For those of you wondering about our

parents.

we did.

Jennie Logan handled the

Christmas Extravaganza, a tradition

are now united and are situated on the

students' personal claims, while Airlie

commencing in 1997 by those astounding

lower floor of WSRC which has been

Williams handled the staff personal claims.

Lords and Ladies of the Prance, you will

refurbished with new office spaces and a

Ann Willis headed the building project

not be disappointed in 1998 ...

The repair of damage from the fire meant
a large amount of extra work for all staff
and it was a great exercise in team co

interviewing space for prospective

team with the college architects and
ensured that much of Sumner House was

Comings and Goings

Welcomes extended this year to Louise

beginning of Term 2.

James, Reception, Robert Thompson, Help

achieved without an enormous amount of

Desk,

effort and commitment from all involved.

Technician, Ros Astell, Registrar Office

The same insurance company was

Assistant and Caroline Farr as Dean of

overseeing

Students and Staff Assistant.

the

fire

recovery

of

new help desk.

A great job by the

Maintenance Department.

open and ready for classes by the
This was not

The Information Services team

Elspeth

Stewart,

Computer

RECE1,

Churchlands campus, who are still trying
to recover from their fire, and they

Happy retirement to Bob Thompson after

commended

20 years at the college.

the

college

on

our

Farewell and

expediency and the efficiency of our team

good luck to Val Di Giusto, Kathleen

commitment.

O'Shea, Margaret Haydon, Jean Hornsby

WALTO:

and Melinda Buckingham - but welcome,
Performance Management System

Chelsea Rose, Melinda's baby girl.

Following on from the Admin. Review and
the non-teaching staff EBA, a group of staff,

Long Service Leave for Suzanne Martin

with the help of an AIM consultant, have

and Peter Harvey.

worked on developing a Performance

were: Donna Rooney (UK and USA), Ron

Management System, which reviews goals

Hodgetts, (UK), Geoff Howell, (UK) and

and sets year goals and training for the
coming year.

Overseas jaunters
Ron Hodgetts makes sure we know where we
are going

mm

Social Activities

For all of you who are wondering what
goes on during the school holidays on
campus, well ... usually motivated by our
stomachs, which in the holidays are
deprived of our usual treats from Geoff
Howell and the wonderful catering staff,
we organise special events.

In Term 2

holidays we held a special luncheon

From left: Part of the Accounts team - Kelly Dixon, Leigh Thomas and Stuart McDonough

Ms Watson "Aren't you horrible? Vile, vile little girls."
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Year 8
Year 8 Social

8 experienced

On Friday 14 August, the Year 8 Social was held.
After weeks of careful organisation and planning,

year 8 is a new beginning.

the big night was finally here!

The dawn of high school.ui
The hirst hew weeks were scary, 'cos euerythi

For weeks ahead, the topic of conversation was

was new.

"so, what are you wearing to the social?" For
some, it was the first boy/girl dance they had ever
attended; for all it was greatly anticipated.

year 8 is great especiqff^O dQtj

The evening began for many Year 8s, some Year
I like MLC - we all look like trees

12s, led by Becky and Sues, and Mrs Hudson

Like short little trees we waddle around the.

setting up Bosisto Hall in the afternoon after InterHouse athletics. Bosisto was decorated with disco

I go to this school - / swim in-the pool.

lights, shiny, silver stars stuck to the walls and
streamers. A DJ had been hired!

I've made new friend} inyearslg to
The quiz was a chance to meet new people and

A new experience,
w friends, neiifteachers, neuHboto - so many new thtngmm'have freed.

-:y:

Pj/garS is fun, interesting and exciting and we have lots oh memories.
Inters, both House and School, were exciting,

to have a chat with your friends. It turned out to
be fun and laughter.

After the quiz, the late

arriving Aquinas boys entered the Hall, and it
was then that the dancing began. By 7.30pm
the music was blaring and everyone - well not

Festivals and performances - well, they were dramatic.

everyone - started to show off their dancing.
Moshing was quashed and the DJ thought this

Let's not horget the Social!

was a good time to give the dancers their first

Who could horget the camp?

taste of "snowball" for the night.
Camp was fun. all that energy to expend.

Not many

people danced the first time but the ones that did

What about rowing -1 was cox sitting all ruggi

looked like they were having heaps of fun.

up in a box!

We had door prizes and a competition to see
is my part oh the poeem. let's hope it fee'

s on going.

which boy could do the best dance to the Spice
Girls' song Stop. Snowballs were more successful

year 8 is great because you get your own hreedom - expanding horizons.

as the night progressed and they were a good

Mathematics was easy, Home £c was explosive. English was cool but Science

way to get to know more people, which we did
as the night went on. Everyone seemed to be

was implosive.

more comfortable and less shy.

In S & £ we dug up the past,
Finally, and much too quickly, the evening came
P£ is the best but you get no rest.
We get more homework thanyeary^M

to an end. The Social was a major success and
greatly enjoyed by all who attended. The next

Recess and lunch are like oases in the desert - something to look forward to, fj

week at school, the topic of conversation was
"who did you dance with at the Social?"

year 8 is great but irfhy do we get let out late?
Boarding life is an experience I shanmorget - both good and bad.

Special thanks to Mrs Hudson, Year 8 Tutors and
Becky Kevill and Sues Hanger for making the

year 8 is a blast but it's going too hast.

Social possible.
year 8 has been rough and calm at different times - like the sea.

Alexandra Bagios, Kallie Turner,
Aleisha Doust and Sally Watkins

t J/ear 8 is better than I thought now I know new things that I've been taught,
year 8 has been so much fun, it is so much different to when it began,
year 8 has been great, the holidays are coming and I can't wait.
’
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We've met lots of new people who will be cur friends to the end.
This is an abridged version of Year 8 experiences presented at the Year 8 Assembly by
Julia Rhodes and Sarah Newman. It was composed by a large number of Year 8s who
were offered the opportunity to reflect on Year 8 in a single line of prose as part of their
tutorial programme.

Ms Watson "Why are you always so naughty?"
12
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Year 8
My thoughts on Camp
There I was, sitting on my bed, quickly checking and double checking all
my belongings as my Mum called them from the list. I had a huge knot in
my stomach. Partly because I was excited about camp, and partly because
I'd heard more bad than good things about the camp from the last two
groups. I finally got to sleep and woke up in the morning ready to go to
camp. I lugged my bags down stairs and sat there waiting for Mrs van
der Straaten to help my friend and me down to the bus. Mrs V came at last
and we raced out the door, only to find the gardener going down the road
on his tractor. So we put our bags on the back and ran to the bus. We
were the last ones there, but we didn't care. We were going to camp.
After a long ride we were at camp. There were trees and bush everywhere
Year 8s in their "new" classroom after the fire
(Photo courtesy of Post Newspapers)

Visit to Claremont Museum
During our Society and Environment class time in Term 2, we went
to Claremont Museum.

We investigated how the early settlers
lived

and

compared this to
the way we live
today.

We

experienced first
hand the washing

as well as wildlife including March flies, kangaroos, leeches (yuk!) and a

board!

kookaburra which was named Snatch. The leeches were constantly in

able

We were
to

view

mind when swimming in the creek. We saw one leech that had been

displays on the set

washed up by the water, squirming on the step, and that was enough to

up of the first shops,

make us think there was a whole army of leeches in the creek just waiting

a school room and

for someone to attach themselves to. Our leaders, Brett and Alecia, soon

we also had the

got that out of our systems, but that doesn't mean that a slimy reed passing

opportunity to look

over our legs couldn't make us scream and scramble for the floaty tubes!

at an exhibition on the stolen generation. This excursion was like

Snatch was a halfway take kookaburra that had lots of character and

turning back time.

was lots of fun.
by Mr Oxnam's Year 8
Society and Environment class.

We were told that if we left the nail brushes in the

washing water, Snatch would take them and bang them against a tree
until he lost interest in this non-moving object and dropped it in the bush,
much to the distress of the staff who had to go out and find them. One
time he stole Ann's jam sandwich and smeared jam all over his face.

We started our activities on the first day, as soon as we had settled into
our huts. First, we sat in a group and were put into pairs. In these pairs
we went off and discussed our holidays, where we lived and just talked,
basically.

Some other activities we played were "cat and mouse",

"marshmallows" and "pirates". What sort of games are these you may

■ ■ ■ n wnH\

ask? Weird, but fun. We also went canoeing, on a 3km walk and to
"Moondyne Joe". Moondyne Joe was, for me, the best part of the whole

Year Choir performing at the Year 8 Assembly on i 1 September

camp. We jumped off a humungous pole to try and reach the trapeze in
the "Leap of faith". We walked on a really high log and abseiled down
a tree on the "Board Walk" and my partner and I screamed all the way
down the flying fox!
I really enjoyed almost every bit of the camp.

Some highlights were

Moondyne Joe, canoeing, camping out, cooking for ourselves and, of
course, being with all my friends. Some bad things were March flies,
waking up early and the leeches. But 1 think that the good things definitely
outweighed the bad and, if I had the chance, I'd do it again.
Year 8 students, under the direction of a Year 11 Marine Studies student,
experiencing the Touch Pool during Social Services Week - The Year of the Sea

Ms Watson "Foo/."

Carly Williams

Student "We didn't say that."

>3

Ms Watson "No, but you implied it."

A is for Adele, who has Achieved Amazing things like
winning the Diving Winteridge Trophy and coming an
Awesome 1st in the 14-15 age group State Diving.

Year 9

B is for Ballroom Dancing, where Blustery Tuesdays
were spent with the Boisterous Boys from Scotch.

The Year

Year 9 is a bit like a roller coaster with
lots of ups and downs. This year, we
have had many more ups than downs,

C is for Camp, a Cool Concoction of Countryside
Campfires, Canoeing, Caving, Carrabinas, Chocolate

of

Treats and Creative Cooking.

with many of our students excelling in a

THE

wide range of activities. Follow our
to

D is for dancing, where Dana dazzled by Dancing in

Sabrina Wong. Many thanks to MinHua
Chow for her great graphics.

W, Adin S, Tamsin D, Lucy B, Libby J and Shilpa P

Coaster

Dauntlessly Danced in the 1998 Dance Festival.

A

of Year 9 so cleverly compiled by

Aleksia Barron, Shilpa Pullela and

Roller

the Eaglettes, and Phillippa P, Jodie S, Debbie H, Caitlin

Z

Mrs Kate Padman

E is the Eight-Nine Choir, an Enthusiastic Ensemble
of Year Eights and Nines who performed Excitably
at many Enjoyable performances.

1

I

M is for Mathematics Enrichment

l*l\ I / Ml

courses at CCGS, where Many MLC girls

F is for Front of House, the Frantic occupation that the

spent some Memorable Tuesdays

Commerce Students tackled Fastidiously for The Boyfriend,

Meddling with Muddled Mathematics.

catering for Furlongs of Friendly people, under the Fantastic
leadership of Sam P and Katherine S.

\

i

G is for Gymnastics,

m

/1

\

mi

i

L is for Lifesaving, in which a Lively group of girls earned the
right to work as qualified Lifesavers (and I don't mean the Lolly!)

in which the Genial Generous

Allana Grandly excels, Gallivanting off to the

1C is for Katherine S, who conceived a computer creation so clever she

Commonwealth Games in the Green and Gold.

met Bill Gates and visited the Microsoft Corporation Headquarters.

J is for Jana and Jen, the Jolly swimmers from
H is for Helen, who
Happily Held her
Head High when she
made MLC History
by Heroically
breaking the Javelin
record and winning

Rome who Joyfully accepted their places in
the Jovial Inter-house swimming.
I is for the International Year of the
Ocean, which Immersed us in Interesting
talks, displays and, of course, the
Imaginative Titanic Night.

2nd place in Inter
house Athletics.

Z is for Zilko,

Holly, who zestfully zigzags

around the Zombie Zode of Year 9.

Y is for Yates, Sarah, who was surrounded by
Yells of "Yay" as she was awarded 3rd place
in the Inter-house athletics.

3C is for Xylophone, an instrument

U is for UWA, where

played by several Year 9

the Chemistry

percussionists.

Olympiad took place
and the Uniformly

Wi s for the World Wide

impressive 9A rowing

Web Weekend Which Went

crew are taking on the

Wonderfully Well

Universe by continuing
rowing there.

....
V is for Vespers, the music by
Monte Verdi in which the 8/9
Choir Vibrantly Voiced, Vexating,
Vast, Vivid, Voluminous Verses of

Si

N is for
Naughton, Pia
who will be
Noticeably Nostalgic
when she remembers
coming 1 st in the
Inter-house Athletics.

O is for Olympiad on Chemistry
where we heard Oblique Oratories
on Oxygen and Other stuff.

P is for Phillipa P who Plunges
Perfectly into Perilous Pools

R is for Rowing, the sport where a Rowdy
pack of Ruthless Rowers Rowed away on the
Swan River, Receiving several Rewards at the
Regattas, especially the Head of the River.

S is for Social, the Special Night of crowd-Surfing
Shocking costumes and Spice Girls Songs

T is for Tamsin, who Took on
Three Tedious yet Terrific
roles in the CCGS
play, Mort.

f

Year 10
The (Somewhat)
True Story of
McKennedy the Frog
McKennedy was just an ordinary frog,
until one day he decided he needed an
education.

So he hopped along to a

school for this.

However, when he first

arrived, he was somewhat confused, as
he could not see any HUMANS, just
TREES all around the place.

He soon

learnt that these were not in fact types of
vegetation, just Methodist Ladies' College
students, whose uniforms were rather...
chlorophyll enhanced. In fact, if you were
not a very nice sort of person (one who
tells an elephant that it's gorgeous just so
that it doesn't sit on you), you could say
that they were positively green.
Anyway, McKennedy decided to join Year
10, as this was meant to be the best year.
You are not the "baby" of the school, nor
do you have the stress of some nasty things
called E-X-A-M-SI).
One of the major features of Year 10 was
the Career Education programme. This
involved periods where students were able
to listen to professional people talking

the end they had to compromise, and

students involved in the Commerce Small

about their careers, to representatives from

settled for setting off just one in front of the

educational institutions such as UWA and

Mathematics Department, to thank them

Business ventures, which raised over
$2000 for CANTEEN, to the SRC

TAPE (no, that does not stand for The

for a particularly hard Maths test.

representatives, to and Mrs Ridsdill-Smith
for putting up with us for two years.

speakers who enlightened them about

The Year 10 Dance, a great success, was

There were also some travellers in the

interpersonal skills and the mysteries of

held in term three, and for the night Bosisto

attending interviews. The honours for this

Hall was transformed by the social

year group. Lucy Young and Sarah
Ward are attending school in the UK,

go to Chris Maxwell, whose seminar and

committee to look suitable for the dance's

and Claire Hutchison and Victoria Tait

unique style really got the theme of

theme, Creatures of the Night. The people

spent six months at our sister school in

"Enthusiasm - it's not what you do, it's how

who attended also dressed according to

Japan, Kobe College.

you do it" through to students. There was

the theme, and that was why there were

French and Japanese students are

Australian Frogs' Embassy), and to

Some Year 10

also WORK EXPERIENCE. Each student

so many fairies, vampires and so on at

involved in hosting visitors from Reunion

spent a week working in close association

the gymnasium on 29th August.

Island and Kobe Coll ege.

with people who were involved in careers

Intrepid

groups braved the bush and the ocean,

in which the students were interested.

McKennedy the frog was astounded by

at Exmouth in July and at Perilya Mine

Students' reactions to this experience were

the range of achievements of everyone

near Meekatharra in October.

quite varied.

in this brilliant year. He joined the rest

Then there was Academic Extension. An

who competed in interschool athletics,

and most of us have survived four terms

enthusiastic group of students took part

of recycling, voting, subject selections

in sessions on topics such as yoga,

swimming, cross-country and other
sports, and those who succeeded at

osteoporosis, and studying skull models

State or National level in cricket, surf

you're almost in senior school now. You

of the college in congratulating those

Overall, Year 10 was really not too bad,

and lectures around the theme of, "Girls,

of australopithecines (some found much

lifesaving, badminton, hockey and rock

should be more mature/better organised

a strong resemblance between these skulls

climbing.

and so on".

and those of their younger brothers/ex

WADL Debating pennant, and students

boyfriends). One very interesting session

also took part successfully in Mock Trials,

And McKennedy?

was chemistry, when the students ignited

public speaking competitions, and a

education. Next step: to get a life.

The Year 10 team won the

Now he has an

hydrogen-filled balloons. Even though the

wide

group wanted to go and set off twenty of

competitions such as the Math-o-Quest.

Ashwini Arumugaswamy

these on the shared MLC/CCGS field, in

Congratulations are also due to the

and Siobhan Andersen

range

Mrs Gibson "Pam, why are you sitting on the floor?"

of

subject-based

Pam "Coz my bottom hurts and I don't want to sit on a chair."

Year 10

Fortnum Gold Mine

1998
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On Sunday, 11 October, ten Year 10
students, two teachers and one hangeron, headed north to brave the heat
(almost 40°CI), dust, flies and 5.30am
starts of Fortnum Gold Mine.

i

Fortnum is owned by Perilya Mines N.L.,

Wj

and the site itself covers around 20
square kilometres, on largely flat, dry
land, 150 km north of Meekatharra. On
site, there is an administration block,
accommodation, a processing plant,
waste dumps and, of course, the pits
themselves, such as Starlight and Trevs.
The site was discovered by a prospector

/

named Trevor Burrell.

i

^ <4

In total, it was a fantastic trip, despite
being covered in red dirt most of the
time! We did heaps of things, such as
geology, exploration, processing,
rehabitation, laboratory and mining
activities. Specifically, we witnessed a
gold pour, of which the resulting gold
bar was worth $320,000 and weighed
1 8 kg. We all dreamed of being able
to run off into the sunset with it and living
happily after!
Some of us were also lucky enough to
find some small pieces of gold in the
processing plant and we all had a ride
in one of the enormous dump trucks
which transport the ore and waste
material. We also pigged out in the "Dry
Mess" (or Canteen), especially on
icecream!
During our stay, we didn't wander around
the site on our own, of course! We were

the aforementioned activities, we also

shown around by a number of very helpful

saw an explosion in one of the pits and

people, among them Trevor Burrell himself,

fed fish in another (yes, FISH - you heard

the Mine Manager Verne Cook, the Pit

right!) All of us would highly recommend

Supervisor Ivor, Exploration Geologist

it to next year's Year 1 0s.

Frank, and Lab. Technicians Tricia and
Leona, along with many others, such as

We would also like to extend our thanks
to all who gave us such a memorable

the fantastic Judy.

stay, including the miner who told us not
to flash our torches around because it

Anyway, eventually our week at Fortnum

would attract snakes!

The only part I

ended. While it had been hot and dusty,

want to forget is the interminable twelve

yes, it was also an incredibly interesting

hour return trip!

and different experience.

Along with

Mrs Lewis

Year 10 students at work and play

Siobhan Anderson

"Use your imagination. Just because they don't have round bottoms..."

YEAR 1 1
W:

■

i oday we kiss freedom goodbye, as we venture into the "abyss",
otherwise known as Year 12.

We started off the year by welcoming new Year 1 1 students to the
college, and getting to know them better on the annual year 1 1
weekend at Fairbridge.

It was a fun-filled weekend where we

experienced activities such as: the ever-entertaining belly dancing,
the production of ingenious culinary delights, Mud Soccer...oh yes,
and study skills.

Fairbridge fostered the development of many

friendships and was a great way to spend a weekend.

As always, our sporting calendar continued to be an excellent forum
for exposing Year 1 1 talent and encouraging team spirit.

We

-—•-

celebrated the intense heat with a great swimming season, both
within and without the school. Also braving the waters were our
Year 1 1 rowers, who made us proud with their dedication and the

mfiss

We,

excellent achievements in their regattas.

The year forged ahead

with alarming speed, and, to match it we donned our spikes, and
iimiimV

ran like the wind. Whether in team games or individual events, we
were a success and enjoyed ourselves immensely.

By no means did our successes in the sporting field overshadow events
in the artistic arena. The Inter-House Singing and Drama day allowed
us to show of our directing, acting and singing skills. Our budding
actresses and musicians were again allowed to shine in the school
production of The Boy Friend. Many of us also participated in a variety
of the College's musical groups, the motivation by no means being the
opportunity to share stands with musicians from ChristChurch Grammar
School in the combined Concerto Night.

A particular aspect of Year 1 1 is being able to become more involved
in the business world. This year eleven of our young entrepreneurs
simulated a small business as part of the Young Achievement Australia
programme. We called ourselves Mysteriya, and created our own
original products of Beanz Toys and Recipe Books.

Year 1 1 co-ordinated "Daffodil Day", which directs its funds towards
cancer research.

We also supported the Cottage Hospice and

Anglicare.

Then, of course, there was the river cruise - a night enjoyed by all as
we dressed up in our finery and danced the night away on the
Swan River.

We look forward to Year 1 2 - we have a great bunch of prefects to
lead us - but Year 1 1 has been a year never-to-forget. We would
like to thank Ms Provis for putting up with us for yet another year,
and for making this year even better than last year!
Daphne Chan and Heather Wilson

18
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A group of twenty Year 1 Is, together with an assortment of the bravest, fittest and strongest of Scotch Year 1 Is,
braved the freezing Moray cold for the 50 Mile Walk. Hand-in-hand (not literally of course!) the group put in sweat
and tears to complete the gruelling 50 miles in 18 hours. The finish was signalled by the welcome sounds of the
Scotch bagpipes and the warmth of the huge bonfire. Congratulations must go to all who participated.

YEAR 1 1
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The Class of 1998

Y ear
12

Year 12
Looking back
Looking forward
Anthea Connor is one of the
special breed of MLC girls who
has spent her whole schooling at
the College.

She reflects on the

special moments during

her

twelve years at MLC

_________
1998 YEAR 12 GIRLS IN YEAR 3, 1989
Elisabeth Sobon, Rhonda Meyerowitz, Alison Copeland,
Nelly Yeo, Jodie Lewis, Davinia Kulaendra,
Pamela McCutcheon, Amanda Haber, Lara Norman,
Louise Troy, Wallis Hearn, Anthea Connor,
Emma Ryan-Brain, Hannah Etherington
Teacher: Mrs. B.A. Smith

Some teachers you always remember. I
have fond memories of my Barclay
teachers and we recently had a reunion
lunch for those students who have attended
Barclay House.

Can you imagine going to MLC for 12
years? Mostofyou would probably cringe

Senior School remained a mystery to me

at the thought!

Alas, there are a few of

as we seldom 'went up the hill'. I always

us, and, I for one believe that I have

looked up in awe at the senior school girls,

benefited greatly from my lengthy

especially those who were in Year 1 2

association with MLC.

when I was in Year 8.

I never thought that 1 2 years at MLC would

When I left Barclay to come up to the

fly by so quickly!

senior school, I thought that I would go

Anthea Connor cutting the cake at the
Valedictory Dinner, 1 998

together despite the pressures and stress
of exams.

One moment I am in

Some people say that school years are the

Year 1 happily colouring away without a

back, but I didn't for a long time.

And

best years of your life and others say they

care in the world, and the next thing I know

when I did so much had changed. You

are the most important ones. I think that both

is that I am sitting my TEE! Gee, how time

take things for granted and don't notice a

these statements are true, for you, form your

flies when you're having fun!

lot of things when you're there.

first real friendships in school and some of

One of the lasting memories I have of my

As the year begins to draw to a close

them you carry throughout life.
junior school years was of Dr Hadley, the

we're noticing all the things we are

It's hard to analyse how I feel about leaving

then principal of MLC, reading us stories.

doing for the "last time". We all realise

MLC.

He would often come to Barclay and we

it's our last year and we want to make

known. I think what sums it up best is the

loved listening to him read "Ping the

the most of it.

We have a more adult

ethos of the school, "strive for the highest",

Duck". The fact that he repeated the same

relationship with our teachers and there

which has shaped me and prepared me

story didn't seem to matter. It proved that

have been many highlights, including the

for the future.

he could relate well to the students.

ball, which have drawn us closer

For the last 12 years it's all I've

CURRENT YEAR 12 LEAVERS WHO WERE AT MLC FOR THEIR TOTAL SCHOOLING
Back Row: Rhonda Meyerowitz, Wallis Hearn, Emma Ryan-Brain, Lara Norman, Pam McCutcheon
Front Row: Louise Troy, Elisabeth Sobon, Nellie Yeo, Jodie Lewis, Anthea Connor

Mr Spindler

"I am not nice."

Anthea Connor

Year 12
Year 12 Report.

Geography Camp

We survived our term two examinations in
an amazingly mature manor and searched

Well it's hard to believe that our school

far more challenging activities to embark

1998 has been a very eventful year

journey has come to an end. All the same, it

upon. This is where Georgia and Naomi

for the Year 12 Geographers.

has been an amazing period in our lives,

became experts in organising a "Titanic"

one which we will never forget. The year

event. The screening of Titanic on the big

started out relatively smoothly although the

screen with surround on the 7th of August

ever impending doom of TEE was lurking

was a huge hit and became an other huge

over our shoulders and everyone was very

event on the year twelve calendar. Many

much aware of the task ahead of us.

thanks to Naomi and Georgia, and the year
twelve body.

On 7th May, twenty two of us, plus Mr
Oxnam and Mrs Roper, set off on an
adventure to the outback. We all piled
onto the MLC bus and started on the
trip down south.

The enthusiasm of our year group was
evident when we flocked to the common
room at recess, lunch and at any other

Our mocks came and the evident stress of
the infinite amount of work was soon upon

possible free time during the day. This is

us. But as we did previously we overcame

when we confirmed our year twelve privilege

the stress and came out of the wiser and

status and pampered ourselves with various

Our first stops were along the coast
where

we

observed

many

geographical features. We continued
this until we reached our residence for
the next two nights at Wellington Mills.

somewhat more motivated.

fine refreshments and nibble's which were
available due to the luxury of the common

As we reached the end of our journey, we

It wasn't all class work - we were able

room fridge. Even though we spent most of

reflect on the things we've done, the good

to have some fun and games, including

the year either burnt out or locked out of it,

times we've had, and the many wonderful

the funny sight of Mr Oxnam pushing

the common room remained a symbol of

friendships we've formed. We say goodbye

the bus out of a muddy bog.

our year twelve status and we realised our

to MLC with a sense of subdued anticipation

many happy moments spent there. Usually

for the years ahead.

At night some work was done and a

scrambling in an effort to reserve one of the

handful of pranks to some of the girls!

few furnishings.

We thank Mrs Skidmore for her loving
support, generosity and kindness. We also

The 1998 Geography Camp was full

As first term progressed and the stress of the

thank all of our teachers for their guidance

of fun and hard work and we really

year increased we thought things couldn't

and wish them well.

enjoyed ourselves.

get much worse. We were wrong to assume

Thank you, Mr

Oxnam and Mrs Roper.

this however, as on the 3rd of April, the

We reflect upon the year in fondness and

third floor of Sumner house erupted in flames

with avid optimism for the events of the future.

and left many of us in disarray and emotional

Kirsly Nugent.

Holly Barnes and
Lisa Caspall

exhaustion. We feared for the possible lives
that were threatened, but also the possibility
of losing the series of well kept subject notes,
integral to our term two examinations. But
as per usual we bonded together to over

»

come the disaster and to find a positive
element in any negative situation. (The
positive of the fire was a series of well-toned
firemen.)
The fire soon became a thing of the past as
the preparations for our most extravagant
event, the year twelve ball, consumed much
of our time. We worried, we panicked, we
made ourselves sick asking questions like:
"Which dress!", "What shoes!", "What to
do with our hair!", and we focused on
creating ourselves a most imaginative "look"
for the ball. All our preparation was
worthwhile, as we entered the ball in a
stunning array of fashions, glitz and glamour.
We laughed, we danced and generally had
our share of "Kodak" moments. It was a
fantastic evening, everyone was beautiful,
ecstatic and very much "in the moment".

PREFECTS
Katie Maskiell, Naomi Fudge
Hannah Etherington, Amanda Haber, Jodie Lewis, Carmen Heitman, Georgia Werner,
Tammy Ryan
Second row: Jaime Chambers, Jenny Pritchard, Carly Dolton, Caroline Lindsey
Front row:
Anna Le Souef, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith
Fourth row:
Third row:

Mr Kurz (talking about the ball)

"l can just rock up, check you out and go home.

Mrs Shaw - Athens

Mrs Miller - Corinth

HEADS OF HOUSES
Back Row: Amanda Haber (Troy), Hannah Etherington (Corinth)
Front Row: Katie Maskiell (Rome), Carly Dolton (Olympia),
Carmen Heitman (Athens), Jessyka Watson-Galbraith (Sparta)

" X

Mr Spindler - Olympia

Mr Graber - Rome

CORINTH HOUSE OFFICIALS
Nikki Jackson, Taya Grinsell,
Hannah Etherington (Captain), Melanie Angel

Ms Freeman - Sparta

Ms Tamminga - Troy
-rm.

X

>.

OLYMPIA HOUSE OFFICIALS
Pia Carter, Carly Dolton (Captain), Bethany Lord
(Absent: Sylvia Ong)

ATHENS HOUSE OFFICIALS
Jane Bochenek, Carmen Heitman (Captain),
Hayley Murdoch, Emma Ryan-Brain

TROY HOUSE OFFICIALS
Sophie Woods, Julie Saunders, Chloe Keller,
Amanda Haber (Captain)

ROME HOUSE OFFICIALS

SPARTA HOUSE OFFICIALS

Jess Gleeson, Katie Maskiell (Captain),
Angela O'Connell, Kirsty Martino

Eko Pam, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith (Captain),
Amanda Chellew, Fleur Willett
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Athens
1998 was another year, where the

The

Athenian brilliance shone through.

competition was taken out by Athens

Athens took to both sporting and arts

once again. This was due to the great

events with great enthusiasm.

enthusiasm and participation by

Inter-House

cross

country

everyone involved.
First term started off with a bang!
Athens, after its 22 years of drought,

This, too, was true for the Athletics where

won the House swimming and came

everyone marched, cheered and

second in the diving. A great effort by

participated with optimum energy to

all involved, especially Hayley and Jane

gain a well deserved third place.

who slaved over many a time trial. Also
Emma, with her great banner efforts. Let
us not forget Mrs Shaw, especially with
her ascending to the top diving board,
to hang our banner.

Thanks must go to Hayley Murdoch, Jane
Bochenek and Emma Ryan-Brain who
have contributed an enormous amount
to the house ... thanks guys!

Success was further relished when we came
2nd in the volleyball and 3rd in the tennis.

with a most delicious breakfast - muffins,
fruit, pastries, juice, tea, coffee everything!

A group of Year 12s

(including me) braced ourselves with
hairspray, bobby pins, clovers and
ribbons (much to everyone's delight) to
make those final touches for the day.

Carmen Heitman

Also to Jayne Gartrell and Chermaine
Chua who helped the house run
smoothly by doing a brilliant job in their

The House Singing and Drama started

CAPTAIN OF ATHENS

Wy

-

positions as House Secretary and Editor.
Let us not forget Mrs Shaw who has been
a great Head of House and offered
enormous support ... thank you!
And to all you great Athenians, you have
been fantastic!

The mime directed by Nicole Best and
Rienne

Buck

was

brilliant

and

entertained all. The play, As Good as
New, directed by Caroline Lindsey and
Emma Ryan-Brain, was a spectacular
display of the extensive dramatic talent
in our house and broke a 6 year drought

I wish

all those

continuing on next
year the best of
Athenian luck.

I'm

sure the current Year
1 1 s will carry on the
Athenian spirit, with

to gain first place.

Emily as the new
Liz Onley provided the audience with a

House Captain.

winning, first class choir, performing
Crazy Little Thing Called Love and

Carmen Heitman

California Dreaming.
YEAR 12 ATHENS

A

O

Third row:
Juliana Ng, Jade Winterburn,
Tamsin Petroff, Elizabeth Onley,
Carmen Heitman, Rosalyn
Limardo, Hayley Murdoch

.

Second row:
Jocelyn Low, Joanne Baker,
Sophie Taylor, Claire Paxton,
Jacinta Scanlon, Jane
Bochenek, Emily Williams,
Caren Tan
Front row:
Fransisca Santoso, Erin
Kavanagh, Yen Huey Eng,
Nelly Yeo, Penny Wong,
Naomi Fudge, Caroline Lindsey
Absent:
Emma Ryan-Brain, Emma Neal,
Julia Copp

Mr Kurz (talking about the ball)

"You probably won't even notice me, you'll be so rapt up in whoever it is."
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Athens
\ ATHENSJ

YEAR 8 ATHENS
Third row:

Jessica Wallis, Lucy Marks, Emma
Jones, Katharine Graham, Amanda
Johnson, Julie Cheng
Second row:

Kallie Turner, Gemma Gartrell, Emily
Glass, Hannah Li, Jordan Hewitt,
Amaya Courtis, Emily Anderson
Front row:

Emma Williams, Effie Ross, Pui Yee
Yong, Penelope West, Jane Cullen,
Rachael Pearse, Michelle Mattinson,
Katherine Smith, Kelly Morgan
Absent:

Anna Fogarty, Chloe Dunlop

YEAR 9 ATHENS
Third row:

Tamsin Duckworth, Dana Rosendorff,
Teresa Wan, Claire Reinecke,
Samantha Moran, Lucy Bochenek,
Adele Meagher
Second row:

Samantha Pearce, Kate McQueen,
Mary-Ann Giles, Kobi Jack, Jessica
Humphrys, Beth Atkinson, Joanna
Siopis

•t
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Front row:

Jessica Loo, Fiona Plaisted, Holly
Zilko, Mrs J Frame, Lucy Gunzburg,
Pia Prendiville, Tiffany Soepriadi
Absent:

Callie Batt, Jodie Branson, Julia
Gorham, Emma Dye

YEAR 10 ATHENS
Third row:

Fiona Smith, Kathryn Shaw, Caitlin
Ward, Ingrid Paxton, Siobhan
Anderson, Karina Allen, Natalie
Wroth, Fiona Taylor, Claire Falkiner
Second row:

Soraya Shears, Pia Turner, Nicole
Best, Sophie Hamdorf, Anne
Davenport, Jenny Barcham, Lucy
Bothwell, Vivi Cahyadi, Kara Pinakis,
Carly Bertolino-Green
Front row:

Louise Harris, Pamela Chan, Jessica
Alcock, Rienne Buck, Prue Reynolds,
Tiffany Goh, Miranda Smith

t I t » f f ft *
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YEAR 11 ATHENS
Third row:

Sally Carlton, Genevieve Sadleir,
Renae Meagher, Emilie Kuhaupt,
Heidi Petroff, Sarah Doyle, Lisa Day,
Catherine Broetjes
Second row:

Jayne Gartrell, Georgina Good, Jess
Birrell, Jessie Black, Michelle
Barcham, Penny Lam, Sarita Slater,
Bree Foley
Front row:

Avril Chung, Sara Woodcock, Angie
Buntaran, Linda Cheng, Miriam
Allen, Chermaine Chua, Danae
Gregory, Conor O'Neill

Ms Gould

0 4p

"I couldn't beat any of the Year 8s, but I can probably run faster than most of the teachers."
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Corinth
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Well another year of Corinth enthusiasm

Next on our busy timetable was the Inter-

has flashed by us, for some our last, and

House Singing and Drama. The 1998

for others a new experience. It was a

Corinth Choir was led by the talented

year filled with memories of amazing

Jodie Lewis who fine tuned the choir with

victories and disappointing defeats,

two songs, Itsey Bitsey and Ben.

purple ribbons and fairy wands. There

Congratulations to Jodie, the musicians

are so many people we must thank and

and choir for an amazing 2nd overall.

congratulate for their tireless efforts in
ensuring that every voice was in tune,

The Corinth play this year, The Devil you

every character played to its full potential

Knowv/as directed by Annabel Evans and

and not a hand was left wandless!

Rosalind Byrne. They led a talented cast

"Viqjr

to pull together a
fabulous play.
I-

?v—<?

The

1998 mime was

CAPTAIN OF CORINTH
Hannah Etherington

directed by Melissa
Herbert and Emily

And to Mrs Miller, our tireless Head of

Lunt with another

House - we all thank you.

fantastic result.
A special congratulation this year must go to
Corinth

looked

our 1996 House Captain Rachel Harris for

outstanding at the

her wonderful swim at the Commonwealth

Inter-House athletics

Games where she won a gold medal in true

as

Corinth spirit. Well done, Rach!

the

Corinth

First on the timetable was the Inter-House

Fairies ran, jumped and threw to the best

swimming, where the shrill yells from the

of their ability (which didn't quite get us

And last, but definitely not least, farewell

Corinth cheerleaders was heard for miles

1 st place, but yet another triumphant 6th).

to the 1998 Year 12s.

around, and Corinthians from all years

Thanks again go to our budding athletes

individually, and as a year group, served

You have all

swam their little hearts out. With the help

and our screaming supporters. A special

your house well. The contribution made

of the new Year 8s (who proved very

thanks goes to all who worked on the Year

given over the last five years is amazing

enthusiastic) and the old girls, Corinth was

1 2s wonderful fairy costumes and wands

and we'll all take away fond memories

placed 6th overall, with many excellent

(thank you Kate).

of the good times we've shared as

had a number of individual triumphs. As

An extra special thanks goes out to our

year and good luck in the future.

the 1 998 swimming and diving captains,

House Captain, Hannah Etherington, for

Nicola Ranshaw and I would like to

her enthusiasm, ideas and support. Also

congratulate Nikki Jackson and Taya

to our House Secretary, Olivia del Piano,

and the rest of the house for next year

Grinsell for their mammoth effort in

for all her hard work. To Nikki and Taya

and hope you will keep Corinth as

organising both events, and to all

for their ability and contribution. Also

enthusiastic as ever. Good luck.

competitors, spectators and cheerleaders.

to our Arts Captain, Melanie Angel, for

Well done!

her hard work and Corinthian spirit.

individual triumphs. The diving team also

Corinthians. Congratulations on a great

We all wish good luck to the Year 1 1 s

Jemma Green
YEAR 12 CORINTH
Third row:

Rika Alianto, Hannah Etherington,
Jemma Green, Melanie Angel, Erica
Schneider, Anneliese Carson, Maija
Kins
Second row:

Allison Speed, Annabel Evans, Jenny
Heng, Taya Grinsell, Nikki Jackson,
Finny Liem, Katharine Martin
Front row:

Sylvia Ng, Sarah Chia, April Cox,
Mr D Row, Jodie Lewis, Lorraine
Fan, Katrina King
Absent:

Kate Bridges, Andrea Byrne,
Rosalind Byrne, Amber Taufen,
Marsella Tjahyadikarta

'Gee I like that! That's a BK original.
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Corinth

YEAR 8 CORINTH
Third row:

Tina Williams, Alexandra Bagios,
Sally McNaughton, Katherine
Jasper, Suzanne Jasper, Krystal
Fowler, Josie McKeown, Melody
Barker
Second row:

Jacqueline Downie, Georgia
Averbuj, Michelle Angel, Kaitlyn
Scannell, Catherine Russo, Phillipa
Tompson, Annabelle Davies, Kate
Green, Amelia Lau
Front row:

Carla Ryan-Wilkins, Jolene Yap,
Anna Sweetingham, Zoe Houston,
Joanne Lilly, Janelle Lagrange,
Sarah Newman, Holly Cruse,
Sarah Kavanagh
Absent:

Jessica Cribbon

YEAR 9 CORINTH
Third row:

Judy Ho, Karen Ng, Shilpa Pullela,
Jennifer Christianson, Libby
Jewkes, Kate Briant
Second row:

Helen Andrews, Kate Kelly, Audrey
Lau, Arabella Phillips, Sarah-Jayne
Harris, Claire Blight, Jemma
Swarbrick
Front row:

Kate llbery, Jodie Stotter, Jessica
Walker, Astra Bridges, Isvara
Kemandjaja
Absent:

Conna Read, Lisette Turkington,
Elizabeth Schneider

YEAR 10 CORINTH
Third row:

Samantha Davies, Sally McLaren,
Joanna Rawlins, Karina Karel,
Joanna Hos, Lorinda Loh, Josie
Littlewood, liana Horovitz, Jayne
Dudney
Second row:

* f t f f I
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Briony Elliott, Nicola Ranshaw,
Lauren Arnold, Chloe BradleyMyers, Nikki Houston, Arabella
Buttsworth, Kate Tarala, Lydia
Etherington, Emma Green
Front row:

Felicia Fong, Irinne Tan, Katrina
Carnicelli, Yu-Ann Chen, Holly
Kimmons, Gina Maher, Louise
Darmawi, Erin Cox

YEAR 11 CORINTH
Fourth row:

Ariel Barker, Renee Langley, Cara
Finch, Clare Rothery, Claire
Chamberlain
Third row:

Jacqueline Kennedy, Catherine
Price, Jasmon Crabb, Bethany
Conway, Lisa Davidson, Noreen
Lao
Second row:

Kelly Frater, Emily Lunt, Jenny Ho,
Heather Imrie, Olivia Del Piano,
Catherine Cook, Sayshie Poynton,
Gemma Bridges
Front row:

Bridgette Poulton, Margaret LoftusHills, Kate Gilbey, Asta Hariady,
Belinda Stotter, Melissa Herbert,
Emilie Gray, Yutyn Jonathan
Absent:

Rachel Cribbon, Sara Kelly

Mr Spindler

"Forget the common room."

CORINTH

Olympia
This year has been as fast and eventful
for Olympia as previous years!

The Inter-House Singing and Drama Day

As the

brought a different and exciting mixture of

new year dawned upon us all, the House

singing, mime and drama. With our two

was faced with four bright and energetic

songs, Truly Madly Deeply (by Savage

House Officials who were eager to make

Garden) and Putting on the Ritz directed by

'98 a year to remember.

the wonderful Rhonda Meyerowitz, we

Carly Dolton

became the new House Captain, with

belted our tunes out for the rest of the school

Bethany Lord as Arts Captain, Pia Carter

to hear. The play, A Fishy Business directed

as Sports Captain and Sylvia Ong as

by Rebecca Stewart, certainly proved to be

House Secretary. Together the awesome

a success and no-one could ever forget that

foursome got down to serious business.

BB

pink jelly disguised as salmon. The mime
directors, Lisa Cole and Nichole Gale,
entertained us all with their inventive and
CAPTAIN OF OLYMPIA

creative portrayal of The Bus Stop; it was

Carly Dolton

great to see them get a second place.
Who Test. Thanks to everyone who helped
Other sporting events came and went all

organize this event.

too soon and Olympia managed to spread
its light onto these areas.

Bethany Lord

The Cross

As the year drew to a very rapid end,

Country season dawned and, captained

Olympia was faced by the Athletics. The

by Carly Dolton, Olympia saw some bright

Athletics day brought those enthusiastic

sparks plough through the daunting 3 to

Olympian cheerleaders out again in their

4 km course. Well done to Carly Dolton

adorable fairy outfits, (what would we do

Inter-House Swimming and Diving followed

(1st), Dianne Caruso (2nd) and Andrea

without you guys?) and the Olympian

by the House Singing and Drama Day. With

Meyerowitz (5th) and all the other

athletes, captained by Eleanor Brewer, to

Katherine Creeper as the 1998 swimming

energetic

the track. The house officials looked ... well

captain, the Olympian fishes hit the water

The beginning of the bright year brought the

Olympia

runners

who

participated on the day. The Inter-House

... very original and funky in their nun outfits

and certainly turned a few heads. Outdoing

Gymnastics saw our gymnastics team

and certainly turned a few heads when they

any other house in the flags and banners

girded for the occasion.

Well done to

lead the Olympian procession onto the field.

category, our divers and swimmers were

Rhonda, for her great support as captain,

Our annual sausage sizzle was well

energised and enthusiastic to get in there

and Hannah Perlman (Year 8), for her

received.

and do their stuff. Led by our Year 12 legend,

amazing success in coming first!

athletes, especially Sarah Yates and Eleanor

Toni Ciffolilli, and Year 10 speed stars,
Genevieve Jamieson and Melissa Benson,

Well done to all runners and

Brewer; you did us proud!
The cold third term broughtthewarm, inviting

all competitors hit the water at a flying pace,

Olympia breakfast. Greeted by warm milo,

The Heather Lamont Festival occurs after the

while other and LOUD Olympians made

coffee, and with a huge arrangement of

Year 12s leave to do their examinations.

sure their support could be heard. Our divers

scrummy muffins, croissants, cakes, toast,

Good luck, Olympia. I know you will be as

also graced the pool with their spectacular

cereal and fruit salad, everyone's bellies were

involved and supportive of Olympia in this

dives.

Well done to Georgia Werner,

more than satisfied. A quick round of

as you have been all through 1998. Best

Rhonda Meyerowitz, Andrea Meyerowitz

Celebrity Heads, with Year 8s our

wishes for 1999 and beyond.

and Sarah Bell for their great performances.

champions, followed by a quiz and Who's

Carly Dolton

YEAR 12 OLYMPIA
Third row:
Simone Campbell-Pope, Mary
Hoang, Jayne McPherson, Anja
Rasmussen, Katherine Creeper,
Jessica Salter, Georgia Werner,
Rhonda Meyerowitz
Second row:
Bethany Lord, Rebecca Stewart,
Anna Macoboy, Pia Carter, Mrs C
Leather, Carly Dolton, Rebecca
Kevill, Rebecca Bauert, Sally-Anne
Cox
Front row:
Yvette Landels, Bryoni Baker,
Sylvia Ong, Eleaner Brewer,
Vanessa Roberts, Catherine
Williams, Tippawan (Mink)
Varoonthepruksa, Magdeline Lum

Rev.

"F..... Focus!!"
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Olympia

YEAR 8 OLYMPIA
Third row:

Anne Salter, Alexandra Pine,
Denitza Mironova, Kirsten
Norvilas, Porcia Maley
Second row:

Miranda Williams, Olivia
Creagh, Aleisha Doust, Jessica
Judd, Katie Wickens, Jennifer
Stevens, Andrea Meyerowitz
Front row:

Astrid Saroha, Hannah
Perlman, Grace Lindsay,
Kaitrin McNamara, Sarah Bell,
Fiona Hope, Katherine
Bennetts, Mimi Leith, Jenna
Freind
Absent:

Julia Lee

YEAR 9 OLYMPIA
Third row:

Ariaan Purich, Amanda
Carson, Leanne Stewart,
Brooke Gray, Kate Shaw,
Bronte McConnell, Judith
Talbot, Jane Tudor-Owen

Q
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Second row:

Yung Seun Kuan, Amelia
D'Orsogna, Elizabeth Stevens,
Hannah Rule, Natalie Tew,
Felicity McKeever, Julie Palm,
Annie Lord
Front row:

Stephenie McHenry, Kate
Sykes, Debbie Gale, Mr W
Spindler, Emily Buck, Adin
Sukardi, Jeanette Chew
Absent:

Sarah Yates

t 1 I

YEAR 10 OLYMPIA
Third row:

Dianne Caruso, Sherry
Limanta, Sarah Mazza, Ellie
Johnston, Melaney Brans,
Luana Main, Julia Robinson,
Michelle Calkin, Claudia McLeod

q

d

Second row:

Niki Carter, Melissa Benson,
Camille Fry, Nikki Van Rhyn,
Ms W Kirwan, Genevieve
Jamieson, Katherine Marsh,
Judy Chang, Danielle Hewitt
Front row:

May Varoonthepruksa, Kimiyo
Lee, Tini Mincher, Caroline
Marshall, Connie Tsang, Caitlin
Slatter, Naomi Fotheringhame,
Eugenie Singleton
Absent:

Katie Lie, Ashwini Arumugaswamy

YEAR 11 OLYMPIA
Fourth row:
Katie Bovell, Natalie Brans,
Louise McGown,
Stephanie Marsh
Third row:

Lisa Cole, Nichole Gale,
Jessica Rule, Beth George,
Fiona Suttie, Freyja Van Oyen,
Second row:

Genevieve Algie, Sandy Kuan,
Tamanna Chanrai, Renee
Arnett, Sophie Considine, Lishien Tan, Jessamy Pridmore,
Yu-Kuan Liao
Front row:

Clara Ng, Celine Nurimba,
Sarah Booth, Anastasia
Grundy, Melissa Chantry,
Hayley Naisbitt, Rebecca
Tsang, Mindy Lim, Tina Potan
Absent:

Louise Sullivan

Mr Kurz

"Some people like flour for breakfast. Flour and yogurt. Mmmmm..you should try it."

a

Rome
Like the great Roman Empire of ancient

and Jenny Pritchard (3rd) for their fabulous

times,

running.

Rome

has

achieved

many

remarkable and admirable feats this year.
Encouraged by our aspiring achievement

Inter-House athletics day was once again a

of 1997 Champion House, Rome was

very colourful event.

spurred onwards and upwards to take on

as Red Indians with bandanas, feathers and

the challenges of house activities in 1998.

Rome decided to go

plaits, as well as the traditional Indian war
cry that went down well.

Our wonderful

The year began with the Inter-House

cheerleaders, Angela, Holly, Kathryn and

swimming and diving where Rome's spirit

Jess did a fantastic job encouraging everyone

and participation shone through. Our efforts

and promoting Rome's strong sense of house

paid off when Rome came 2nd in swimming

spirit.

After a great day of friendly

and 1 st in diving, which was a fantastic start
to the year. Congratulations to Tammy Ryan,
CAPTAIN OF ROME

Candice Schalit and the Year 9s for the

Katie Maskiell

fabulous win of their pennant.

events. House meetings have been varied
First term also saw the beginning of a lot

with the likes of Spice Girls, Karaoke and

of hard work in preparation for Inter-House

Redskins which always go down well.

Singing and Drama day. Despite a few

Special thanks to Mr Graber for keeping

setbacks from the fire, Rome performed

Rome's spirit alive with his enthusiasm and

wonderfully on the day.

encouragement. Also to Georgia Moore,

beautifully

The choir was

conducted

by

Pam

House Secretary, who has

McCutcheon, with assistance from Kirsty

done a

fabulous job at keeping Rome in order.

Nugent and Amber Marshall, and the play

But most of all to Rome's three tireless

was directed by Jess Gleeson and Kirsty

officials, Sports Captains, Angela

Martino. Fallen Heroes provided a few

O'Connell and Kirsty Martino and Arts

laughs as well as a look into the horrors

Captain Jess Gleeson. Without their hard

of war.

The cast performed amazingly

work and support most of what goes on

on the day and like the choir narrowly
missed out on a spot in the finals.

Angela O'Connell

The

in Rome would not be possible. Also to
every Roman who has contributed

mime, however, was extremely successful.

competition

Directed by Jo Lockhart and Georgia Moor

performances from Tammy Ryan and Kristen

and

with

outstanding

it certainly deserved first place!

White, Rome managed to take out the Years

individually, in many different ways, to the
success and growing spirit of Rome. It is
this that transforms Rome from a good

9, 10 and 11/12 pennants, the Games

house to an amazing, united front that is

Throughout 1998 Rome has been very

Trophy, as well as the overall Athletic Cup.

ready to take on any challenge.

successful in the sporting arena.

A wonderful, united effort by all. After Rome's

In the

gymnastics Rome had a great win with four

feats in last year's Heather Lamont Festival,

girls receiving a place. Well done to Nicole

we hopefully will do well once more.

and motivated and hopefully will keep

Ovens (2nd), Alex Masiell (3rd), Kristin White

Unfortunately the Year 12s will be gone by

soaring like its mascot, the Eagle. Best of

(1 st) and KatieMaskiell (3rd). Wealsocame

then, so it is a great opportunity for the Year

luck to Heather Wilson and her officials

first in netball and hockey and second in

1 1 s to begin their leadership roles.

for an even more exciting and fulfilling

basketball and cross country which was a

year for Rome in 1999.

Well done

Rome has had a most successful year and

to Jen McCutcheon (1 st), Tammy Ryan (2nd)

has participated in so many memorable

fantastic result for all involved.

Rome once again has proven to be strong

Katie Maskiell
YEAR 12 ROME
Third row:

Kirsty Martino, Kathryn Moore, Tammy
Ryan, Jaime Chambers, Kirsty Nugent,
Lauren Robb, Louise Troy

t t I'f

Second row:

Lauren Balfour, Rebekah Stewart, Angela
O'Connell, Pamela McCutcheon, Libby
Hodge, Gemma Dove, Katie Maskiell,
Amber Marshall, Jessica Gleeson
Front row:

Holly Barnes, Susanna Hanger, Jasmine
Pang, Sarah Powell, Monica Tanmizi,
Sally Lay, Olivia Ho, Jenny Pritchard
Absent:

Katherine Dean, Johanna Thompson

Ms Watson

"Coooeeeee! Reader, I'm a half-wit!"

Rome
YEAR 8 ROME
Third row:

Michelle Ovens, Pia Drummond, Paris
Clough-Townsend, Sophie Lee, Jane
Bransgrove, Emily House, Julia Jenkins
Second row:

Bonnie Parker, Sally Watkins, Carly
Steinepreis, Candice Lloyd, Sita Vij,
Kate Peters, Anna McRostie, Annaliese
Mason
Front row:

Pirrie Moffat, Janna Di-Lallo, Nicole
Ovens, Kate Boyce, Stephanie
Crockett, Carly Williams, Natalie
McManus, Fiona Collin, Alexandra
Lekias

YEAR 9 ROME
Third row:

Louise Fenbury, Philippa Robb, Davina
Oates, Cherie Graziotti, Annabel Hay,
Cara Salmeri, Alex Maskiell, Jana
Berzins
Second row:

Katherine Archibald, Aleksia Barron,
Debra Hendrie, Tina Newman, Minoshi
De Silva, Kirsten Bruce, Kate Leslie,
Jennifer McCutcheon, Claire Hall
Front row:

Emily Collin, Cassie White, Claire
Brooks, Sabeena Selvarajah, Asako
Kawano, Eee Jun Hoe, Jocelyn Ong,
Lara Parkes

YEAR 10 ROME
Third row:

Nicole Boyce, Megan Prestage,
Catherine McRostie, Siobhan Finn,
Natasha Monks, Tegan Rourke, Kate
Dalton, Jess Hodge, Victoria Moore

a
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Second row:

Alex Grauaug, Chloe Barnes, Bae Youn
Thyer, Candice Schalit, Lauren
O'Shannassy, Veronica McCann,
Kiyoko Nagahama, Kristen White,
Eden Ridgeway, Sarah Ong
Front row:

Polly Billing, Erin Pearce, Angie
Pritchard, Jo McMorrow, Holly
O'Connell, Kylie Plummer, Shannon
Philippedes, Kate McDougall

YEAR 11 ROME
Fourth row:

Joh Lockhart, Alex Cummings, Sara
Raynsford, Cherie Trant, Claire
Hollingsworth
Third row:

Heather Wilson, Sylvia Telford, Jessica
Jenkins, Jessamine Downes, Cynthia
Telford, Satori Healy
Second row:

Ee Lyn Hoe, Felicity Smith, Jesse
Pearse, Rebecca Ovens, Sally White,
Georgia Moore, Catherine Noonan,
Suriya Vij
Front row:

Alison Murie, Kylie Coufos, Maria
Wong, Kate Stokes, Daphne Chan,
Beth Johnson, Emily Ritchie, Nina
Telford
Absent:

Gemma Stuart

Mr Comber

"Some people have very screwed up faces."
3'

Sparta

1998 has been a fantastic year for all

where

Spartans!

opposition to take first place.

It has been incredibly

Sparta

swept

away

all

successful with many of Sparta's
talented stars really shining through.

The Inter-House athletics was a true

With a great group of fresh faced and

enthusiasm and spirit.

enthusiastic Year 8s, the first Inter-

dazzled the rest of the school and

House event for Sparta was the

started the day on a really high note

Swimming

by wowing the crowds with our

indication of Sparta's amazing house

and

Diving.

Spartans

Congratulations must go to the Year

marching prowess. Unfortunately, by

1 2s for winning their trophy for the fifty

the narrowest of margins, Sparta was

consecutive year, also to Amanda

defeated by Rome in the race for the

Chellew (1st place, Year 12) and

overall trophy.

CAPTAIN OF SPARTA
Jessyka Watson-Galbraith

Louise O'Halloran (2nd place, Year 8).
Overall Sparta came 3rd in both the

We have triumphed in all

swimming and the diving. Well done

spheres of Inter-House

to Naomi Stokes in Year 12 and Lisa

competition

Fievez in Year 8 for coming first for

importantly, Spartan spirit

their years' diving events.

but

most

has shone through in
everything we have done.

The next major house event for Sparta

Congratulations to all for

was the House Singing, Drama and

a fantastic year and good

Mime Festival. The choir looked great

luck for another sparkling

and sounded great, thanks to all of

year in '99! I

Wallis Hearn's hard work.

Sparta's

spicy rendition of Copacobana

Jess Watson-Galbraith

and

A section of Sparta Inter-House Choir

What a Wonderful World really stood
out on the day.

The Sparta play for

1998 was once again fantastic!
Credit must go to Winsome Glover and
Naomi

Stokes

direction.

for

their

expert

The mime for 1998 was

entitled A Day at the Office, and was
fabulous. The directors, Belinda Wong
and Chelsea Gallash, managed to
guide the cast to a brilliant 3rd place
at the finals.

Throughout the year, all Spartans have
been participating in house activities.
Well done to everyone for a great
effort, especially in the Volleyball,

Jess Watson-Galbraith, Melanie Smith and Amanda Meldrum
YEAR 12 SPARTA
Third row:
Lisa Hughes, Eko Pam, Emma Archer,
Kerry Shields, Jodie Snashall,
Alex Lee, Anna Le Souef, Zoe
Saleeba, Naomi Stokes, Joni Fleay
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Mr Comber (taking a long time to answer a question)
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Second row:
Ms Sylvia Watson, Daneill Stokes,
Alison Copeland, Amanda
Chellew, Yvette Pointon, Rebecca
Watt, Fleur Willett, Wallis Hearn,
Jemma Stanton, Winsome Glover,
Ms Justine Freeman
Front row:
Gina Rohaeny, Noo Songwatana,
Anthea Connor, Lisa Caspall,
Catherine Nelson, Emily Dyas,
Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Louise
Rofe, Hazlyn Wahab

"How long does it take to get served in this joint?"

Sparta

YEAR 8 SPARTA

^
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Third row:

Katie Jones, Louise O'Halloran, Cara
Besomo, Paola Harvey, Chevonne
Perera, Kate Dowling
Second row:

Katie Lee, Amy Litton, Bree Hallett,
Lauren Todhunter, Emma Johnsen,
Alison Nadebaum, Alexandra Edwards
Front row:

Kathryn Clements, Emma Richards,
Sarah Jeffery, Pippa Bundell, Megan
Moir, Julia Rhodes, Liza Fievez, Anna
Longwood, Elizabeth Savik

YEAR 9 SPARTA

A

Third row:

Tracy Wan, Sabrina Wong, Fiona
Koski, Elizabeth Holt, Mikhaela Smith,
Shilo Moore, Suzanne Rofe
Second row:

Katherine Holt, Donna Bye, Sarah
Hassell, Kate Le Souef, Gemma
Anderson, Jennifer Bishop, Caroline
Rhodes, Megan Schnell
Front row:

Maria Noakes, Pia Naughton, Sophie
Crisp, Catherine Jarman, Kate Della
Bosca, Kathryn Cannon
Absent:

Allana Slater

YEAR 10 SPARTA
Third row:

Clancie Shorter, Amelia McPhee, Vicki
Allbrook, Tracy Gregory, Emma
Bacher, Claire Somerville-Brown,
Claire Campbell, Annaliese Todd
Second row:

Callie Fleay, Eslynn Su, Laura
Broadbent, Jasmin McFadden, Ms M
Hill, Katherine Williams, Amanda
Meldrum, Bianca Symons, Sarah Ward
Front row:

Anna Stockley, Tricia Kao, Melanie
Smith, Imogen Edeson, Claire Ives,
Ariel Slavin, Talya Banquer, Kathryn
Cutler

YEAR 11 SPARTA
Fourth row:

Tash Teakle, Jacquie Dinsdale, Michelle
Wright-Baker, Leanne Hassell
Third row:

Louise Jarrett, Mia Morley, Larissa
Kowalczuk, Hannah Crisp, Tamara
Smith, Ellen Della Bosca
Second row:

Chelsea Gallash, Erin Blundell, Helen
Wyber, Alice Jackson, Elaine
Hopwood, Yan Cui, Jess Saleeba, Lisa
Crawford
Front row:

Belinda Wong, Kate Rainey, Robyn
Koski, Philippa Kailis, Anna Racklyft,
Vishmi De Silva, Pippa Lilly, Joanne
Teng, Nicole Morgan

Ms Watson

"I fantasise the whole time."
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Troy
TROY

1998 has turned out to be yet another

Troy has performed extremely well this year

exciting and successful year for Troy in both

and without the tremendous effort by our

sports and arts.

We started off the year

Head of House, Ms Tamminga, for the first

with a solid performance in the Inter-House

three terms, our success and house spirit

Singing and Drama Festival. Lara Norman

would not have been achieved. Thank you

shone through as an enthusiastic and spirited

also to our house officials, Sophie Woods,

choir conductress.

Kym Hannah, Chloe

Julie Saunders and Chloe Keller, and house

Keller and Bron Ferguson directed The Flesh

secretary, Vicki Leung, whose dedication and

Game with an excellent result of second

support was very much appreciated. Best

place.

Jeannie Robertson and Alison

of luck to our 1999 house captain, Mary

Chinnery (Year 11) directed a terrific mime;

West, and our new Head of House, Mrs

overall it was a brilliant performance by Troy

Chong, underyour leadership may the Trojan

again.

spirit live on!
Amanda Haber

CAPTAIN OF TROY
Amanda Flaber

We kept up our high level performances in
the pool at the Inter-House swimming and
diving. We came equal second in the diving,
with Philippa Preuss (Year 9), Leah Hutchison
(Year 10) and Mel Shorter (Year 11) gaining
places in their year group. In the swimming
we achieved fifth place, with brilliant
performances from champion girl, Alison
Chinnery, Bron Ferguson (2nd place), Nicole
Sly and Nicola Thompson (3rd place).

Continuing our sporting triumph, Troy was
placed third in the Inter-House cross country
Bronwyn Ferguson, Chloe Keller at the
Inter-House Singing

with champion girl, Jo Nixon (Year 8).
Special mention must go to Renee Garner,
Mel Shorter and Philippa Preuss for their
outstanding contributions in the Inter-House
gym.

Term 3 brought the annual Inter-House
athletics carnival, where our Troy Smurfs
dominated the oval. An enjoyable day was
had by all, and the cheering never stopped!
Both Jo Nixon and Amanda Haber received
places in their year group. Thank you for
the excellent participation by everyone.

Sophie Woods

Amy Wong - Year 10

YEAR 12 TROY
Third row:

Jane Macdonald, Victoria
Roberts, Bronwyn Ferguson,
Kathryn Bricknell, Lara
Norman, Sophie Woods,
Nicole Sly, Meina Lee,
Elice Loe
Second row:

Chloe Keller, Tricia Lum, Emma
Davies, Anne Sylvester, Mrs SuLyn Chong, Amanda Haber,
Julie Saunders, Kym Hannah,
Gemma Wilson
Front row:

Davinia Kulaendra, Sharon
Oberoi, Elisabeth Sobon,
Sholeh Jones, Camille Goucke,
Janet Newnham, Emma Harvey,
Clare Evans

Student

"Why don't women get paid as much as men?"
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Mr Spindler

"Coz you're not good enough."

Troy

YEAR 8 TROY
Third row:

Laura Hurst, Claire Healy, Nicola
Thompson, Amber Martin, Kelli Fleay,
Marissa Winstanley
Second row:

Marielle Gill, Nadia Bartrop, Jade
Devenish, Leanna Perret, Tami Caro,
Tara Balfe, Audrey Leo
Front row:

Claire Fenner, Amber Shergis, Liberty
Paterson, Joanne Nixon, Erin Dunbar,
Justine Morrison, Michelle Parkin,
Jessica Bosman, Sofia Varano della
Vergiliana

r\

YEAR 9 TROY
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Third row:

Yuna Lee, Sarah Ford, Sophie FryerSmith, Sally Banfield, Paula Chinnery,
Hannah Chilli, Jane West
Second row:

Alicia Aitken, Jenna Kruiskamp,
Deborah Hewton, Katherine Stokes,
Pauline Daddow, Lindsay Wall, Ocea
Sellar, Miranda Murray
Front row:

Saba Salman, Elizabeth Gray, Luci
Steinhardt, Jacqueline Oates,
Kimberley Woodliff, Sarah Borrill,
Philippa Preuss, Caitlin Woods

rs

YEAR 10 TROY

^

Third row:

Emma Rohrlach, Chelsea Page,
Catherine Healy, Lauren Copley, Lucy
Young, Allison Townsend, Lanna
Winstanley, Julia Robinson
Second row:

Kristy Del Borrello, Emma Watts,
Roxana Loveland, Piyathida Pekanan,
Mrs Maggie Fisher, Prudence Lane,
Christina Yang, Krista Johnston, Amy
Wong
Front row:

Taryn Chua, Kathryn Evans, Ai-Lyn Tan,
Leah Hutchison, Alexandra Desebrock,
Lauren Fenner, Wendy White
Absent: Elizabeth Utting

YEAR T1 TROY
Fourth row:

Barbara Abbott, Lauren Copley,
Amanda Ireland, Alison Chinnery
Third row:

Jaclyn Eng, Paula Wade, Caroline
Preuss, Amelia Ong, Joanne Stewart,
Hayley Browne
Second row:

Melanie Shorter, Holly McComish,
Alice Cargeeg, Gabrielle Scott,
Melissa Utting, Clare Fuller, Alese
Davies, Amitha Preetham
Front row:

Jeannie Robertson, Rebecca
Steinhardt, Stacey Utting, Vicki Leung,
Yakako Tsuda, Jayne Wee, Jessie
Walia, Nicole Khangure, Mary West

Mr Spindler

"Women are much better at domestic things."
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Burnside
Burnside, what a champion House!

(from left)

year with a 'bang' on the first weekend

"Temp"

moving into the Boarding House - the
thought of discovering for myself whether

with the swimming carnival, followed by

Mrs Lee Nugent
{Head of
House)

This was a

successful, but somewhat embarrassing

the "boarder vs day girl" barrier really
existed was nerve-racking. As it turned
out, I had nothing to fear as everyone was

Gemma
Wilson
(Deputy Head
Girl)

opportunity for everyone to get to know
each other and settle into the school.
Friday 3 April was the day of the
infamous MLC fire.

as a

At first I was a bit apprehensive about

Burnside in 1998 and started off the

the New Girls' concert.

Life

Burnside House
Officials

We welcome a lot of new girls into

Katrina King
(Head Girl)

With the top of

great and really nice to me (under Mrs
N's instruction!) For me, boarding was
just like camp, but it was comforting
initially to know that I would only be there
for a mere six weeks.

One of the best

Sumner gutted, the boarders were

things was making new friends in other

haunted by the smell of smouldering

years and getting to know people much

building, books, chairs and tables for

better, especially Anja, my very tolerant

days. The view from our windows was

On Thursday 13 August, the Burnside

room-mate!

somewhat altered for the following

family went out for a meal at the Lone

boarding house food, but on those rare

weeks with the charred skeleton of

Star Steak Ranch at Innaloo - it was great

occasions that it looked that little bit

Sumner in our front yard.

to have everyone together.

Gradually, I got used to

inedible, there was always the healthy
alternative of toast and popcorn in the

The Year 1 2s were buzzing when they

Burnside is more than a boarding house,

common room. All too soon it was time

came back in Term 2 as the Ball drew

it is a family.

for me to return to my other home, but I

near.

Dresses, hair-dos and partners

occupied everyone's minds.

Closely

following the ball was the boarder's river

Looking back, fond

memories spring to mind: of friends,

left with experiences, friends and good

sisters, laughs, smiles, tears and hugs

times never to be forgotten. Also, a huge

that will be with us forever.

thank you to Mrs Nugent (my Mum away

cruise. Girls from all years rocked the
Katrina King and Gemma Wilson

boat in their gorgeous outfits along with

from

home),

who

at times was

aggravatingly like my biological mother!

their spunky partners.
Becky Kevill

Throughout the year, Burnside has
hosted various formal dinners.

These

have all been very successful, but the
most memorable was when Jess Sinclair
and Heath Black, from the Dockers,

Pictured right
are Melissa
Herbert, Jess
Sinclair,
Barbara
Abbott, Kate
McDougall
and Heath
Black

joined us as special guests. These two
charming young men stole the hearts of
many girls and left smouldering cinders
which were rekindled every time we
watched a Dockers footy game.
BURNSIDE HOUSE
Fourth row:

Lorraine Fan, Sylvia Ong, Jenny
Heng, Jacinta Scanlon, Jade
Winterburn, Emma Neal, Anja
Rasmussen, Kathryn Bricknell,
Juliana Ng, Caren Tan, Jasmine
Pang, Magdeline Lum
Third row:

Jocelyn Low, Melissa Herbert,
Shilo Moore, Fiona Taylor,
Heather Imrie, Cherie Trant,
Barbara Abbott, Krystal Fowler,
Vivi Cahyadi, Katie Lie, Asta
Hariady, Tina Newman
Second row:

Katrina Carnicelli, Kate
McDougall, Libby Patterson,
Celine Nurimba, Talya Banquer,
Teresa Wan, Miranda Murray,
Tracy Wan, Aleisha Doust, Louise
Darmawi, Erin Dunbar
Front row:

Jo McMorrow, Ad in Sukardi,
Kelli Fleay, Gemma Wilson, Mrs
Lee Nugent, Katrina King, Mindy
Lim, Prue Reynolds, Penny West

Mr Row

"The guys are drop dead gorgeous!"

Langsford
J/CAR8

yCAR t2

Langsford is a happy place

year 12 has been a very specialyear for

you always see a smiley (ace

us. We have been supported by the

For this we must thank Mrs V

otheryears and we leave with many

For being there toryou and me

memories of Langsford House. We
would like to thank Mrs V. and the
mistresses for their help throughout the

yCARg

year. Thankfully no one has to see

year 9 has had its ups and downs but

another of our New Girls concert items,

overall it has made us all closer, we all

where we make an embarrassment of

know each other really well and we are

ourselves each year.

all looking forward toyear 10.
Langsford House Officials
Melanie Angel {Head Girl],
Jan van der Straaten (Head of House],
Emma Davies (Deputy Head Girl]

y£AR to

Life as a Boarder
I can still remember when I came to MLC

We like being in year to in Langsford
because it is fun, exciting, interesting

in Year 7 from Thailand in 1 993. It was
a big change for me as a little girl, and
I found it rather difficult to fit into the

With the support of the Year 12s, the

and scary because you have to choose

younger girls and the mistresses, our job

what you want to do for the rest of your

new environment.

has been a lot of fun and a fantastic

life. It brings new experiences, more
privileges, more socials and work

experience. We are looking forward to

experience.

life out of MLC but will cherish our

yCAR //

memories of Langsford forever. Thank

They made me feel so welcome. Now
that I'm a Year 1 2 myself, I feel the same

you to Mrs V, Miss Mac, Miss Moore

concern for the younger girls.

Langsfordyear tts are an active and

and everyone in Langsford for making

lively bunch. We have been on many

this year such a good one. Good luck

journeys this year, but we would not be

to Jesse, Avril and the Year 12s for next

Langsfordyear tts if we were not always

When I first arrived at Langsford House,
the older girls really looked after me.

The last 5 and a half years have passed
so fast, and now Langsford is like a
second home to me. I am saddened to
realise that soon I will be leaving this
place.

year.

in trouble and if we didn’t give Mrs V at

Melanie Angel and Emma Davies

least 3 heart attacks per week.

Chantawan (Noo] Songwalana
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LANGSFORD BOARDING HOUSE
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Gina Rohaeny, Daneill Stokes, Fleur Willett, Melanie Angel, Emma Davies, Kym Hannah, Chantawan Songwatana, Sarah Powell
Ocea Sellar, Jaclyn Eng, Jesse Pearse, Ellen Della Bosca, Pauline Daddow, Natasha Teakle, Chelsea Page, Sally White, Samantha Davies
Annabelle Davies, Gina Maher, Kate Sykes, Michelle Angel, Ai-Lyn Tan, Jane West, Pia Turner, Bridgette Poulton, Julie Palm, Kate Della Bosca,
Jayne Wee
Jenna Freind, Carly Williams, Kallie Turner, Tiffany Soepriadi, Agustina Potan, Mrs Jan van der Straaten, Erin Pearse, Naomi Fotheringhame,
Irinne Tan, Mary West, Avil Chung

Ms Watson

"I'm so dumb!"
38

Walton
elcome to our new Head of Walton

^5ive me a W! Give me an A! Give

Boarding House, Ms Belinda Provis!
me an L! Give me a T! Give me an O!

She brings a wealth of personal,

Give me an N! What does it spell? I

professional boarding and educational

CAN'T HEAR YOU! (WALTON) WHO'S

experience to her new position.

GONNA WIN?!...WALTON!!! YEAH!!!

The Waltoners welcome her with open

,///««

This is just one of the many screams
heard at the Boarding House swimming

arms and great surprise.

carnival after we won it earlier this year

pleasure to have her take care of the

- one of the highlights of 98.

The

Walton House Officials
Anneliese Carson (Head Girl]
Belinda Provis (Head of House)
Solly Lay (Deputy Head Girl)

profound Waltonite spirit has continued
throughout the year to produce a
wonderful bunch of girls.

It is our

boarders. Walton Boarding House has
never been the same since the day she
joined in the "big family". She seems
to be no stranger at all, in fact, the

- Gone-

boarders feel so close to her because

The other big event of the year of course

especially dedicated to Mrs Jongenelis

some of them have her as their teacher

has been saying goodbye to Mrs

She id known ad cur deccnd mum
Whenever we need help, she ’ll
come.
It had been long dince dhe’d in
dchocl
Learning Centre and Walton
boarding home

Jongenelis and the arrival of our new
Head of House, Ms Provis.

Saying

goodbye to Mrs J was certainly very
depressing but we also celebrated her
moving on to a new life at St Hilda's
Anglican School for Girls (and a bigger
house).

We realise that moving from a

are the placed dhe ruled

single-person household to a 55-person

however,

daunting prosect but Ms Provis took to it

We have enjoyed our last year as Year
12s and would like to say a big thank
you to everyone for their help and
commitment.

She’d gone
She’d gone to purdue a better
career
We’ll alwayd remember her
fjcr dhe holdd a dpecial place in
our heartd

Sally Lay and Anneliese Carson
*

Every morning, Ms Provis will wake us
up with her chirpy voice. The Waltoners
feel very comfortable to share one
"mother" like her.

Rosalyn Limardo '98

Not only is she

friendly, she is really approachable. We
are very proud of her capability and
good organisation.

household can be a very scary and
like a duck to water.

in school.

Despite being a

busy Head of Year Eleven and a talented
English teacher in school, she manages
well in her job as a housemother.

Ms Provis is a teacher, a mother and a
friend. She is really one of a kind!
Sally Lay
Deputy Head Girl of Walton
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WALTON BOARDING HOUSE
Fourth row:

Fransisca Santoso, Sylvia Ng, Olivia Ho, Katharine Martin, Rosalyn Limardo, Carly Dolton, Carmen Heitman, Joni Fleay, Rika Alianto, Jenny Pritchard,
Tricia Lum, Joanne Baker, Mink Varoonthepruksa, Eiice Loe
Third row:
Cherry Pekanan, Sarah Mazza, Jasmin McFadden, Amelia Ong, Tamara Smith, Claire Chamberlain, Larissa Kowalczuk, Joanne Stewart, Camille Fry,
Katherine Marsh, Tamanna Chanrai, Catherine Noonan
Second row: Isvara Kemandjaja, Felicia Fong, Callie Fleay, Audrey Leo, Chevonne Perera, Briony Elliott, Erin Blundell, Kelly Frater, Jemma Swarbrick, Judy Chang,
Jade Devenish, Sharon Oberoi, Monica Tanmizi, Rachael Pearse
Front row:
Astrid Saroha, Jade Branson, May Varoonthepruksa, Angie Buntaran, Jessie Walia, Anneliese Carson, Mrs J Ethell, Sally Lay, Candice Lloyd, Clara Ng,
Olivia Creagh, Angie Pritchard, Megan Moir
Absent:
Caroline Lindsey, Conna Read

Mr Kurz

"Now don't close the door on me!"
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ARTS PREFECTS

Anna le Souef & Jodie Lewis

SERVICES
SPORTS CAPTAINS

Tammy Ryan & Jenny Pritchard

>v ?

SOCIAL SERVICES PREFECTS

Naomi Fudge & Georgia Werner
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Art
The Blood, Sweat, Strain g
Stress of Year 12 Art

Art Overview
Life in our much loved art department in 98

1998 for the Year 1 2 Art students has been

has been rapturous. Whilst surrounded by

a long haul. Striving to produce three

the Year 8s brightly coloured paper mache

exceptional studio pieces and visual

mermaids and suffering intense hunger

diaries to tantalise the Curriculum Council

pangs and mouths dripping on our time

we have spared no effort. Mrs Fisher has

consuming masterpieces at the scents of

had the herculean task of guiding and

delicious culinary delights wafting across the

advising us as we tackled a still life

foyer from Home Economics, the 1998 art

comprising of limbless dolls, an anatomical

students have had a prodigious year.

dummy wearing a hard hat, floating red

Zoe Saleeba

An Advantage of the Fire
Thanks to the unfortunate mishap in the roof's

balls being shaded by a large decorative

Art and Design

Asian umbrella using Dada and Surrealism

Despite the fact that there were only four Year

as our influences. The project brief for term

12s in our class, Art and Design in 1998

2 was based on our environment and the

was an experience to remember and a lot
of fun along the way.

outcomes ranged from junk sculpture and

insulation of Sumner House and its

assemblage to intense oil on canvas

subsequent engulfment of flames, the schools

waterscapes.

Our first project was centred on the school
production, The Boyfriend.

art connoisseurs have gained two

In groups we

chose a scene, researched, designed and

exceptional works which hang in the newly

At the end of term three we were more dead

refurbished Sumner House. One, by world

then produced the full-scale backdrops and

than alive after tackling our brief based on

props that were used in the play. The project

portraiture, studying for mocks and preparing

wasn't actually that difficult but working

Morgan, is in fact the original painting that

all our visual diaries and studio pieces for

around each of our different ideas and

graces the cover of part of the children's

the long awaited MLC Art Exhibition and

methods to come to a united decision was.

edition of My Place. The other is an intricate

then the dreaded submission of our works to

There were a few heated discussions going

mixed medium collage by Australian artist

the Curriculum Council for the TEE! Although

on around Hadley Hall before we all came

Jann Rowley.

These works have been

most spared no elbow grease, (some of us

together to agree on the final product. For

purchased with the money raised by our sister

slackers left it all to the last minute, which,

school in Japan, Kobe College as a token of

please note future Year 1 2 artists, is not

their support for MLC.

After the fire the

advisable!) art in 98 was not all hard work,

works were chosen as they communicate

the pace was lifted with a fantastic art camp,

issues relevant to all courses studied in

fun "life" drawing sessions with the guys from

Sumner House.

Christ Church and frequent visits to the WA.

design the poster and program cover and

go

Art Gallery. As now observing my friends'

with the production expert's help at the local

renowned Australian artist and novelist, Sally

College's

We know that Kobe

generosity

will

not

the second part of the project we each chose
either costumes, props or the poster and
program cover to research and produce.
Bron, Sim and Emma chose to design
costumes and produced some great 1920's
style outfits, dresses, and hats. I chose to

unappreciated and that the works continue

many sublime works that have been

printers, my designs ended up being

to inspire staff and students for generations

produced this year, I'm sure that we are on

splashed all over the school and in the hand

into the future.

our way to artistic success in the future.

of every audience member on the big night!

Zoe Saleeba

Zoe Saleeba
Our second project was entitled Revitalized
Rooms for which we chose a room and

Art pins

produced products which would revitalize

The art pin is something the more 'arty' or

and since few people have received it.

it. This project carried the theme of fruit and

creative people can work towards. Those

Most recently Johanna Thompson in 1997,

flowers so we spent hours painting and

that are willing to help or have a skill in

and Clare Evans and Libby Hodge this

drawing sunflowers and the school's

art, who aren't perhaps so good at the

year. To receive these pins, we helped

gardens, bananas, oranges, chillis, grapes,

other sports or subjects colours are

during the Heather Lamont Festival,

lemons and even pomegranates! The results

available to, have art in which

and other exhibitions, among other

of this project were bright, colourful and, of

they can 'strive for their highest'.

things. We all realise this is a great

course, very creative, able to brighten any

The requirements to get a pin is that

privilege to be awarded these pins,

you must already have an art colour

and, as Ms Nadebaum advised us,

(on your blazer), having helped the art

we wear them with pride. After aiming

department with exhibitions and/ or

for many years each was happy to receive

designed program covers for various

them. And to all the budding young artists

events. Again you need to accumulate six

out there, aim high, help Mrs Fisher and

art points over any number of years.

Ms Benier out heaps - and good luck!

The first to receive this silver palette and

Clare Evans

paintbrush pin was Karen Blair in 1995,

room!
In our third and final project we have been
able to write up our own project brief on our
own themes and interests. Bron is pursuing
a retro graffiti theme, Sim a collage/painting,
Emma a Japanese nature theme and my own
theme contains ideas of fantasy and folklore.
Such excitement and efforts all year round
has been well worth it!
Fleur Willett.

Mr Kurz

"That reminds me of a story."
42

Class - groan

Art
The Leeuwin Experience

After boarding the Leeuwin for our nighttime

ART CAMP 1998

activities, we organised our night watch

The Art Camp for 1998 was a wonderfully

groups and set up our bunks. As the night

different experience for both Year 11 and

progressed, we learnt many new and

Year 12 TEE Art students. Organised by Mrs

interesting things about the Leeuwin. We

Fisher and accompanied by Ms Benier and

learnt how to bring the main sails in and out

artist and boarding house mistress Robi, the

and how to work together as a team to

art students set off to Fremantle for two days,

imagine the beauty of the Leeuwin in action.

including an adventurous overnight stay

Although we remained docked all night, it

aboard the docked sailing ship, Leeuwin.

really felt as though we were all out at sea
with no land in sight. The
Year 12s really got into the
swing of all the water, for
we just couldn't stop saying

We all had the opportunity of climbing the rigging.

all night, "Look Lester - the

Carly & Zoe reached the very top

wahdah, the wahdah

energised, we went and drew in a small

yeah!" (I suppose you had

terrace

to be there to understand
what we were going on

setting off to the Fremantle Art Centre, we

had a few hours during the

had a leisurely stroll through Fremantle

long night to look out for any

where we stopped in the markets. Once

signs of danger, we had the

at the Arts Centre we looked

usual fun and games of being on a ship.

27th March, 1998, we proceeded to

watch groups, the main thrill for many of us

Fremantle, where we gathered at the wharf

during the night was tackling the 30m mast.

and were greeted by the crew of the Leeuwin.

The more daring of us "scurried" slowly and

After having a quick tour of this most

carefully up the ropes eager to read the long

breathtaking vessel, we made our way

awaited 'message' that was waiting up the

towards Fremantle town with numerous pit-

top, I remember climbing those last few rungs

stops for drawing along the way. Our first

and looking out at the magnificent view of

stop was at a metal work shop, in which we

Fremantle. Although I was on night watch

observed and captured on paper the dirty

and it was 2.30am, the lights were really

and tireless work of metal construction. From

breathtaking. It was a sight and sensation I

this point, we moved to a boatshed, the

will never forget and sorry, I can't reveal what

beach and Fremantle Round House. Looking

the message said, as it's just

out to sea, we captured the fresh and

something that you'll have to

invigorating environment on paper, then

find out for yourself!

at

Contemporary Australian artists and their

Whilst playing charades, singing, eating
lollies and making up ridiculous plays in our

garden,

sunlight on the quaint garden. Before

groups, where each group

After meeting at school at 8.30am on Friday,

cottage

observing the early morning Fremantle

about.) Assigned to watch

Year 12s, Jo, Maija & Zoe enjoy the 'cultural
experiences of Art Camp

house's

experimenting with different mediums and

different styles and use of techniques.
From this we then conducted our own
drawing exercise, which produced some
very unusual creations indeed.

The Art Camp for 1998 will be one that
none of us will forget and on behalf of as
all, I would like to say thank you to Mrs
Fisher and Ms Benier for their time and
organisation that went into this great
excursion.
Carly Dolton, Year 12

DUYFKEN V FREMANTLE
T

skipped off to have a quick lunch.
After our night watch duty
After lunch we made our way to the Maritime

we were feeling a little

Museum, where we studied much of the

blurry eyed as we left the

maritime history in W.A. The large ships,

Leeuwin at 4.30am and

anchors, scuba diving equipment and other

watched it set off for one

marvellous underwater vessels were

of its many adventures up

extremely interesting to look at and to capture

the coast of W.A. Trekking

on paper. Quite tired and ready for a break,

back into Fremantle, we

we ventured back to the wharf where the

headed straight for the

Leeuwin was waiting for us. After a quick

Cappuccino Strip where

break, our late afternoon activity evolved

we sipped on coffee and

designing and printing T-Shirts for our 1998

continued drawing the

Art Camp. Working in the Leeuwin boatshed

early morning activity on

we managed to make enough mess and

Fremantle Streets. After

chaos to make cleaning up quite a task.

this, feeling a little more

Mr Kurz

"A young cow's better than an old cow."
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The lovely couple, Maggie & Monique Duyfken!
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Arts

ip
Debating

Debating this year has had a large influx
of students which has been most
encouraging. Competition started with

i rt'-f f 11 -f

WADL, where numerous teams from
Years 8 to 1 2 entered, with two teams
successful in making the finals, the Year

I.*tt I't't
'

.

J*

VlJ

»*.'

8s and 10s. The second competition of
debating as AHISA. These these teams

*.

VJ)

also won the pennants for their divisions.
MLC also gained success with the AHISA
competition where trophies were won by
the Year 8 team. Congratulations to all
the students for putting in the time and
effort for debating and achieving good
results.

DEBATING
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Davina Oates, Judith Wright, Claire Hollingsworth, Cherie Graziotti, Lucy Young,
Amelia McPhee, Allison Townsend, Olivia Del Piano
Samantha Pearse, Pia Prendiville, Lydia Etherington, Catherine Broertjes, Sophie Lee,
Mikhaela Smith, Amber Martin, Leanna Perret, Amelia D'Orsogna
Alexandra Edwards, Libby Jewkes, Sally Watkins, Julia Jenkins, Adele Meagher,
Louise O'Halloran, Catherine Jarman, Asako Kawano, Fiona Collin
Alex Lekias, Emily Collin, Jodie Lewis, Andrea Byrne, Elizabeth Onley, Jaime Chambers,
Grace Lindsay, Holly Zilko
Miriam Allen, Jane Bransgrove, Kobi Jack, Sarah Yates, Paula Chinnery

Good luck to all the girls who do
debating next year.
Andrea Byrne and Liz Onley

Mock Trials
Mock Trials is an Inter-School competition

an opening or closing statement.

of Sholeh Jones, Lauren Robb, Kathryn

where teams consisting of two barristers, two

Objecting to the other team's evidence was

Moore, Angela O'Connell and Emma

witnesses, a solicitor, and a court official

the most challenging aspect of the

Harvey, who were the first team in six

present their side of a hypothetical case to a

barrister's role. The solicitor assisted the

years to proceed through to the final

Magistrate in the Central Law Courts. Three

barrister by preparing cross-examination

rounds.

teams of Year 10, 11 and 12 students

questions and alerting them to objections.

Spindler for co-ordinating the teams and
assisting us throughout the competition.

competed in this year's competition, with the
Year 12 team proceeding to the final rounds.

Our thanks must go to Mr

Congratulations to all participants,
Sholeh Jones and Lauren Robb

particularly the Year 1 2 team, consisting
Team members were required to adopt
aspects of a real life court case and the
proceedings of the trial were similar to those
in an actual trial. If given a criminal trial,
one school argues the prosecution's case,
while the other argues the defence; whereas
in a civil trial the prosecution is called the
plaintiff. The trial was challenging if given
evidence that did not favour our case.

» * I

One of the first cases we had to argue
this year was a criminal case, Police
versus Armstrong.

The MLC team was

the prosecution and had to prove that the
defendant intended to steal a pack of
batteries from a Target store. Another case
was about a car accident and MLC was
the defence. Our team had to prove that
the driver of a vehicle was not negligent
on the road, and therefore not responsible

MOCK TRIALS

for the accident that occurred. Both these

Third row:

cases were won by MLC.

Second row:

Barristers were required to examine and
cross-examine witnesses as well as present

Front row:
Absent:

Daphne Chan, Jacquie Kennedy, Renee Langley, Leanne Hassell, Claire Hollingsworth,
Heather Wilson, Bree Foley
Mindy Lim, Kimiyo Lee, Ashwini Arumugaswamy, Judy Chang, Erin Blundell, Sarah Ong,
Taryn Chua, Avril Chung
Mr Wayne Spindler, Kathryn Moore, Angela O'Connell, Sholeh Jones (Captain), Lauren
Robb, Emma Harvey
Melanie Shorter, Christina Yang

Mr Kurz

"Vote Kurz for PM."

Arts
Promethean Society
This year an enthusiastic group of fifteen
MLC Year 1 2 girls met with an equally
eager group of Scotch College boys, to
discuss, hypothesise and ponder on given
topics.

These included poverty and

population, defining the term 'real',
women's

reproductive

rights

and

community values. The topics instigated
a forum for debate, providing students with

a

the opportunity to express their point of

iiiW it a

view. Dinner followed each session and
the students enjoyed being able to
continue their discussions with each other.

There were four sessions in total, two
of which were facilitated by Ms
Watson and Mrs Rigden, from MLC.
PROMETHEAN SOCIETY

All the topics were controversial and
involved moral issues, which stirred up
many arguments, particularly between
the two sexes.

On one occasion the

Standing:
Sitting:
Absent:

Jaime Chambers, Anna Le Souef, Wallis Hearn, Georgia Werner, Elizabeth Sobon,
Vanessa Roberts, The Revd Hollis Wilson, Allison Speed, Emma Archer, Anja Rasmussen
Lauren Robb, Camille Goucke, Pia Carter, Carly Dolton, Emma Harvey, Sholeh Jones
Tammy Petroff, Johanna Thompson

discussion became a heated debate

provoked a lot of thought 'Is Nepal

Both schools thoroughly enjoyed their

about whether females were better

real?' If you haven't been there, how

experience in the Promethean Society this

than males.

(This was probably our

do you know it exists? Some students

year, and we must give our thanks to the

favourite argument!) Some of the other

said it is real because you can touch

teachers who generously gave us their insight

questions we were presented with were

it, and others had the opposing view

and wisdom on particular issues.

'Is Nepal actually real?', and 'Are

and asked how can you touch a name?

thanks must go especially to Rev. Wilson for

women's reproductive rights entirely

Are you actually touching Nepal, or

organising a most enjoyable and worthwhile

their own?' One question in particular

just the ground?

1998 Promethean Society.

Many

Lauren Robb and Sholeh Jones

Theatre Arts
The 1998 school year has been packed with

House Singing and Drama day.

thespian treats. With a only a few minor set

annual event, each House competes in the

backs, such as the roof the Gertrude Walton

areas of singing, drama and mime. At the

Drama Centre falling in, the drama year still

end of the day the Athens play and choir

It was the Year 8s and 9s turn to show their

managed to run remarkably smoothly and

and the Rome mime reigned supreme, but it

dramatic talents in the Year 8 and 9

successfully.

was an event where mere participation was

production of Two Weeks with the Queen

rewarding enough.

directed by Ms Kirwan, with the assistance

In this

This year, the Years 8s to 12s were fortunate

and dialogues were written, directed and
performed by them alone.

of former MLC student, Sarah Derret. Their

enough to be guided through the year by the

The Year 1 1 s and 1 2s were fortunate to

hard work payed off with a brilliant

expertise of specialist teacher, Robin Torney.

participate in MLC's first drama tour to

performance and enthusiastic audience

The wealth of experience she has gained

Melbourne. This wonderful opportunity

response.

through her involvement in the theatre and

involved a week of intensive theatre

drama as an actress and lecturer in the history

workshops and

of theatre in many countries was much

Melbourne's culture.

the enjoyment of

appreciated by all.

Superb dancing was not only displayed in
The Boy Friend but also in this year's Dance
Festival, choreographed by Mrs Chong.

Perhaps the highlight for me was the
The year began with the amazing success of

1998 school production of The Boy

No one will hesitate to say that the 1998

the Year 12 production of Louis Nowra's Cosi.

Friend, in association with Scotch

drama year has been a huge success thanks

The play was directed and performed solely

College.

After many months of hard

to the hard work and commitment of all the

by the Year 12 drama class. The group's

work, including a 'Boy Friend Camp',

students and teachers involved. Much thanks

hard work culminated in a record breaking

the musical was a huge success.

attendance at a Year 12 production!

must go to Ms White, Head of the Theatre
Arts Department, and to Mr Comber for

The Year 12s again showed their fine form

organising the House Singing and Drama

Next on the calendar was the day to celebrate

in The Original Show, their last performance

day.

the arts throughout the whole school, the

of the year. Their fine array of monologues

Ms Tonkin

"Do you have to be so insane?"
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Eko Pam and Naomi Stokes

Theatre Arts

Cosi Report
In previous years the Year 1 2 production
has been forgotten among the myriad of
events in the school's arts' calendar. This

c\ , r\

year was an exception. With a full house,

n

,0 r ~

the Year 1 2 Drama class performed the
first act of Cosi, a Louis Nowra play based
on an attempt by mental patients, with the
assistance of a reluctant director, to
perform Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutfe.
This begs the question, "How similar were
the experiences of our characters'
rehearsals, compared to our own?"
Fortunately, ours were more productive
and less chaotic although, at times, reality
imitated fiction a little too much for comfort.
This success was mainly due to our

DANCE GROUP
Third row:

Jennifer Stevens, Anna McRostie, Lucy Bochenek, Gina Maher, Karina Karel,
Emma Green, Veronica McCann, Catherine McRostie, Arabella Buttsworth, Sarah Mazza,
Michelle Calkin, Celine Nurimba, Jodie Stotter
Second row: Gemma Gartrell, Joanne Lilly, Tiffany Goh, Chloe Bradley-Meyers, Anne Salter, Erin
Pearse, Libby Jewkes, Soraya Shears, Caroline Marshall, Judy Chang, Eslynn Su,
Yu-Kuan Liao, Tamsin Duckworth
Front row:
Ms Su-Lyn Chong, Adin Sukardi, Anna Fogarty, Philippa Preuss, Anna Longwood,
Elizabeth Savik, Caitlin Woods, Miranda Smith, Connie Tsang, Felicia Fong, Shilpa Pullela

Dance Festival

director, Emma Ryan-Brain, whose
determination,

organisation

and

intelligence became an impregnable
foundation for rehearsals. Of course, there
is only a certain amount of input that a

September 3rd saw the coming together
of students from six independent girls'
schools to perform in the annual Dance
Festival held at Perth College.

director can have towards a successful
production, as we soon discovered. Much
time was spent by the actors agonising
over learning lines, remembering
blocking, staying in character, and trying
not to laugh at Claire's "musical gestures".

The MLC number, entitled Souffles, was
choreographed by Mrs Chong. It
comprised of 42 girls, wearing black
pants and an assortment of red, yellow
and blue T-shirts. The music was loud
and funky and the up-beat tempo set the
mood for an energetic and lively dance.

Our rehearsal time flew by until, suddenly,
we were standing face-to-face with a dress
rehearsal and the prospect of actually
having to perform.

involved.
Caroline Marshall

amongst those in theatre that "a bad dress
rehearsal means a great performance" -1
must confess, this was certainly true for
us: a great performance it was, helped
by the very supportive audience on the
night. Some may find it rather perverse
that I am reviewing a show in which I was
involved, but after working with the same
group of talented Thespians for almost two

with the

Queen
On Monday afternoon, February 1 0, lots
of Year 8/9 students eagerly awaited
their auditions for the Year 8/9 play.
After much deliberation, the cast of 23
lucky individuals was selected by Ms
Kirwan and ex-MLC student, Sarah
Derrett.
Rehearsals took place every Monday
and Friday for 15 weeks and we all
worked really hard. Finally the big night

The Festival provided an enjoyable and
rewarding experience for all those

There is a saying

Two Weeks

arrived, Friday, September 1 8. Hadley
Hall was filled with eager parents,
friends and family, all keen to see the
fabulous talent show cased. And they
were not disappointed ....

Farewell
Wendi Kirwan has been a member of
MLC's Drama Department for just over
2 years. During her time at the College,
Wendi has played an important role in
all Drama productions and has been a
positive role model for all students.

Two Weeks with the Queen is adapted
from the novel by Morris Gleitzman.
Kim Woodliff and Louise Fenbury

years, I can honestly say that this
production contained some of our best
individual work, let alone our greatest
performance collectively.
Many thanks must be given to Sarah, our
dedicated stage manager, to Keith, who
made our very atmospheric set, to Mrs
Kuhaupt, and to Ms White, whose
constant support was invaluable, and
much appreciated.
Rebecca Bauert
Wendy Kirwan

Ms Watson

Pia Prendiville & Lucy Gunsburg
Two Weeks with the Queen

"Not a peep - except the sound of your brains working. That won't be much noise from some of you.1
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Theatre Arts
The Boy Friend

ball or the delightful You Don't Want
to Play With Me Blues.

If is without doubt that the most highly
anticipated event on the arts calendar

However, the show was not made

is the annual school production. This

successful by our dramatic talents

year was the performance of the

alone.

definitive 1920's musical, The Boy

not have been possible without the

Friend.

tireless effort of so many people

The Boy Friend would simply

beyond the realm of the stage.
High drama is inevitable when a group

Without Mrs Kuhaupt's costuming the

of English girls, boarding at an

stage would not have been the jewel

exclusive finishing school meet a group

of colour that it was.

of eligible young bachelors.

Banwell and his assistants there would

The

Without Keith

French Riviera provides the perfectly

have been no stage.

decadent backdrop for such a passion-

White's inspired directing and Mr

filled show. The performance of which

Bushell's musical directing there would

was

have been simply no performance.

heightened

greatly by the

Without Mrs

participation of seven dashing Scotch
boys.

And so it is with much gratitude that
we congratulate the cast and crew on

During four performances, audiences

yet another brilliant Methodist Ladies'

were charmed by our superb singing

College production.

and skilled dance. Who could forget
Lolita's sultry tango at the masquerade

Emma Ryan-Brain

'

p r 7

Mr Spindler

"You know how when you get depressed you go out shopping? Well, I bought a car."
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Music
Music

at

MLC

During the course of the year, there have been many musical events, both within and outside the College. Members of the College Choir and
Year 8/9 Choir have had rich choral experiences this year: in addition to performing the Messiah, these groups also performed the Baroque
choral masterpiece, the Vespers of 1610 by Claudio Monteverdi. This was performed in Winthrop Hall, with the University of WA Choral
Society, the Giovanni Consort and St George's Baroque Orchestra, conducted by Head of Music. In a review of the concert, The West Australian
reported that "the MLC Choir was uniformly impressive....its account of Sancta Maria was a high point of the evening, the sonic texture
consistently appealing."

There have been a number of other recitals this year, at which students have excelled as soloists and in small

ensembles. These include the Year 11/12 recital, the Year 10 recital and the Year 8/9 recital, the Per Ardua Musicale (a recital for former
students of the College) and performances at the WA Schools' Music Festival, which featured the Flute Ensemble, Clarinet Quartet and Percussion
Ensemble. These groups, together with larger ensembles, also featured at the Claremont Festival of Youth on 17 September.
the College presented an excellent recital in Term One, featuring solo and ensemble music.

The music staff of

Particularly notable were the performances of

Walton's Facade and 3 Little Maids are We performed by Andrew Bushell, Su-Lyn Chong and Genevieve Wilkins.
Andrew Bushell

Barbershop
This year has been crammed with "gigs" for barbershop. We started off
the year by stunning audiences at MLC's Sausage Sizzle with Song, and
since then we haven't looked back.

After special rehearsals at Point

Walter during College Choir's weekend away Barbershop performed at
the Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime Festival night, College Concert
and were also invited as a guest choir to sing at a Royal Music Schools'
Association Concert.

Barbershop also gave two performances in the

Claremont Arcade and in the Bayview Centre to celebrate the Festival of
Youth in September. Over the two years since the Barbershop group was
formed a lot of hard work has made the group a wonderful success.
With beaming and energetic faces we'd like to say a huge thank you to
Mrs Chong for always being so enthusiastic and making 1998 a fabulous
year for everyone involved.
Liz Onley
BARBERSHOP
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Wallis Hearn, Georgia Werner
Jayne Gartrell, Elizabeth Onley, Lisa Crawford, Pamela
McCutcheon, Janet Newnham, Danielle Hewitt
Rhonda Meyerowitz, Lanna Winstanley, Caroline Lindsey,
Mrs Su-Lyn Chong

Big Band
Big Band has gone through a partial face-lift
this year.

Not only did we get a new

conductor, the ever enthusiastic Ms Wilkins,
but over half the members of the band were
new. Despite this, Big Band has reached
the highest standard it has been in years.
With many chances to perform this year we
have become a rather experienced group.
Our first performance was the Sausage
Sizzle with Song.

Despite our small

audience, we still managed to set the feet of
many listeners tapping.

We had been

booked to play for the Cabaret Night but,
due to the fire, this function was cancelled.
For a change this year we decided to include
some vocals in our repertoire, so when
performing at the College Concert, one of
the highlights was doing Minnie the Moocher

BIG BAND
Second row: April Cox, Leanne Hassell, Julia Robinson, Mimi Leith, Belinda Stotter, Callie Fleay,
Elizabeth Onley, Celine Nurimba
Front row:
Jodie Lewis, Kathryn Rainey, Aleksia Barron, Karina Karel, Ms Genevieve Wilkins,
Amber Marshall, Helen Wyber, Sarah Ford, Emma Rohrlach
Absent:
Jodie Stotter

with vocals by Lara Norman and a

the town with the huge sound of our variety

Overall, this year has been fantastic for Big

sometimes reluctant audience. Our latest

of jazz and stage band pieces, but

Band and now, with a well established

performance was a gig with the Christ

experienced the atmosphere and hospitality

instrument line-up we can only get better.

of the place. It was certainly an adventure.

Congratulations everyone.

Church Jazz 1 band. We all piled on a bus
and drove to York where we not only filled

Mrs Rigden

Jodie Lewis

"Burn your bras! Depending on your figures."

Music
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COLLEGE CHOIR
Fifth row:

Georgia Werner, Hannah Etherington, Ellie Johnston, Alex Cummings, Amanda Ireland, Lucy Young, Lara Norman, Kirsty Nugent, Naomi Stokes,
Anne Sylvester, Pam McCutcheon
Fourth row:
Julia Robinson, Sally McLaren, Olivia del Piano , Alison Copeland, May Hoang, Amelia McPhee, Wallis Hearn, Anna Macoboy, Chloe Keller,
Hayley Browne, Josie Littlewood, Chelsea Page
Third row:
Anastasia Grundy, Slyvia Ong, Christina Yang, Fiona Taylor, Melanie Shorter, Li-Shien Tan, Louise Jarrett, Lisa Crawford, Kathryn Shaw,
Dianne Caruso, Jenny Heng, Andrea Byrne, Lydia Etherington
Second row: Chermaine Chua, Caroline Lindsey, Naomi Fudge, Janet Newnham, Clara Ng, Jayne Gartrell, Pippa Lilly, Suriya Vij, Miriam Allen, Sarah Ward,
Caroline Marshall, Rebecca Tsang, Vicki Leung, Kathryn Cutler
Front row:
Anna Stockley, Mary West, Prue Reynolds, Judy Chan, Celine Nurimba, Mr Andrew Bushell, Joanne Teng, Leah Hutchison, Tricia Kao, Sarah Ong,
Danielle Hewitt
Absent:
Ariel Barker, Jodie Lewis, Rebecca Steinhardt

College Choir

College Chorale

Where would one be without a dose of

This year has been a fairly quiet year for Chorale. The first performance of the year was a

choral music every Friday afternoon?

Commonwealth Day Service on 8 March at St George's Cathedral, and later the Chorale sang

This is the question 1998 members of

in Choral Evensong at St George's Cathedral on 10 May. One of the highlights of the year

College Choir ask themselves weekly.

was the combined MLC/CCGS Choir and Orchestra performance of the Messiah by Handel,

The year started off with a camp
weekend at Point Walter in March, to
polish up some tunes for the Easter
assembly and learn how many concertos
Mozart wrote, and other facts of similar
triviality at the quiz night.

at the CCGS Chapel on 8 May. This concert was a huge success and the Chorale was proud
to be a part of this huge endeavour. The annual College Concert was held in Hadley Hall on
3 1 July and the Chorale performed three pieces to an appreciative audience. College Sunday
on 9 August saw the Chorale performing a number of sea songs in accordance with this year's
theme, the Year of the Oceans, with Under the Sea from the Little Mermaid, proving a favourite
with the audience. Our final concert was with the UWA Choral Society, the Giovanni Consort
and the St George's Baroque Consort. This massive undertaking was performed at Winthrop
Hall on 15 August. The Chorale would like to thank Mr Bushell and Mrs Chong for a wonderful

The highlight of the year for College

year of music-making and to wish them well.

Choir was singing the Messiah with the

Pam McCutcheon

boys from Christ Church in a combined
concert of Handel's masterpiece. With

o

a wonderful orchestra, soloists and a full
house in the Christ Church Chapel the

^

ty

cs

a

night was a raging success.

Other performances by the Choir have
performed in include, College Sunday, the
College Concert and Monteverdi's Vespers
at Winthrop Hall, after which MLC's
humble singers received rave reviews in
The West Australian. Thanks to AB and

COLLEGE CHORALE
Second row:

SLC for the fun filled repertoire and the
inspiration to lift the roof with music.
Hannah Etherington
Mrs Rigden

Front row:
Absent:

Naomi Fudge, Lisa Crawford, Pam McCutcheon, Liz Onley, Alex Cummings, Kirsty Nugent,
Naomi Stokes, Mary Hoang, Sylvia Ong
Vicki Leung, Jayne Gartrell, Hannah Etherington, Mr Andrew Bushell, Chloe Keller, Anna
Macoboy, Alison Copeland
Andrea Byrne

"I'm used to people not knowing what I'm talking about."

Music

Concerto Night/

O

College Strings

n

To be a part of Concerto
night is a two- pronged
affair. On the one hand, a

*

sacrifice of your free time
(not to mention precious

1

study time for Year 1 2s just
before their mocks), and on
the other, a real insight and
of

the

concerto repertoire.

appreciation

And

so, the latter was valued by
most members - hence
the astounding quality of
the

concerto

night

performances.

COLLEGE STRINGS
Third row:

Connie Tsang, Danielle Hewitt, Sarah Chia, Chermaine Chua, Vicky Leung, Sarah Ong, Stephenie McHenry,
Caitlin Woods, Judy Ho, Emily Collin, Jolene Yap
Second row: Leanna Perret, Li-shien Tan, Kathryn Shaw, Olivia del Piano, Kate Le Souef, Alex Cummings, Annabel Hay,
Siobhan Finn, Noreen Lao, Jennifer McCutcheon, Daphne Chan
Front row:
Jodie Lewis, Wallis Hearn, Liz Onley, Lara Norman, Mr Andrew Bushell, Pam McCutcheon, Anna Macoboy,
Jane Bochenek, Anna Le Souef

This year's concerto night was a huge

challenging role to accompany eleven

All those involved delighted themselves

venture in the continuing "liaison"

soloists with concertos ranging from

with the Friday night Mucky Duck bush

between CCGS and MLC. Rehearsals

Baroque

band and Saturday night's quiz night.

began in earnest some three months

compositions.

to
to

twentieth

century

This required the

(including weekends) before the week

orchestra

of concerto night where every one went

appropriately portraying the different

become

skilled

at

into overdrive with early morning and

styles of music.

As soloists we would like to thank all
those involved especially the conductors
and orchestra for providing the 1998

late night rehearsals.
To make rehearsals more enjoyable for
College Strings combined with the Christ

everyone the orchestra and soloists

Church String Orchestra to take on the

attended a music camp in New Norcia.

Year 1 2 music students with this unique
and fulfilling experience.
Lara Norman and Anna Le Souef

Messiah
The MLC/CCGS Choir and Orchestra performance of Handel's Messiah was held on Friday
house

8 May, to a ful

at the Christ Church chapel. It was the first major music event of the year and was much anticipated due

to the many hours of rehearsal and supposed "individual practice".
It show cased the talents of many students

know who you are!). The choir provided

included 'Sir, do you think the choir should

and teachers from MLC and CCGS

some entertaining visual effects by doing

stand?' 'Be quiet,' 'Sing louder,' and his

under the baton of Mr Rimmer, the Music

what looked like a Mexican wave every

most infamous comment (after we had

Director at Christ Church. The soloists:

time it was required to stand.

miraculously been dismissed early for a
change), 'Why don't we keep on

soprano - Miss Taryn Fiebig; counter
tenor - Mr Andrew Bushell; tenor - Mr

Rehearsals . . . rehearsals . . . and more

rehearsing?' If only we were all that

Andrew Sutherland ; and bass - Mr Mark

rehearsals

devoted! Another highlight of rehearsals

Alderson, sang with much flare and

Mr Rimmer was determined for us to

was when certain violinists managed to

"welly" supported by the choir which

perform the Messiah to the best of our

'stack it' whilst sitting (how did you co

sang with much "beltissimo" and the

ability especially as it is such a well known

ordinated musicians manage that?) We'd

orchestra's assured playing.

work. Unfortunately this entailed many

like to thank you, on behalf of the second

rehearsals to the reluctance of most

violinists, the 'Yahoo' choir for providing

The concert proved to be a great success

involved. There were, however, some

us with some amusement - yes we could

despite a few minor hiccups which rather

memorable moments.

hear you!

agitated our conductor. Much to his

rehearsals included frequent 'helpful' input

disgust, some orchestra members, were

from a certain male (not a teacher)

Thanks must go to Mr Rimmer for his

ignorant to various key changes

member of the choir who didn't seem to

guidance and determination. Somehow

throughout the Messiah and as a result,

mind compromising his popularity with the

he always managed to be enthusiastic

some 'lovely' harmonies were produced

other students in exchange for the 'benefit'

to the amusement of some players, (we

of the whole choir. Some of his suggestions

whilst rehearsing this 'uplifting' work
continued over page

Ms Tamminga

Highlights of

"They weren't snoggling!" (referring to kissing)

Music
even when we could hardly keep our eyes

introduced to their billets, with whom they

comprising of students from MLC, CCGS

open and some couldn't even manage that

would be staying for the next three nights.

and AYO will be led by MLC Musical

(not mentioning any names, but we will

We are extremely grateful for the

Director Roy Rimmer.'

say that the CCGS second violinists were

hospitality of our host families and

among the culprits). Although we all

especially for their never ending provision

Highlights of our trip to Albany included

moaned and groaned at the late

of food.

visiting Whaleworld, Stony Hill and the

rehearsals that always went overtime, it
all paid off in the end.

Albany Bowling Centre where we were
The first rehearsal with the Albany Choral

entertained by our teachers' interesting

Society and a few members of the Albany

bowling techniques.

Albany

Youth Orchestra took place that night. It

On Thursday 14 May, most members of

proved very different to previous

In conclusion, we'd like to thank all the

the Messiah orchestra, consisting of about

rehearsals with the MLC/CCGS choirs. It

people involved in making it possible for

28 students and some staff members from

also involved some sight reading of pieces

us to perform such a prestigious work. Not

both schools, departed for Albany. The

we had not yet encountered. Despite this,

only were the concerts successful, but in

trip took almost six hours but for most, the

both concerts, to near full audiences, were

retrospect, the rehearsals become social

time passed quickly due to an abundance

well received. We even got a mention in

occasions where we got to know many

of "Girlfriend" and "Dolly" magazines

the Albany Advertiser. Unfortunately,

people and, though we hate to admit it,

which certain guys thoroughly enjoyed

according to the article, Mr Bushell lost

reading.

his job to Mr Rimmer: 'An orchestra

we actually enjoyed ourselves.
Siobhan Finn and Connie Tsang.

On arrival, the students were

MLC/CCGS

Symphonic Winds

Symphonic Winds has completed its second year as an auditioned ensemble. The year began with an all day music rehearsal early in
February and since then the ensemble has worked hard. We have had the opportunity to show off our talent on many occasions this year,
such as playing at both MLC and Christ Church assemblies, the College Concert and the West Australian Schools' Band festival.
This year the band has had two conductors due to Mr Williams taking leave of absence to perform in The Phantom of the Opera. Our new
conductor, Mr Bevan Uren, has stayed with us since halfway through the year and conducted us in the Band Festival.
Andrea Byrne
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Ms Tamminga

"I don't have any friends."

Music

Strepitso Strings

s 0 8

Strepitso Strings is a small ensemble in which
classroom music students from years 8, 9
and 10 (and anyone else who wants to) play.
Conducted by Mrs Chong, the group
comprises of violins, violas, 'cellos and
double bass'.

This year there have been

fifteen members in Strepitso and they have
conscientiously rehearsed on Monday
afternoons, for an hour and a half after
school. The main performance of the year
was at the MLC College Concert.

This

performance gave the junior string orchestra
an opportunity to perform a selection of the
wide range of pieces that they have played,
including William Tell, Fiddlin'Fun, Pizzicato

STREPITSO STRINGS

Pizzazz, Country Wedding and The Pink

Third row:

Panther. The College Concert also gave the

Second row:
Front row:

members of Strepitso the valuable experience

Saba Salman, Sarah Jeffery, Sabeena Selvarajah, Marielle Gill, Janelle Lagrange,
Effie Ross
Elizabeth Jewkes, Judith Talbot, Tegan Rourke, Suzanne Rofe, Claire Brooks
Lucy Bochenek, Kate Holt, Mrs Su-Lyn Chong, Amber Shergis, Prudence Lane,
Katharine Graham

of performing on stage to a relatively large
audience. It has been lots of fun playing in
Strepitso.
Saba Salman

Year 8/9 Choir
The year 8/9 Choir, consisting of 41
members, has had a very busy concert
schedule this year. In May, the choirs and
orchestra from MLC and Christ Church
combined to perform The Messiah by
Handel. The College Concert was next on
the agenda, and we sang If I had a Hammer
by Lee Hayes and Pete Seeger and Kikihehe,
a German song byJ.H. Schein. There was
much

positive

feedback

after

this

performance, especially comments on the
whole choir's energy and enthusiasm. The
Vespers of 1610 by Montiverdi performed
in August at Winthrop Hall, was a great
experience for our young choir. The singers
received rave reviews in a newspaper write
up, commenting on the choir's 'sonic textures'.
All performance rehearsals were hard work
but all those that were involved managed to
have fun along the way. The concerts have
given each individual member of the choir
great experience and much enjoyment.
Fiona Koski

YEAR 8/9 CHOIR
Fifth row:

Collie Batt, Kate Holt, Beth Atkinson, Annabel Hay, Suzanne Jasper, Davina Oates,
Mikhaela Smith
Fourth row:
Jennifer McCutcheon, Marissa Winstanley, Alicia Aitken, Deborah Hewton, Audrey Lau,
Fiona Koski, Sarah Ford, Pia Prendiville
Third row:
Shilpa Pullela, Kate Peters, Aleksia Barron, Suzanne Rofe, Lucy Bochenek, Leanna Perret,
Sita Vij, Jessica Judd, Georgia Averbuj
Second row: Amaya Courtis, Gemma Gartrell, Jordy Hewitt, Adin Sukardi, Fiona Plaisted, Elizabeth
Gray, Lucy Gunzburg, Elizabeth Jewkes, Kate llbery, Caitlin Woods, Judy Ho
Front row:
Fiona Collin, Emily Collin, Sarah Jeffery, Julia Lee, Mrs Su-Lyn Chong, Tiffanny Soepriadi,
Jolene Yap, Sarah Kavanagh, Jocelyn Ong

Music Report
1 998 was yet another year in which the Music Department influenced the lives of virtually everyone at the college. Music is one of those
things that has the magic ability to reach out and touch people in different ways, and with the variety of musical ensembles active within
the department - from the Barbershop Group to the MLC/CCGS Symphonic Winds - there is something for everyone.

It was a busy year, with numerous rehearsals, camps, festivals and concerts on the agenda, but much was achieved and new friends were
made among the Music Department's supportive and friendly atmosphere.
Anna Le Souef

Mr Kurz

"Just listen now for a few words of wisdom."
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GUITAR ENSEMBLE
Second row:
Front row:

Pamela Chan, Tina Williams, Claire Falkiner, Rosalyn Limardo, Denitza Mironova, Rebecca Bauert, Monica Tanmizi, Gina Rohaeny
Stephanie Crockett, Julia Rhodes, Ms E Yau, Jessica Barron, Jessica Hewitt

a

n
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CLARINET CHOIR AND FLUTE ENSEMBLE
Second row: Naomi Fudge, Tricia Kao, Kaitlyn Scannell, Josie Littlewood, Phillipa Tompson, Kirsten Bruce, Sita Vij
Front row:
Hannah Chilli, Pia Prendiville, Katherine Holt, Claire Blight, Alicia Aitken
Absent:
Andrea Byrne

Student

"Aren't there any pretty girls in WA?"
$6

Mr Kurz

"Oh, yeh, I've seen a few."

Music
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YEAR 8 CHOIR
Sixth row:
Fifth row:
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Chloe Dunlop, Amber Martin, Sophie Lee, Nicola Thompson, Katherine Jasper, Katharine Graham, Suzy Jasper, Josie McKeown, Krystal Fowler,
Kirsten Norvilas, Denitza Mironova
Justine Morrison, Louise O'Halloran, Alex Pine, Marissa Winstanley, Tami Caro, Kelli Fleay, Tina Williams, Katie Jones, Katie Wickens, Tara Balfe,
Laura Hurst, Catherine Russo
Kate Peters, Emily House, Sita Vij, Aleisha Doust, Anne Salter, Kate Dowling, Bree Hallett, Leanna Perret, Jennifer Stevens, Lucy Marks, Candice Lloyd,
Paris Clough-Townsend, Julia Jenkins
Amaya Courtis, Erin Dunbar, Joanne Lilly, Georgia Averbuj, Alison Nadebaum, Nadia Bartrop, Audrey Lau, Jessica Judd, Julie Cheng, Andrea
Meyerowitz, Katie McNamara, Marielle Gill, Gemma Gartrell, Alex Edwards
Grace Lindsay, Katherine Bennetts, Julia Lee, Zoe Houston, Hannah Li, Kallie Turner, Jane Cullen, Katie Lee, Megan Moir, Anna Fogarty, Janelle
Lagrange, Anna Longwood, Sarah Newman, Amber Shergis, Mr A Bushell
Astrid Saroha, Mimi Leith, Jolene Yap, Pui Yee Yong, Julia Rhodes, Sarah Jeffery, Natalie McManus, Effie Ross, Elizabeth Savik, Hannah Perlman,
Emma Williams, Sarah Kavanagh

o n
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YEAR 9 CHOIR
Fifth row:
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Claire Blight, Callie Batt, Kate Holt, Kate Le Souef, Annabel Hay, Leanne Stewart, Beth Atkinson, Elizabeth Holt
Sarah Ford, Audrey Lau, Hannah Chilli, Philippa Robb, Ariaan Purich, Natalie Tew, Fiona Koski, Alicia Aitken, Jane Tudor-Owen
Elizabeth Jewkes, Miranda Murray, Jennifer McCutcheon, Lucy Bochenek, Jana Berzins, Minoshi De Silva, Louise Fenbury, Sarah-Jayne Harris, Pia
Prendiville, Aleksia Barron, Suzanne Rofe, Tamsin Duckworth
Sabeena Selvarajah, Kate llbery, Stephenie McHenry, Fiona Plaisted, Lucy Gunzberg, Claire Hall, Tracey Wan, Teresa Wan, Shilpa Pullela, Elizabeth
Gray, Catherine Jarman, Adin Sukardi, Claire Brooks, Caitlin Woods
Emily Collin, Saba Salman, Jocelyn Ong, Jodie Stotter, Mrs S L Chong, Ms Genevieve Wilkins, Judy Ho, Isvara Kemandjaja, Tiffany Soepriadi, Jessica
Walker

Ann Racklyeft

"You can't have a negative area (unless you're living in antispace) in Ms Gould's Intro. Cal. class."
57
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CONCERT BAND
Fifth row:
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Bree Foley, Lydia Etherington, Chelsea Page, Caroline Rhodes, Leanne Hassell, Beth Atkinson, Leanne Stewart, Jasmin McFadden, Elizabeth Holt
Gemma Gartrell, Sita Vij, Callie Fleay, Judy Chang, Pia Prendiville, Audrey Lau, Sophie Lee, Belinda Stotter, Claire Blight, Kathryn Evans
Pia Turner, Genevieve Algie, Deborah Gale, Shilpa Pullela, Kate Peters, Kaitrin McNamara, Emily House, Sally Watkins, Minoshi De Silva,
Catherine Jarman, Maria Wong
Kathryn Shaw, Mimi Leith, Magdeline Lum, Jodie Stotter, Judy Ho, Joanne Lilly, Tamsin Duckworth, Miranda Williams, Julia Lee, Sarah Kavanagh
Aleksia Barron, Karina Karel, Celine Nurimba, Emma Rohrlach, Ms Genevieve Wilkins, Elizabeth Gray, Helen Wyber, Sarah Ford, Lorinda Loh
Paola Harvey, Pui Yee Yong

The MLC Concert Band greeted many new

trombonists (one) and bassoonists (one),

1998 was a successful year for the

enthusiastic faces at the beginning of the

but eventually we found the magical

Concert Band and the standard of playing

year. We took aboard the challenge to

combination and managed to stun our

improved tremendously (well, we think so

play together and become a fantastic

audiences when performing at the MLC

anyway!). Our thanks must go to our

band with our new conductor, Ms Wilkins.

College

marvellous conductor, Ms Wilkins, who

Concert Band grew enormously this year

Concert

and

numerous

assemblies. We tried some new "hip and

made the band sound so fantastic. It has

groovy" music such as James Bond and

been great to be involved. See you all
again for more music next year!

and now involves fifty six members from

The Empire Strikes Back and some more

Years 8 to 1 1. Once again, we were

classical music like the Hymn of the

swamped by flautists and avoided by

Cherubim.

Lydia Etherington

Photographs from
the Concert Band
performance held
in November

1998

Ms Watson

"But your generation... you're like goddesses! You knock the Bronte's over."
58

Social Services

A Week

at the

allowed us to experience ocean life up

Sea

Marking the United Nations
International Year of the Ocean
Our God receives us as we are;
lifts us up and appoints us again to care

lapels and collars.

the creatures of the sea.

Likewise, the

Children, badges became popular

Ocean Assembly was a time of music

clothing accessories for staff, students

and the sharing of personal experiences

and friends of the College.

of life on the sea.

holds the record for the most badges sold

The Thursday evening screening of

(excerpt from a College Sunday 1998 prayer)

The Save the

MLC now

at any one place. To date, the number

for the oceans - for all the earth and all
its creatures.

children sprang up on shirt pockets,

close and get a better understanding of

Titanic

in

Hadley

Hall

was

stands at over 700 and counting ...

an

overwhelming success with a sell out

Finally, as I look back on the last four

1998 will certainly be remembered as

crowd of over 750 people. Thanks to

years, they stand as some of the best

a year of service to the world.

our Social Services Prefects, Mr Spindler,

times in my working life.

No minister,

Financially and through the dedication

Mr Banwell, the Year Twelves and Mrs

whether a Chaplain or otherwise, can

and commitment of staff and students,

Skidmore, the event was a night to be

accomplish anything without people. I

the MLC community showed that it cares

remembered.

spectacular

am deeply appreciative of your gifts and

- for the oceans, for its creatures and

fundraiser made over $3,500 to assist

talents and we can all be proud of what

for the people who live by the sea.

in disaster relief for the victims of the

has been accomplished to improve the

tsunami which hit the northern coast of

spiritual life of the College and to do

Papua New Guinea.

good work for the wider community.

The two people who laboured the most to

This

Thank you!

make our plans become a reality were our
Social Services Prefects, Naomi Fudge and

Five days and nearly $9,000 later, the

Georgia Werner.

It was their collective

MLC community knew that it had done

dream and vision of what we could do that

a good thing. At the same time, while

pointed to what we would do.

not directly connected to the Week at

May God bless you in the days ahead,
Rev.

the Sea, all over the campus little
The Week began with a series of Forums
focusing on different aspects of the sea.
With speakers from the World Wide
Fund for Nature, Leeuwin Ocean
Adventure, CSIRO, WA Fisheries and
the Swan River Trust, we all learned
something new about our nearest ocean
- the Indian - and the delicate global
ecosystem that depends on the sea.
While these were happening, the Year
Eights spent time at the foreshore with
Mr Oxnam and Mr Forma discovering

lx r.

5. TITANIL

something about the Swan River and the
history of the area.
A touch pool co-ordinated and prepared
by Mrs Padman and Mrs Spencer

UilHItlifi.

Mrs Gibson

"See if you can get ahead of me by going ahead."

Sport
MLC has enjoyed an outstanding year

Inter-House athletics proved heaps of

softball matches.

in the sporting arena. We were placed

fun, with many interesting characters

volleyball match resulted in a draw, so

either first or second in eight of the

being adopted by the girls.

The

there was no animosity between the

eleven inter-school IGGSA sports,

carnival was won by Rome, with

two teams. The Christ Church versus

coming first in five of them. The results

Sparta second.

MLC netball match also proved a

reflect the extent of student commitment

athletics we witnessed a tussle for first

popular event.

and enthusiasm, as well as an overall

place between MLC and Penrhos, but

challenge seriously and arranged

unfortunately Penrhos proved too

training sessions, appointed a coach,

pride in wearing the green and gold.

The school sporting year began with
the Inter-House swimming and diving
competitions.

In a day filled with

At the Inter-School

Fortunately, the

The boys took the

strong. A moving tribute was paid to

had water bottles and even had their

Miss Davenport as the inaugural

own cheer squad.

Elizabeth Davenport Field Trophy was

the spectators, MLC lost by 2 points.

presented.

To the surprise of

All the MLC students

excitement, Athens emerged as

erupted in spontaneous applause

swimming victors with Rome second.

giving her a standing ovation.

This

be possible without the constant

MLC came second at the Inter-School

action reflects the true nature of the

commitment and dedication of our PE

swimming meet at Beatty Park.

The success of sport at MLC would not

In a

MLC spirit, the driving force behind the

staff.

nail biting finish, MLC won the final

determination of the athletes and the

Miss Davenport, Miss Wadsworth, Mrs

Year 1 2 relay in record time and nearly

enthusiasm of the spectators.

Boyce, Mrs Moffat, Mrs Boyne, Mrs

knocked Penrhos from their podium.

Hughes and Miss Wearn who have

The school's cohesiveness and school

Basketball fixtures were transferred to

spirit was reflected in the uniting

third term to enable a more even

cheering of the spectators. Cheering

distribution of sports throughout the

attempts by other schools paled into

year. The basketballers did brilliantly

insignificance as they were drowned

coming equal first with PLC.

by the noise from the MLC section of

continues to attract large interest. The

the stand.

team did well to make the semi-finals,

Cricket

but was then unfortunately eliminated.
MLC continued to experience success
in summer sports.

Life Saving has also proved popular

We won the

this year and 1 87 students have

volleyball shield and came third in

received awards. The softballers are

tennis.

currently training hard in their attempt

The

divers

conquered

Our sincere thanks must go to

encouraged

and

supported

us

throughout the year, most time well
beyond the call of their official duty.

A

huge

thank

you

and

acknowledgment must also go to our
terrific house sports captains: Jane
Bochenek, Hayley Murdoch, Taya
Grin se 11, Niki Jackson, Pia Carter,
Kirsty Martino, Angela O'Connell,
Fleur Willett, Amanda Chellew, Julie

to win the shield for the 26th

Saunders and Sophie Woods.

School IGGSA diving competition, as

consecutive year and we wish all the

have worked tirelessly behind the

well

teams the best of luck.

scenes and often their work has gone

formidable heights to win the Inter-

as

the

competition.

state

schoolgirls'

unnoticed.

The cross country team

finished fifth.

They

The gymnasts also

The College has not only enjoyed

competed very well in the Inter-School

success in local Inter-School events, but

Sport at MLC continues to enjoy a high

competition, coming third in Rhythmic

is also proud of the achievements of

profile among students as there are so

and second in Artistic.

numerous individuals who have

many

represented Western Australia and

participation.

Our dominance in sport continued

Australia at both a national and

being a team member, meeting and

through to winter sports with players

international

making new friends, increased fitness

braving wet weather to win both the

Commonwealth Games in Kuala

levels but, most of all, from the

netball and hockey shields. The rowers

Lumpur, Allana Slater (Year 9) won

wonderful camaraderie of the MLC

also showed true commitment, waking

gold

student body.

up at 4.30am on cold winter mornings

gymnastics, while Rachel Harris (MLC

level.

At

and two silver medals

the

in

in order to train. They came a

1996) won gold in swimming. We

creditable third at the Head of the

congratulate Allana and Rachel and

River. The atmosphere on the Canning

wish them every success in their lead

River was tremendous with many

up to Sydney 2000.

support. A highlight of the day was

Highlights of the year have included

the naming of the Sarah Fletcher boat.

the staff versus students volleyball and

(differentiating between himself and Mr Spindler)
Go

opportunities

for

The girls benefit from

We wish MLC students an enduring
enjoyment of all sporting endeavours
whether

as

participants

or

as

spectators.

cheerleaders and spectators providing

Mr Swingler

varied

Tammy Ryan and
Jenny Pritchard

"He's a big blond surfy type and I'm just a little bloke."

Sport
Athletics
The 1 998 Athletics season was a huge
success. The team showed great spirit and
unity and each girl gave her best effort. As
a result MLC came second overall at the
IGGSA Inter-School Athletics Meet.

The Inter-House athletics provided a day of
excitement for all the students. The oval was
adorned with bumble bees, red Indians,
smurfs and nuns, all fiercely competing for
marching honours.

However, it was the

bumble bees who proved too strong and
took out this prestigious event. The day saw

ATHLETICS

Rome win the overall trophy with Sparta

Back row:

second.

Fifth row:

There were also many strong

performances from individuals, such as
Gemma Gartrell in Year 8, Pia Naughton in

Fourth row:
Third row:

Year 9 and Melanie Smith in Year 10.
Second row:

After traipsing down to the oval every lunch

Front row:

Judith Talbot, Tammy Ryan, Leanne Hassell, Julie Saunders, Sayshie Poynton, Sara Woodcock, Gabrielle
Scott, Katie Maskiell, Amanda Haber, Hayley Murdoch
Sarah-Jane Raynsford, Cara Finch, Stephanie Marsh, Sarah Doyle, Emma Rohrlach, Maria Noakes, Alex
Maskiell, Jenny Barcham, Jessvka Watson-Galbraith, Jenny Pritchard
Fiona Smith, Tiffany Goh, Micnelle Calkin, Melaney Brans, Kristen White, Julia Robinson, Jessica Hodge,
Melanie Smith, Callie Fleay, Pia Naughton
Jana Berzins, Pippa Robb, Claire Hall, Davina Oates, Samantha Davies, Pia Turner, Adele Meagher, Helen
Andrews, Jennifer McCutcheon, Nicole Boyce
Debbie Hendrie, Sarah Newman, Sita Vij, Bonnie Parker, Louise O'Halloran, Lisa Fievez, Gemma Gartrell,
Andrew Meyerowitz, Jennifer Stevens, Elizabeth Stevens
Nicola Thompson, Emily Glass, Sally McNaughton, Anna Longwood, Kate Dowling, Joanne Nixon,
Hannah Perlman, Emma Jones, Beth Atkinson

time for relay training, as well as training
before and after school for weeks, the Inters

CRICKET

were quickly upon us. The new-look MLC

Second row:

team with blocks and bike pants was ready

Front row:

to conquer the track - and it did! There were

Margaret Loftus-Hill, Sarita Slater,
Emilie Kuhaupt, Fiona Suttie, Kathryn Cutler
Danae Gregory, Jane Gartrell, Helen Andrews,
Emily Ritchie, Miranda Smith

Congratulations to Helen Andrews, Margaret Loftus-Hills
and Miranda Smith for their inclusion in the West
Australian Women's Under 17 Cricket Team.

many outstanding individual competitors,
however, the end result was due to the effort
of the team as a whole. The atmosphere in
the stand was electric as the Year 1 1

Cross Country

track. Well done to all runners and especially

cheerleaders inspired their enthusiastic

The Cross Country season for 1998 was

Carly Dolton, who came first for Year 12,

audience. The athletics party was held at

upon us again, and despite all the cold and

and Callie Fleay, who came in at fifth for

Sizzler Restaurant and the Year 1 Os provided

blustery winter mornings, most of the rugged

Year 10.

some interesting entertainment with their

up runners met at the track with enthusiasm.

rendition of the school song.

The athletic

Captain, Carly Dolton, and Vice-Captain,

It was all a great team effort by everyone

video, organised by Sayshie and Leanne,

Tammy Ryan, worked well with Adele

and unfortunately the Year 12s missed out

Sinclair, the coach for 1998, to build the

on their pennant by a dismal few points to

team up to the Inter-School competitive. Well

PLC. Penrhos won the day, with MLC coming

humorously captured the team.

The presentation of the inaugural Elizabeth
Davenport Trophy for Field Events at the
IGGSA carnival highlighted the tremendous
affinity and commitment Ms Davenport has
to both IGGSA and athletics in general. Ms
Davenport has been a competitor at both

done to all runners for working well to build

in atfifth. The following party filled everyone's

up their stamina and speed. It was pleasing

bellies substantially. Thanks to everyone who

to see everyone improving over the weeks.

helped to organise the day, especially to Ms

The Inter-schools meet, hosted by MLC, on a

and faced those cold mornings with us. Best

day with a clear sky, challenged the girls to

of luck to next year's runnersl

Davenport and Adele Sinclair who supported

tiring hills and long stretches of windy bush

the Commonwealth and Olympic Games

Carly Dolton

n 3 n £ 7

and has held the world record for javelin.
Ms Davenport, MLC is extremely proud of

p p p

your achievements.

\ ft w 8

Thanks must go to the coaches of 1998

& § |

Athletics team; Fred, Adele, Jane, Anna,
Fiona, and Mrs Boyce, for their continued
assistance and encouragement.

We also

extend a special thank you to Miss
Wadsworth for her endless energy and

CROSS COUNTRY

inspiration and for her efficient organisation

Third row:

of the team.

Second row:

Tammy Ryan

Front row:

Lisa Crawford, Amber Martin, Kate McQueen, Julie Saunders, Amanda Haber, Bronwyn Ferguson, Sally McNaughton,
Louise O'Halloran
Adele Meagher, Callie Fleay, Candice Schalit, Debbie Hendrie, Jennifer Pritchard, Jana Berzins, Jennifer McCutcheon,
Carly BertolinoGreen, Jennifer Stevens, Victoria Moore
Pia Naughton, Angie Pritchard, Tiffany Goh, Carly Dolton, Tammy Ryan, Joanne Nixon, Lisa Fievez, Andrea Meyerowitz

Ms Watson

"I'm completely nuts."
6i

Diving

f^ f) ^

The MLC divers outdid themselves in
1 998! We started the diving season with
Rome winning the Inter-house
competition with a fine effort by all
participants. The champion divers in
Years 8-11/12 respectively were: Lisa
Fievez, Adele Meagher, Kristen White
and Naomi Stokes. The four or five fop
divers in each year were selected to
continue their hard work and prepare
for competing in the interschool
competitions.
With a highly talented and enthusiastic
interschool team MLC blitzed the battle
on the boards by winning very
convincingly both the State Schoolgirls
and the IGSSA diving competitions. For
the first time in over 20 years MLC has
come an outright first in the diving and
to do it with such fine skill is an amazing
feat of which all members of the team
should be proud . Congratulations to
those in Years 8, 9 and 10 for winning
their pennants and the Year 1 1 /I 2s for
coming a commendable second in their
combined pennant.
Thanks must go to our wonderful
coaches Dave, Steve and Sarah Boulter,
our inspiring captain Naomi Stokes and,
especially, Mrs Moffat for her tireless
organisation and dedication. We could
never have achieved such tremendous
results without their expert coaching,
continual encouragement and bus
driving skills.
Jess Watson-Galbraith

^

DIVING
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Melanie Shorter, Rhonda Meyerowitz, Vicky Roberts, Bronwyn Ferguson, Georgia Werner, Jessyka
Watson-Galbraith, Danae Gregory
Nadia Bartrop, Kristen White, Nicola Ranshaw, Nikki Houston, Kate Stokes, Pippa Robb, Debbie
Hendrie, Adele Meagher
Pirrie Moffat, Zoe Houston, Leah Hutchison, Naomi Stokes, Philippa Preuss, Lisa Fievez, Sarah Kavanagh

Gymnastics

By the time the State Schools competition

This year the Gym season was earlier

came around the team was ready to take

than usual.

Those horrible early

on St Mary's, their arch rivals.

From

mornings came around faster than we
all expected!

June 19-21 June, Divisions 1, 3 and 4
competed to finish in a wonderful second

The Inter-house competition was held on

30 June, the IGSSA gymnastics

May 4 and was won by Rome, with

competition was held at St Mary's.

place to St Mary's. Two weeks later, on

Training for

Division 3 started early and with many

the Inter-school and the State Schoolgirls

dazzling vaults came second to St

competitions followed. These were held

Mary's by 6 points.

in June and many gymnasts were

next and managed to end St Mary's

Athens in second place.

Division 2 were

thankful that the season did not continue

spree of winning to take the pennant by

into July and August this year as the chilly

0.25 points!

6.30am mornings of previous years are

wonderful array of excellent routines and

not pleasant memories!

finished fourth, only 5 points behind 1 st
place.

Division 1 displayed a

Overall MLC had a very

successful day with all girls competing
superbly.

MLC finished in 2nd place,

1 1 points behind St Mary's.
Well done to everyone for their great effort
during the season. Thank you to Adele for
her fabulous bottom close up for the second
year in a row-can't wait to see it next year! I
Many thanks must go to Desiree, Carly,
Liz and, especially, Mrs Moffat for all their
hard work and coaching expertise. Thanks
also to our 1 998 captain, Naomi Stokes,
for her leadership during the day and her
brilliant speech.
ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Danae Gregory, Arabella Buttsworth, Genevieve Jamieson, Jessica Fiodge, Renae Meagher, Alex Maskiell,
Rhonda Meyerowitz, Sam Pearce, Melanie Shorter, Renae Garner
Nicola Ranshaw, Nikki Houston, Debbie Hendrie, Pippa Robb, Pia Turner, Elizabeth Stevens, Adele Meagher,
Carly Steinepreis, Emma Green, Kristen White, Emily Buck
Katie Lee, Nadia Bartrop, Claire Hall, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Naomi Stokes, Katie Maskiell, Philippa
Preuss, Emily Glass, Lisa Fievez
Hannah Perlman, Zoe Houston, Pirrie Moffat, Sarah Newman, Nicole Ovens, Emily Collin, Carla Ryan-Wilkins

Ms Provis

"Righty Oh, you blokes!"
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May the 1 999 gym team continue to have
as much fun as the 1998 team had, best
of luck for the future and, as they say, keep
those "bumplucks" rolling.
Kate Maskiell

Rhythmic Gym

n

MLC was well represented at the annual

Qt

Interschool R.S.G. championships held on
the weekend of the 12th-14th of June. Our
talented gymnasts showed off their ball, rope,
hoop and ribbon skills in front of the judge
and won various pennants.
Junior Div. 3 team came 4th, our Junior Div.
2 came 2nd and our Senior Div. 2 team
came 3rd. Senior trio, Catherine Cook,
Jessyka Watson-Galbraith and Ali Copeland,
managed to win a pennant, with the junior
trio a close second.

The junior pairs did

well with a 1 st, 2nd and 3rd place.
Thanks must go to Wendy Stewart, our
superb coach, for the endless hours of effort
and early morning trainings. Thanks also to
Mrs Moffat for hersupportand organisation.

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
Third row:
Alex Desebrock, Laura Hurst, Fiona Koski, Chelsea Page, Niki Carter, Erin Dunbar
Second row: Jackie Oates, Jennifer Stevens, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Alison Copeland, Catherine
Cook, Michelle Ovens, Bonnie Parker
Front row:
Pia Prendiville, Kathryn Cutler, Kathryn Cannon

Good luck for next year!
Ali Copeland

Hockey
MLC had a fantastic 1998 hockey season.

A

o n

n

Not only did we win the overall shield (ahead
of Penrhos), but all teams finished in the top
two with the Senior A, Junior A and Junior B
winning their pennants!
The first two matches of the season were
anticipated as our most challenging, but
almost all teams started the season in top
form and overcame the efforts made by PLC
and St Hilda's. This excellent effort set the
pattern for the rest of our season. Despite
being minus our star, Taya Grinsell, for some
of the season, the Senior As performed
brilliantly and were undefeated. We were
spurred on by Mrs Boyce's lollies at training
sessions where everyone had a top time!

HOCKEY
Second row:
Front row:

Camille Goucke, Jennifer Pritchard, Fiona Suttie, Emilie Kuhaupt, Tammy Ryan, Taya Grinsell, Fleur Willett
Rosemary Plaisted, Danae Gregory, Kirsty Martino, Rebecca Ovens, Julie Saunders

Thanks go to everyone who braved the
elements each week (especially our fill-ins)
and, especially, for all the effort the coaches
put in for us. I know next year's teams will
have a great time and a hugely successful
season. Good luck!
Jenny Pritchard

Netball
MLC had a fantastic netball season in 1998.
All participants trained extremely hard and
they must be admired for all their skill and
determination shown out on the courts.
The netball talent at MLC really shone
through, not only did we win four of the
pennants, but MLC was the overall champion
school. This is a fantastic result and reflects
the fantastic coaching that all MLC teams
are lucky enough to receive. These brilliant
results could never have been accomplished
without all the hard work of our coaches and
their enthusiasm and inspiration.

NETBALL
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Sarah Doyle, Alison Copley
Michelle Barcham, Cara Finch
Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Sayshie Poynton, Sarita Slater, Renae Garner

Rowing

This year's Head of the River was a

It's 4.15am, the temperature outside is just

bittersweet mixture of success and

this year for their significant contributing

above 0 degrees and you've had 5 hours

disappointment for MLC. Our First VIII,

to rowing.

Our new IV shell was

sleep if you're lucky. What do you do?

despite being in top form during the 2

christened

"Sarah

Well, obviously you jump out of bed, slip

weeks leading to the Head of the River

appreciation of her support over the years.

Two very special people were honoured

Fletcher"

in

into your zuity, thermal underwear, two

was, sadly, unable to make 1998 MLC's

Renee Langley was presented with the

pairs of socks, five jumpers (minimum),

fifth consecutive Head of the River victory.

Oarswoman of the Year trophy, in

beanie and ugg boots and head for

This year's title went to a very deserving

recognition of her skill and tremendous

Aquinas boatshed! Crazy? Absolutely!

Penrhos crew, who dedicated their win to

perseverance and determination.

But this is what MLC's 40 senior rowers

Amanda Young, their 1996 Captain of

have been doing twice a week since April,

Boats who died last year. Although if was

The future of rowing at MLC is looking

and loving it!

a disappointing day for the First VIII, MLC

very bright, with a great deal of talent

can be extremely proud of the efforts of

showing in our young rowers. We have

It is difficult to explain what could possibly

our younger (and older!) crews. The day

all learnt valuable lessons from our rowing

make so much hard work and so little sleep

began with a win from the Old Scholar's

experiences and those of us who do not

worthwhile. Perhaps it is the beauty of the

VIII and continued to be a great success

carry these on to next year's rowing

Canning River on those still, icy mornings as

with many crews rowing personal bests,

season will certainly take them with us

the sun rises. Maybe it's the satisfaction of

in particular our incredible Year 9 squad.

through life. I would like to thank Mike

achieving the goals set for us by our coaches.

The Year 9s impressed us all this year, not

Higgins (Rowing Co-ordinator) and all of

Most of all, it is the love of being with your

just with their "oarsome" rowing but also

this year's squad for a great season and

crew and the elation of (very occasionally)

with the enthusiasm and encouragement

for teaching me so much.

rowing exactly together.

they offered the entire squad.

Georgia Werner

M
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SARAH FLETCHER

The christening of the new IV shell "Sarah Fletcher"

ROWING ■ 1ST VIII
Third row:
Clare Rothery, Amanda Ireland, Renae Langley, Heidi Petroff
Second row: Lisa Hughes, Philia Kailis, Anna Le Souef
Ariel Barker, Georgia Werner
Front row:

Ms Watson

(draws a straight line)

"This is Europe.

x

Softball
MLC Softball teams this year are trying to
win the Softball Trophy for the 27th
consecutive year.

Swimming
The scene was familiar enough: a clear,
warm summer evening, thousands of
spectators, the Olympic-size swimming
pool, loads of cars and buses jammed

A - l

around Beatty Park. It was time for the
Inter-school Swimming Meet for 1998.
This year, the time the swim team had to
train together was shorter than the other
competing schools. In spite of this the team
was very excited and positive. We were

SOFTBALL
Back row:
Front row:

Claire Chamberlain, Philia Kailis, Hannah Crisp, Leanne Hassell, Renee Garner
Gabrielle Scott, Jenny Barcham, Sayshie Poynton, Michelle Barcham, Sarah Doyle

determined that all those early morning
starts, the blue-lipped waits at relay
practice, the scramble for swim equipment
(that actually fit) and those hot breakfasts
in the dining hall were going to be
worthwhile. This year the MLC spectators'
area was located at the finishing end of

9 freestyle relay came 3rd and Jana

so encouraging and very much appreciated.

Berzins came 2nd in the 50 breaststroke.

At the end of the meet, the Year 8 and

In Year 1 0, the medley relay came 2nd.

Year 12 team won their respective

In Year 1 1, Sarah Doyle came 2nd in

pennants. MLC was runner-up overall to

the 50 free and the medley relay came

Penrhos by only 29 points, with PC third

4th, and, in Year 1 2, the freestyle relay

by 25 points. In the other year pennants,

team came 2nd while the medley relay

the Year 9 and 1 1 teams came 4th and

allotted area. It was an auspicious sign.

came 1st (and beat the record).

the Year 1 0 team came 3rd. Thank you

After a "team huddle", and with the

Throughout MLC kept up with many of

to Dragan (coach), Miss Wadsworth and

the stronger swimming schools (some

the PE Staff, Amanda (Captain) and

the pool, very close to the swim team's

fantastically loud support from the stands
there was absolutely no way that MLC
would not do well that night.

had been training for this event since

Bronwyn (Vice-Captain), all swimmers,

September last year).

spectators, teachers, and anyone who
in some way contributed to the final

There were brilliant swims by individuals

The spectators led by the Year 12

result. It was the school spirit and support

and by relay teams - too many to mention

"professional" cheer squad were the most

shown by everyone that made the

all individually. For example, the Year

enthusiastic of all the people in the stands

wonderful result a school, as well as a

(we thought). The cheering sea of MLC green

team, effort.

8 medley relay won their race and the
breaststroke relay came 2nd. The Year

A

A

and hats at the end of the stretch pool was

rs

rs

p rs

n

Meina Lee

a

n

rs

SWIMMING
Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:

Carly Dolton, Hannah Etherington, Renae Meagher, Anna Le Souef, Cara Finch, Amanda Ireland, Sarah Doyle, Claire Somerville-Brown, Alison Chinnery, Georgia
Werner, Katherine Graham
Louise O'Halloran, Genevieve Jamieson, Jessica Jenkins, Meina Lee, Julie Saunders, Hayley Murdoch, Josie McKeown, Michelle Barcham, Jennifer Barcham, Amber
Martin, Niki Houston, Joanne Baker
Adele Meagher, Emma Williams, Pia Turner, Candice Schalit, Nicola Thomson, Pippa Lilly, Rienne Buck, Tina Williams, Jacqueline Eng, Jana Berzins, Carly
Steinepreis, Yuna Lee, Stephenie McHenry
Lisa Fievez, Lucy Marks, Amy Litton, Lydia Etherington, Olivia Del Piano, Amanda Chellew, Bronwyn Ferguson, Felicity Smith, Tiffany Goh, Zoe Houston, Pirrie Moffat

Student "Didyou know Hitler was impotent?"

Mr Kurz "....no...."

Student
6.5

"Are you embarrassed?"

Mr Kurz "I get embarrassed easily."

Volleyball
The familiar "dig, set, then spike"
combination certainly worked well for the
MLC volleyballers in 1998. All teams showed
tremendous skill and team spirit! This fine
effort resulted in MLC gaining a proud first
place overall. Congratulations must go to the
Senior B, Junior C and Junior E teams for
winning their pennants.
A huge thank you to the P.E. department for
all their fine coaching. Congratulations once
again to all who contributed to making the
1998 volleyball season so successful. Best
wishes to all teams in future seasons. Keep
up the MLC team spirit and remember to
"dig, set and spike"!
Jessyka Walson-Galbraith
Tennis
The 1998 tennis season finished with MLC
overall third behind St Hilda's and PLC.
Although a break in our winning streak, this
result still reflects the high standard of MLC
tennis. The majority of the 8 teams finished
3rd or better, with the Senior B and Junior C
teams coming equal first in their divisions.

Thanks again to Brad for taking on the job of
coaching and inspiring us, and well done to
everyone involved. Hopefully next year we'll
be able to snatch back the winners trophy!
Sophie Woods

VOLLEYBALL
Third row:
Stephanie Marsh
Second row: Amanda Haber, Gabrieile Scott, Sarah Doyle
Front row:
Katie Maskiell, Jessyka Watson-Galbraith, Sally Lay

jTW
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TENNIS
Second row: Sophie Woods, Jasmon Crabb, Cara Finch, Joanne Stewart
Front row:
Tammy Ryan, Simone Campbell-Pope, Jennifer Pritchard, Catherine Noonan

Mrs Leather

"My aim is to make sure life is not easy for you."
66
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Archives

The Archives supports the educational

winding staircase in the front foyer. Mr Ron

curriculum at the College by providing access

Fortune's daughter-in-law, Lynette Fortune

to primary documents in the historical

(Parker), attended the College and the family

collection, mounting photographic displays

has provided the College with a photograph

and by providing information to classes which

of the staircase taken just after completion. This

help students gain an understanding of the

information is important in documenting the

physical development of the college and its

history of the school and invaluable for writing

history and traditions.

a history of the College.

As part of their Society and the Environment classes

The Archives has been fortunate to have the

with Mrs Rigden, some Year 8 students have been

support of a group of dedicated volunteers who

preparing a heritage trail for visitors to the school

have assisted in the development of a varied

on Orientation Day on November 16.

and active archive programme.

Rosemary

Sadleir (Collegian), Aileen Bennett, and Cathy
'The Archives have been the main source of

Gale, mother of Nichole in Year 11, have

information in preparing our MLC Heritage

attended the Archives regularly working on

Trail. We have seen how the school progressed

projects including the conservation of the

with the help of lots of photo that archives lent

school uniform collection, preparing a register

us. We are basing our trail on the heritage,

of academic and support staff, assisting with

tradition and changes ofM.L.C. It is important

displays, and doing research. Their enthusiasm

to preserve the past and the archives uses

and interest is much appreciated.

special techniques to
preserve photographs
and relics from the early
days of M.L.C.

It is

because of the archive's
collection that generations
of students can see what
our school was like in the
early days.' Mimi Leith
,Year 8 Society and the
Environment
A group of Year 10 Society
and

the

-k

Environment

students have also been
using early copies of school
publications such the P&F
Newsletter and College
News to research changes
in menus and the price of
food served by the school
canteen over the years.
The Archives welcomes
researchers and visitors.
For example, this year we
were visited by Mr Ron
Fortune. Mr Fortune's
grandfather, Frederick
Fortune, was a carpenter
with Bunnings in the early
1 920's and he helped to
build

the

~

-

impressive
Archival display at the Claremont Festival of Youth
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MRS SWINBOURN'S CLASS IN 1941
The staff register enabled the Archives to verify the teaching record of Mrs Swinbourn, a former teacher of the school. Mrs Swinbourn
turned 100 years old in September and the MLC Class of 1 945 helped her to celebrate the occasion.

The MLC Archives was established in

Special displays are mounted in the Walter

Archival displays are now part of

October 1992. In 1995 an Archives

Shepherd Resource Centre.

At the

Collegian reunions and many other

Policy Committee was formed which was

beginning of each year the Archives

aspects of College life. The MLC Archives

convened

a

welcomes the Year 8s with a display which

participated with other schools in the

foundation member of the Collegians'

introduces them to the college's history and

district in mounting a display as part of

helps them to see themselves as part of an

the Claremont Festival of Youth held in

ongoing tradition.

October this year. The Art and Heritage

Archives

by Aileen
Committee.

Bennett,

Invaluable

assistance has been received from

display attracted many visitors.

members including Kim Clifton, Rob
The value the College community places

Scott and Margaret McCoubrie.

on the display of items which portray the
In 1997, the Policy committee became

college's history has been reflected in the

an official sub committee of Council and

provision of funding by the Community

is now chaired by council member Kay

Support Association to purchase a
mannequin, for uniform displays, and by

Smith.

the Foundation to acquire display cases
The Archives actively promotes the

Archives Relocation
In 1999 the College Archives will be
located in temporary accommodation in
the old Projection Room as its current
location becomes part of the new
canteen.

and boards.

Mrs Jenny Timms

history of the college and acknowledges
the contributions of past scholars, and
members of the school community.
Historical displays are to be found in
the foyer of Hadley Hall and the College
Meeting Room.

m. ?

The major display in 1998 entitled
"Our Place in history" exhibited
photographs, documents and uniform
items donated

during

the 90th

Anniversary celebrations. Included in
the display are two Physiology
notebooks beautifully illustrated by
Blanche Adamson (Baldock) in 1912
and by her daughter Pat Adamson in
1 945 while students at MLC.
Working in Archives are Aileen Bennett, Cathy Gale and Rosemary Sadleir

Mrs Rigden

"I have enough self-esteem to know that I'm right."
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Commonwealth Games
Allana Slater
Allana Slater is a rare individual who is blessed
with a talent, and has managed to combine this
with her ambition, application, determination,
stamina, mental strength and generosity of spirit
and apply these consistently over many years.
This has seen her reach the top level of her sport
in Australia.
On the last day of Term 3, Year 9 celebrated
Allana's return from the Kuala Lumpur
Commonwealth Games, where she won a Gold
medal in the team event, a silver medal in the
individual all-round and a silver medal in the
individual floor apparatus.
During the welcoming home celebration, Allana's
tutorial group acknowledged her outstanding
achievements. We were amazed at her busy
schedule and how she managed to balance her
school work and her gymnastics. Many girls
said that they were highly excited and inspired
by watching her performance on television. Lots
of us sent our support through hero emails and
faxes, showing our pride and happiness for
Allana.
Once again, congratulations Allana! We salute
you!
Fiona Koski

In September 1998, I was lucky enough to
experience the wonderful atmosphere at the
Commonwealth Games held in Kuala Lumpur.
For the duration of my stay I spent time at the
Commonwealth Games stadium where I saw
cricket matches, the swimming finals, the
gymnastics and a hockey match between
Malaysia and Canada.
The swimming finals were an excellent event
to attend, as it was a sell out crowd with the
majority being Australians. On one side of
the arena there were the spectators seats and
on the other side the swimming teams with the
swimming pool in the middle. Behind the fifty
metre pool there was the diving pool. As the
swimming progressed Australia was doing
extremely well and three members of the
Australian team had climbed up to the top level
of the diving board. The Australian team shout
whilst pointing to the diving board "Look over
there!" so the crowd turned to see the three
men and they began to do the AUSSIE,
AUSSIE, AUSSIE! -COIN, 0011,0011 cheer with
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Elizabeth Holt carrying the star for Allana

the crowd. The swimming finals were fantastic,
especially when Rachel Harris, who was
Captain of Corinth in 1996, and is sister of
Sarah-Jayne (9C1], won gold in the 800m
Freestyle.
The gymnastics was my favourite event at the
games because I was able to see Allana
perform. There was such tension in the
atmosphere as the gymnasts performed their
routines and I felt as though even breathing
too loud would distract them. When Allana
entered the stadium my brother, cousin and I
screamed our heads off! Literally!
It was
very exciting at the arena were the gymnastics
performed and was very cleverly laid out so
we were able to see all of the events clearly
even if they were on the other side of the arena.
The Commonwealth Games was an experience
that I will never forget, I saw some record
making events that were amazing and had the
time of my life.
Beth Atkinson

Academic Extension

For me, Academic Extension was a
chance to miss the last two periods of

We were also able to question Elizabeth

Oxnard.

about her career as a writer, and I know

evidence, provided by paleontologists, of

for a fact that she inspired many of us there

our evolution, thinking critically and

that day.

deciding how much proof there really was

Term 3 began with Cosmology and Beyond

we investigated the causes of osteoporosis

that we were descended from apes. Then

school every second Friday, and have putting it simply - a whole lot of fun!
Eighteen of us started out as a slightly
apprehensive group (and not without due
cause, either, considering some of the
things Ms Provis had planned!) and
finished up as an enthusiastic team, who

This involved examining the

at UWA, where we talked about the Search

and how it is diagnosed. The afternoon

for Extra Terrestrial Institute (SETI), and then

was finished off with a look at various skulls

looked at the make-up of the moon. After

and bones, and an afternoon tea of

that we got to make a comet, which involved

doughnuts, to reinforce the things we had

more liquid nitrogen (yayl).

learnt.

Our next activity was a workshop with Dr

To finish off our year was Yoga, which

Felicity Haynes in Philosophy. We talked

saw us all dressed in our daggy clothes,

had learned together many things
covering diverse topics.

But what exactly did we do, you ask? Our
first activity was titled Memory Mastery,
and we learned how to memorise one
hundred items, in a particular order. A
great technique for exams and tests!

After that came one of the highlights of

about the relevance of gender stereotypes:

lying on rugs and waving our legs in the

male, female, and ... everything in

air.

between.

We also looked at the way

relieve back and period pain, and also

people thought, and how differently we

some great techniques for relaxing, very

could interpret information according to

useful with exams approaching!

our different thought techniques, and also

finished off the afternoon with meditation,

discussed the definition of REAL.

which left some people just lethargic, and

remember last year hearing a number of

block-now I know who it was! We got to
play football with dry ice; create
concoctions of chemicals, bubbles and
clouds of gas; we were able to freeze
delicate flowers and numerous types of

Next in the programme was Physics with
Mr Thomas, where we had a number of

Academic Extension '98 would like to

activities set up for us, with a prize

thank Ms Provis, who organised our varied

(chocolate!) for the team who finished with

schedule and our many educational guest

the most points.

speakers, who helped us learn a lot and

Some of the activities

included "The Egg Drop" and "Measuring

have a great time. I know for a fact that

Radiation Levels".

everyone

bubbles; and we also got to make
fireworks with various chemical mixtures.

The activity next in the schedule was

Anna Stockley

the Evolution, led by Professor Charles

SB

(JB

in Connell Courtyard!

Next was a visit to the Battye Library,
travelling by bus (which began the
tradition of the backseat singers!) where
we researched a topic of our choice
-

us. The following week came an excursion

r:
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to Sci-Tech and the SCIROTECH Lab,
where we worked our way round a
This

was followed with a trip to McDonalds,
probably the highlight of the day!

To finish off Term 2 the widely acclaimed
author Elizabeth Jolley led us in a
workshop, where we discussed techniques
of writing a good story, and everyone had
a chance to display their talents in reading
and writing passages of poem and prose.

Mr Kurz

our

enjoyable time.

hydrogen bomb (a balloon filled with gas)

number of activities set up for us.

enjoyed

Fossils, Osteoporosis and Critical Thinking

But the best bit was when we blew up a

amongst the wealth of knowledge around

involved

programme immensely, and had a really

vegetable matter in liquid nitrogen, then
shatter them into pieces; fill the sinks with

We

others asleep!

the course, Chemistry with Mrs Lewis. I

violent explosions coming from the Science

We learned ways of stretching to

"MLC wouldn't be MLC if Jess Salter stayed in class for a whole period."
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Year 9 Environmental Studies students enjoying some of the activities at Banfields' Farm

Jodie Lewis

Jodie Lewis (Yr 1 2C) represented

Environmental Studies Camp
Year 9

Australia at the 30th International

Everyone was ready to leave at 10 o'clock

back we were off again, this time to see the

Chemistry Olympiad in Melbourne in

on Saturday, 19 September. Mr Forma was

Tammars. We all had to be quiet so they

the one that kept us waiting another half hour,

would come out but each time someone

fiddling with several mobile phones but we

would make a noise and scare them away.

Chemistry Olympiad

July where she won a bronze medal.
Jodie was the first girl to represent
Western Australia and only the third
Australian girl in the history of the
Olympiad.

Commerce - Year 9

forgilgies. We were unsuccessful! Mrs P had
a nasty fall in the mud! Soon after we got

finally set off in two buses. We were going

Next we had dinner and a night walk. It

to Dwalganup farm; commonly known to the

was lovely although we weren't lucky enough

Year 9s of MLC as "Sally's farm". It is the

to see any nocturnal animals. Once we got

farm of our fellow student Sally Banfield. Her

home we were just about exhausted, but it

dad, Greg Banfield, commonly known as

was pouring with rain so not many got a

"Farmer Greg", kindly let us use his farm as

good sleep. One tent started leaking and

our camping ground.

the occupants had to sleep in the bus - they

This year the school production was The
Boy Friend.

found out the next morning that their tent had

As usual, this provided a

So we were off to Dwalganup farm. We

wonderful opportunity for the Year 9

had a few stops on the way for lunch, toilet

collapsed.

Commerce students to be in charge of

stops, to look at gnomeville and then at

The next morning, when everyone had

ticket sales, catering, photos and

Wellington Dam, where several students

packed up, we all got to have a go at riding

programs.

decided to go water sliding down the rocks.

something that looked like a motorcycle. It

involved.

Finally we made it to the farm, tired, hungry

was great fun and you could go at high

and, as it got dark, cold. We talked about

speeds. Once everyone had had a go, even

Most of our class time leading up to the

the stars, had dinner and collapsed into our

Mr Oxnam, it was time to take pictures, say
our thanks and go. I think nearly everyone

About 65 students were

production was taken up by preparation

warm beds.

for the production: this included writing a

people fell asleep straight away on the

learned something and I know everyone had

budget, designing and producing

ground. Some people, however, decided to

fun! Thanks to Mr Forma, Mr Oxnam and

advertisements and ticket order forms,

stay awake and talk the whole night.

MrsP.

We were so tired that most

selecting and organising the food to be

Annie Lord

sold and organising and selling the t-shirts.

We were woken up early the next morning

Finally the first night of the production

which is more than I could say for the rest of

arrived and it was time to put our

us. We got up to the cold morning and once

Kobe College's Visit

organisational skills to the test. Many jobs

we had all emerged from our tents we saw

During August of this year, 24 students and

were assigned: two Front of House

that the fields were covered in light ice.

two teachers from Kobe College, MLC's sister

people, two catering managers, two

We then went for a walk around the farm

exchange programme. The girls were hosted

finance managers and two publicity

and learned about wool export and shearing.

by MLC students. The group arrived on 8

managers.

The rest of the Commerce

Our agenda for the day was to round up the

August and they had a well-organised

students were involved with general front

sheep and then plant the trees. The sheep

itinerary during their two weeks in Perth.

of house duties, like setting up the catering,

rounding was supposed to take 15 minutes,

There was a special assembly at school,
where the visitors were given a warm

by Sally who was bright and in a good mood,

Exchange Programmes

school in Japan, visited Perth on a biennial

Managers, two cast and crew liaison

in the tent outside and in Hadley Hall foyer,

but it ended up taking an hour because the

and selling programs and photos before

sheep didn't go where we wanted them to

welcome and afterwards, performed a

the play started and during the intervals.

go and we had to chase them around a really

Japanese play for us. The visitors participated

big paddock. We planted just under 800

in very interesting activities, such as horse

All the Commerce students had a

trees of three different types, Flooded Gum,

riding in the country, camping atTumblegum

wonderful experience and put heaps of

Myrtle and Argyle Apple.

-where they cooked damper and boiled billy
tea for afternoon tea - and a day trip to

effort into their part of making the
production a great success.
Sam Pearce

Student

After a short rest we were off on an excursion

Rottnest Island. The Rottnest trip was indeed

to a kind of swamp where we were spying

memorable as MLC host sisters were invited.

"I just swallowed my tongue!"

Mr Rigden

"If only... (sigh).

The students were encouraged to participate

I thoroughly enjoyed hosting an exchange

in at least one event during House Athletics

studentfrom Kobe college. I learnta lot about

Day.

The host sisters looked after their

Japan, and we had lots of fun together. Shio

exchange girls very well, taking them out

was really kind and funny, and I hope to visit

during the weekends to go shopping in the

Japan next year to see her and the exchange

city, trips to the zoo, sailing and even

students.

organised a birthday parly. Before the visitors

student was a very worthwhile experience.

Hosting a Japanese exchange

left Perth, the school organised a Sayonara
dinner.

performed for their host families and thanked

Chilca made us smile on many occasions.

them forgiving them the opportunity to learn

She would take her shoes off at the door

about the Australian way of life, in particular

and scurry around the house in typical

the experience of school life at MLC. The

Japanese fashion. I especially liked her high

Kobe students' stay in Perth ended on 23

pitched laugh and the way she would always

August, amidst many farewells and promises

whip out her dictionary to help her with

to write.

English.

exchange programme next year to Japan

Caroline Marshall.

and visit our host sisters.
I had the pleasure of hosting a Japanese
The two weeks hosting Asuka, taught me

student called Tomoko. One of the things

much about her lifestyle. I enjoyed taking

she loved best about Australia was the

her to places like the zoo and Rottnest where

beautiful beaches and we went down there

we took lots of photos as mementos of her

often. It was interesting to see the differences

trip here. I learnt many Japanese slang words

between the two cultures and I really enjoyed

from her and about school in Japan. I look

having her to stay.

forward to the exchange trip to Kobe College

Niki Carter, Year 10.

next year as I will get a chance to see and
talk to her again.
Taryn Chua, Year 10.
I had the pleasure of hosting Kayoko
Tanimura for two weeks.

While she was

staying we became good friends and shared
our cultural differences.

The one thing

Kayoko loved doing was painting her nails
with nail polish.

I found too many differences between
Japan and Australia to tell you all. First,
we can't choose subjects in Kobe College
like here, so we have "requiredsubjects".
The Dance class was one of them.

Karina Karel, Year 10

During the evening, the visitors

Many of us hope to go on the

Extract from Yukako Tsudo's speech to
the school at Assembly.

I really enjoyed this

experience and I now have a new friend.
Genevieve Jamieson, Year 10.
Kobe exchange students

And we don't have Marine Studies class
in Japan. It was my first time to do
snorkling and sailing in the class here, and
I like them a lot. I could see sea lions and
lots offish in the sea. And in Kobe College,
one period is 45 minutes which sounds
nicer than here, but we have 7 periods a
day in one day at the most. I like the system
here better, because we can concentrate
during one 65 minute period. After school,
we can join clubs in Japan. My club was
badminton club. I loved it though it was
hard, so I miss it very much. My first
impression of MLC is very green, many
races, and many people with ears pierced.
We don't have such green uniforms in
Japan. Most of the uniforms in Japan are
dark blue. And every school's uniforms
are not as individual as they are here.
Kobe College doesn't even have uniforms.
I like the summer uniform better than the
winter uniform here, but I'm still happy to
wear uniforms. And, there are only
Japanese people in most of the schools in
Japan. I can see only dark haired people
except some people whose hair is dyed.
And here, when I walk a step, I can see 4
or 5 people with ears pierced. Actually
now I have them, thanks to my Australian
friends. To have them is much cheaper
here than in Japan. Incidentally, I love
them and it didn't hurt at all. There are
about 5 people in my grade with them in
my school in Japan, because we are not
allowed to have them in my ears in Japan.
I'm a bit sad about it.
And I want to thank my parents, friends
and teachers, who help me at the back.
They are so kind and I can feel their gentle
hearts here by letters, e-mails and so on.
I'm glad that I could meet such nice people.
And, I'm happy to meet you everyone
here, too. I think my horizons are being
widened. Sometimes it's hard, but I
recommend you to be and exchange
student for you guys.

Some of the students from Kobe College with their MLC hosts

Ms Watson

Joceiyn Low (Yrl2) previous exchange student
to Kobe with Yukako Tsuda, 1998 exchange
student from Kobe

"When you sit down your brain kind of goes into a cow pat."
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German Exchange Students
It was a cold winter's morning. Well, when
I say morning I really mean around
midnight. I was standing at the arrival
gate of the international airport with many
other bleary-eyed students, each
exclaiming "What's yours called?" "What
does she look like?" and "I won't
understand a word he says!" Finally, they
were here. Our German exchange
students had arrived.
It was obvious from the first moment that
my exchange student's English was far
better than my German. He sat in the
back seat of the car, chatting happily in
English all the way home. He enjoyed
meeting my friends and wasn't afraid of
being around dozens of girls, all of whom
were talking loudly and quickly.
School-life at MLC was a bit of a shock,
however. Being the only male student
among 1000 females must have been
daunting, despite the attendance of
between four to eight other German girls.
He attended a few classes a day, mostly
English and German, and spent the other
days on organised excursions or meeting
with his friends who were also on the
exchange.

Mm
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this exchange.
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A view of the Reunion Island coastline.

Inset: Jessamy Pridmore (Year 11) with her Reunion host

1998 Reunion Island Exchange

Our four weeks passed in what seemed

On 29th June 1998,59 West Australian

to be an instant, and it was not long

high school students, 4 accompanying

before we were bundled onto the coach

teachers and 2 lovable toddlers (Ms

at 5.15am on our way back to the

Tamminga brought along Frazer and

airport. On the plane every seat has its

Claire Leong, our Tour Leader, brought

own phone which really impressed us,

along Beth), left Perth airport at 3.15am

until after an hour of beeping noises,

for La Reunion.

the airline decided to turn them off! We

Reunion Island is situated near Mauritius

were astonished at how flat Australia

and Madagascar, but is in actual fact a

was after the gorgeous mountains of La

arrived home in Perth at midnight and

Department of France.

Reunion.

Some day we are all

determined to return to our beautiful
After a longish flight we arrived in
Mauritius but unfortunately only saw the

The next six weeks were filled with fun,
from the Germans' first introduction to Tim
Tams (yum!) and Vegemite (ewww!) to
visits to town and to the exchange student
camp at Harvey during the holidays.
Living with someone from another country
with a different background and native
language proved to be a great
experience. The six weeks the exchange
student spent here were filled with sharing
of colloquial language, stories from home
and many experiences that left us all great
friends. I can't wait until my visit to
Germany in December, so I can
experience their culture like they did ours
and to visit the many friends I made from

-

transit lounge of the airport.

Reunion Island.
Paula Wade and Catherine Price

1 '

Here we

waited and our nervousness increased
caused by stressing about how we were
going to communicate with our families.
After an hour we boarded a tiny plane.
The plane ride was spectacular, and we
could see long, rugged coastlines and
huge, mountainous ranges.
A one-hour wait at Customs on Reunion
Island was not the sort of welcome we
expected. However, the trip improved
immensely from the moment we met our
families and our nerves started to
subside.
vA- *

Ariel Barker

We spent four weeks shopping (and
shopping!), enjoying the mixture of
French/Creole food (cari pouletl), going
to nightclubs (you don't have to be 1 81),
hiking up the volcano in the pouring rain,
making new friends and, of course,
speaking lots of French. Everyone
enjoyed the beaches at St Gilles, not to
mention the warm, tropical weather,
Ariel Barker (Year 1 i) studying with visiting
German Exchange student Eike Wenzel

Mr Thomas

which was a big change from freezing
Perth.

One of the many natural attractions on
Reunion Island

"Don't be sarcastic, leave that to the teachers. We're better at it.

Dr Playford talked with Year 11
Marine Studies students, Helen Wyber
and Jacqui Dinsdale, about his discovery
of the wreck of the "Zuytdorp"

Marine Studies students preparing to take the plunge on their Rottnest Island field trip

Gertrude Walton
Scholar-in-Residence

Marine Studies has continued to provide

Last year's introduction of the Gertrude

students with a variety of practical marine

Marine Studies

Walton Scholar-in-Residence program,
which brought Dr Veronica Brady to our
school, was extremely successful. In 1998
the decision made to continue the program
was met with enthusiasm. This year our
Scholar-in-Residence was Dr Phillip
Playford,

a

geologist,

marine

archaeologist, writer and scholar with a
great deal of knowledge that he was kind
enough to share with the college as a
whole.

Dr Playford has been honoured

for his many different achievements,
including a Member of the Order of
Australia in the Queen's Birthday Honours
List this year. He took time out of his busy
schedule to spend August 1 2, 1 3 and 1 9
at MLC, and it was most certainly an
educational and enlightening experience.

Dr Playford became well-known to many
students as he spoke on a range of topics
over the three days he spent at our school.
He spoke on topics such

as the

stromatolites of Shark Bay, the geology of

life skills this year. Early in the year, Year 1 1
students practised their snorkelling skills in a
variety of locations with a foray into the open
sea at Little Island where they swam with the
baby sea lions and observed the reef life in
Marmion Marine Park. The three day field
trip to Rottnest Island was spent observing
marine life and constructing the relationships

_________ j

beiween the marine organisms, in the form
of food webs, as well as honing their
snorkelling skills further.

Many of these

students have also qualified for their Stjohn's
Senior First Aid Certificate. Repeat trips to
south Cottesloe beach over a period of 4

, «,

months has allowed students to observe,
measure and record the changes in the beach
morphology with the seasons.

Year 12 students have studied maritime
archaeology this year, working on an old
wreck at Robb Jetty under the supervision of

Mrs Angela Wood’s

WA Maritime Museum. They were shown

visit to

first hand how some of the artefacts from the

MLC

Batavia are being restored and role-played

In June, 1 998, MLC was visited by Mrs

Kimberleys, and gave a lecture on early

conducting an archaeological dig by

Angela Wood, the mother of Anna, a

Dutch exploration and shipwrecks that was

excavating 'digs' previously 'constructed' by

thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

The

other groups. In Term 2 the Year 12 group

Marine Studies students were also given

undertook the Training Licence 1 for

the opportunity to meet with Dr Playford.

beginning sailors and were fortunate to have

As a parting gift the school was given a

had near perfect weather. Over half the

copy of his award winning book Carpet

students qualified for their TL1 certificate. Term

of Silver: the Wreck of the Zuytdorp. His

3 has seen the students constructing marine

Rottnest, Aboriginal rock art in the

fifteen year old who died from a drug
overdose.

Mrs Wood spoke to each

year of girls from Year 7 to Year 12
during her time in the College. She also
spoke to adults at a Seminar held on
Friday, 1 2 June at MLC and visited other
schools.

stay was pleasant and educational, and

aquaria and setting them up to run a long

we look forward to seeing the Gertrude

term experiment on the growth rate of black

Walton Scholar-in-Residence program

bream under a variety of controlled

continued as it is sure to bring a range of

conditions.

on those who heard her and we would

Year 1 1 & 12 students helped with the setting

Association for organising her visit and

the part they play in making the Gertrude

up and running of the 'touch pool' for Social

for the copies of Bronwyn Donaghy's

Walton Scholar-in-Residence possible.

Services week.

like to thank MLC's Community Support

interesting individuals to our school. Thank
you to the MLC Collegians Association for

book Anna's Story which they donated

Amber Tauten

Student

Mrs Wood's talks had a profound impact

Mrs K. Padman

"Do you feel rejected Mr Kurz?"
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Mr Kurz

to the Walter Shepherd Resource Centre.

"Yes."

An American Perspective of
English at MLC

1

COWT 'ACTORS

I no longer consider myself a stranger to the
Australian school system, but in January of
1997 I found myself adjusting to new
methods of teaching and subject matter that

DT28

I had never before encountered.

The

American school that I attended prior to my
transfer to MLC, considered itself strong in
-

the English department and my love of
tf--;

English and Literature led me to choose both
subjects as part of my core classes. My old
school offered only English, although the
subject matter was limited to fictional print
Chamberlai

at Perilya Gold Mine

texts such as plays, short stories, poems and

Perilya Mine

We were shown some open-cut mines that

novels. The variety of texts was also limited

From Tuesday 15 to Thursday 17 September,

had been closed down in past years. The

as most of our subject matter was obtained

Catherine Cook and Claire Chamberlain

spectacular view from the tops and bottoms

from one textbook: a compilation of fictional

went to the Perilya Gold Mine at Fortnum,

of the huge mines were astounding. Several

works.

about400km north of Perth. Barbara Abbott

people also showed us various aspects of

undoubtably prove valuable in years to

and Tash Teakle went to Perilya the following

the production process of gold, including the

come, as I have been given the opportunity

week. We flew up in a twelve seater plane,

tailings dams, and the mill. We enjoyed a

to study both print and non-print texts such

which provided excellent aerial view of the

ride in one of the enormous dumpster trucks

as feature articles, television shows, and

mine site. The trip was part of our Economics

used in the mines. Surprisingly, most of the

feature films in English. Literature also gave

case study on an aspect of the minerals and

truck drivers were women. We were also

me the chance to study texts that I found much

energy industry in Australia. The trip allowed

shown the extensive re-vegetation schemes

more stimulating than the ones previously

us to observe the interesting and varied

by Perilya to return the waste dumps to as

offered.

workplaces which are available at the

close to the natural environment as possible.

"better" system, but I can certainly say that I

Perilya have recently won the prestigious

have found English and Literature to be much

Golden Gecko 1998 Award for their

more enjoyable at MLC.

Fortnum site.
Everyone stayed in portable/transportable

What I have learned here will

It is difficult to state which is the

environmental excellence in mining.

accommodation, but we had the luxury of

One of the most exciti ng experiences of Year

The Fortnum

We enjoyed ourselves immensely and have

12 English this year was our excursion to

village included a pool, gym, tennis and

gained a much greater knowledge of gold

the TEE English Conference 1998 on 29th

basketball court, laundries and Wet and Dry

mines and the many processes and

of June.

Messes. The Dry Mess is where all meals

responsibilities associated with the minerals

wear clothes that were not green, which was

having our own bathrooms.

For a start, we were allowed to

are eaten, and operates from about five in

industry. All of the people working at Fortnum

a good incentive to attend. Then there were

the morning to 7.30 at night. The food was

were friendly and hospitable during our short

the endless possibilities lying before us: a

surprisingly good, consisting of delicious

stay. We learnt so much from the activities:

day of relative relaxation away from school,

buffet meals of salads and cold meats, tea,

from exploring the mill to watching a drill

where we could absorb knowledge from the

coffee and juice, and desserts. The Wet Mess

rig, from speaking to various people in their

was the "recreation area" with a pool table,

jobs to playing pool in the wet mess at night.

darts board and the bar.

minds of the tertiary lecturers and, of course,
the other co-ed schools that would be present.

Catherine Cook

Save the Children Fund

Save The Children Fund Badges

Continues page 77...

"It is difficult to imagine 250 million children

there are millions. What's the point? What

working or 8 million children dying because

difference can you make?" The old man

they don't get enough to eat. The problem

bends down and picks up another starfish

can look so big that we think gosh, how can

and says "I can make a difference to this

we help all these children?

one".

The way I think about the problem is to

Each one of you can make a difference to

focus on me helping one child and making

the life of a child struggling to survive in a

On 20 October 1998, the Development

a difference to that one child. There is a

developing country. Don't let anyone tell you

Education Officer for Save the Children Fund,

story about an old man walking along the

that the problem is too big or difficult. You

Shanti Graham, attended our Assembly to

beach after the tide has gone out and there

have already made a difference by buying

thank the MLC community for the huge

are millions of starfish stranded on the

a badge.

support they had given to S.C.F. by buying

beach and he is walking along the beach

the wonderful badges that Rev. Wilson and

throwing back starfish that he comes

Year 1 1 R.E. students have been selling. The

across. A young person watches him and

token of Save the Children's gratitude I would

following is an extract from her speech:

asks the old man "Why do you bother,

like to present this certificate to your school."

Ms Watson

I thank each one ofyou again and as a small

"One more interruption...and then I'll shut up. //
76

...An American Perspective of English at
MLC continued from page 76
Our determination to have as much fun
as possible was aided rather than
hindered by the wide range of lectures
to choose from.

While topics such as

'Intertextuality in English Studies' and

Ski Trip

rock), which meant that many of us who

"Forecast... mountain-CLOSED" Although

hadn't even seen snow before were forced

on many days we were confronted with the

to tackle the Intermediate to Advanced slopes

horror of reports like this, the ski trip was the

head on. Everybody handled it very well

highlight of the year for those Year 1 1 MLC

and, despite the number of stacks we had,

and Hale students who went.

nobody was seriously injured ... in fact, most
of the injuries occurred on ... umm ... off the

'Analysing Expository Texts' may not
sound terribly exciting, the combination
of skilled speakers and fascinating
subject matter made for some truly
interesting speeches.

The novelty of a

new campus also contributed to an
enjoyable day and it was all too soon
before we had to board the bus and
head back to MLC.

We spent our first night in luxury in Rotorua

t-bar. During the days we couldn't ski we

... remembered as "that place which smelt

enjoyed a variety of activities, including a

like rotten eggs" - due to the sulphur pools. It

disco with other schools from W.A., white

has its benefits, as it meant we were able to

water rafting, black water rafting, paint

relax at the hotel in the hot thermal pool after

balling, horse riding, BMXing, shopping and

our traditional Maori Hangi meal. We woke

hiking (cough). These activities, along with

up to a glorious buffet breakfast (which some

the four or so days of skiing we got in, made

would now call the last supper) that will be

the ski trip extremely worthwhile and

remembered by all.

memorable to all. Many thanks to Sarah,
Tim and the Hale teachers, for making it such

I can honestly say that the efforts of the
English Department were appreciated;
the information given will prove helpful
as the TEE looms ahead. As a relative
stranger to Australian teaching methods,
with a large background knowledge of
English classes in other countries, I feel
qualified to draw attention to the

The next day we made our way to Okahune,

days in the Hobbit Lodge. We had many

Remember: The "great" relationship we had

worthwhile stops along the way, with a visit

with the cooks at the Hobbit and those

to

the

necessary nightly trips to town, the festering

Whakarewarewa Thermal Valley and, most

the

Maori

Arts

Centre,

but popular spa, that really fat pig (bigger

importantly, the luge rides and jet-boating.

than a cow) and the donkey that eats ice
cream at the big apple, Rob's mega stack

excellent facilities and teaching skills that
are available to MLC students. Thanks
to the English Department for making this
year memorable.
Amber Tauten

Sorry Day Assembly and
the Sorry Song

a good trip.

where we would be spending the next nine

The first day of skiing and snowboarding

into an ice wall, that traditional Maori

was very testing (and therefore amusing).

performance at the hotel, and t...oops better

None of the Beginner to Intermediate slopes

not say that one!

were open (unless you like skiing on bare

Claire Hollingsworth

This meant that

wracking but ultimately very interesting

officials were able to remove a child

experience for us all. She sang us some

On 25 May, a very special assembly

from his/her family under any pretext

songs ...

was held in the Senior School for

since no court hearing was necessary.

students and staff to mark Sorry Day.

It is now realised that this was not in the

It was a great experience getting to talk

Organised by Rev and a group of Year

best interests of the child or family: They

to Kerry, especially since she was an exMLC student we could easily relate to

welfare of the child".

1 Os, the MLC community were asked to

would not let us kiss our father goodbye,

remember the Aboriginal children who

I will never forget the sad look on his

her, and it made us see that ... well ...

were part of the "stolen generation" and

face.

He was unwell and he worked

maybe one day it could be us travelling

to consider the effect that this has had

very hard all his life as a timber-cutter.

all over the world and doing what we

on them and their families.

That was the last time I saw my father,

have always secretly wanted to do.

he died within two years after.*

Although Kerry never took a single music
lesson at school, it didn't stop her from

Sadly today in Australia there may be
over one hundred thousand people of

The Sorry Song

doing exactly that-following her dreams

Aboriginal descent who do not know

As part of this assembly the Year 1 0 four-

to become a musician. Although I think

their families. They are people, or their

period music class were asked to sing

some of us were at first a bit nervous

descendants, who were removed from

what is known as the Sorry Song, written

about performing a song in front of its

their families by a variety of white

specially for Sorry Day to be sung in

composer I think in the end the

people in most cases "for their own

schools across the country. Although we

experience was enjoyed by all.

good".

In 1916 an earlier Act was

didn't know at the time, this song was

amended so that "The Board may

written by an ex-student, Kerry Fletcher,

assume full custody and control of the

who left MLC in 1976.

Siobhan Finn (Year 10)
Jennifer: Bringing them Home [video
recording],(1 997).Sydney, Human

child of any aborigine, if after due
enquiry it is satisfied that such a course

Mrs Chong asked her to visit the college

Rights

is in the interests of the moral or physical

and to listen to us sing her song, a nerve-

Commission.

Mr Forma

and

"Someone says it every year!" (the mispronunciation of organism)
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Equal

Opportunity

The Fire!

One of the most memorable events of

exhaustion. Thankfully, no one else was

1998 at Methodist Ladies' College

There was a tire at school. 1 had

injured.

occurred on Friday, April 3. This was a

to go to Christ Church - all of the

minutes to bring the fire under control. This

bleak day for the College, when, just

school had to go there.

Some

quick work helped to contain the fire to

before 10.00am, one of our main

people cried. The Christ Church

the one building which kept damage to a

classroom buildings, Sumner House,

boys in the senior school save us

minimum.

caught on fire. It is believed to have been

a cup each so we could have a

caused by a spark from gas welding,

drink. We sot thinss to eat.

It took the fire fighters just 20

Many of the girls became emotional when
watching the blaze and realising that their

igniting insulation in an area under
renovation. At the time about 200 staff

There were g tire trucks. We sot

possessions were burning. Staff remained

and students were in the building and

to play in the playground. We sot

in control and were able to comfort those

several classes were in progress just metres

to take our shoes off. We stayed

who were distressed. A number of parents

from the work site area when the fire

there all day but it was fun.

were on the scene soon after the blaze

began.

watched a video. The fire was bis!

began to check that their daughters were

There was lots of smoke.

safe.

/
A

buildins crashed down.
School resumed as "normal" on Monday

The Christ Church boys looked

morning with disruptions caused by the

handsome. A boy said to Kate, 7

initial closure of

want to marry you" and Kate said

Temporary classrooms were made in such

19 classrooms.

"No way." It was on the news. I

places as the boarders' dining hall, the

watched it and I go to that school.

Chapel and the gym. To help get over the
initial shock of the fire, girls started
Monday morning with a tutorial class to

(Photo courtesy of Post Newspapers)

Catherine Clarnett,

discuss the fire and address any personal

year 2.

feelings of loss and distress. The girls wrote

Flames began by engulfing the roof of the

down these feelings which were collected

third floor at the eastern end, moving their

and placed into the Archives ofthe school.

way across to the west end. As the thick

Evacuation was quick and efficient, taking

smoke and flames took over it was feared

less than five minutes. This was assisted

The damage to Sumner House was

the fire would spread to adjoining

by the many fire drills practised over the

estimated at one million dollars.

buildings, such as Pre-primary and the

years. All one thousand students and the

reconstruction of the roof, replacement of

After

Resource Centre.

Luckily only Sumner

1 80 staff members must be congratulated

carpets and destroyed equipment,

House was damaged. The third floor was

on the common sense used towards this

repainting and the finishing off of the

completely destroyed while the lower two

rare dilemma. Initially staff and students

extensions, Sumner House was completed

floors had extensive smoke and water

were evacuated to the main oval. After

in the middle of Term 3.

damage, and the fourth floor was mainly

an assessment of the situation it was

damaged by smoke.

thought safer for everyone to be moved to

Unfortunately half of the Year 1 1 students,

the Christ Church Grammar School

helped out in this time of need. Staff and

campus for the remainder of the day.

students could not have coped without this
generosity. This event will be remembered

whose lockers were on third floor, lost all
that they contained, and the majority of

The support and hospitality of CCGS and

the members of the English Department

other schools in the area was greatly

lost their teaching resources, teaching aids,

appreciated.

records and personal belongings.

Much thanks must go to all the people who

through out the history of the school.

This generosity helped

members of MLC with this stressful
situation.

As Ms Nadebaum said

"immediate support from parents, other
schools in the area, and the community
was enormous and very reassuring".
Fire fighters were on the scene quickly as
rfti

the school has an automatic fire alarm

" VI,

system which alerted the fire station
immediately. Fifty fire fighters helped to
battle the blaze but, unfortunately, two fire
fighters were effected by smoke and heat

[Photo courtesy of Post Newspapers)

Mr Kurz

"I saw it when I was 15, so about 5 years ago."

Lisa Caspall and Holly Barnes

West Australian Newspaper's
Young Writers Contest- 1998

This ocean is like my life. Peaceful one day

On Tuesday, September 8, the results of The

life too is like a piece of cloth forever changing

It was a dark and windy night,

West Australian Newspaper's Young Writers

in colour and texture. We weave some of it;

When the moon was full and bright,

contest were published and we were very

others weave some for us. Every day this

Shining on the treetops down below.

proud of our MLC winners, Taryn Chua

tapestry is changing until the final cord is

(10T1), who won 1st prize in the Prose

cut, the final knot tightened and the final

The tribe was still and sleeping,

Section for Students in the 14-15 year age

colour chosen. Our cloth is finished.

While the campfire flames were leaping,

Night

and fiery the next. Always changing, our

group, for her piece The Third Apple Tree,
andjennifer Stevens (802), who won a Merit

Warming up its people head to toe.
Some people's cloth will be dull, others bright

Award in the Poetry Section in the 12-13

and beautiful and some will be barely

year age group, for her poem Pauline's Party

existent. However it is up to us to make our

In the darkness cats were prowling,

Food. Taryn's entry was published in The

cloth useful. People may be helped physically

Stalking through the grass their bodies low.

To the moon the wolves were howling,

West Australian andjennifer read her poem

by our cloth or perhaps they can learn from

at the Assembly presented by Year 8. In

the intricate patterns woven into it.

It is

In the distance cows were lowing,

Barclay House, Alisa Lagrange (7M) was

beautiful, a work of many people.

It is

As the sun rose full and glowing,

highly recommended

important. We must never give up on it.

Two other MLC students received certificates

I turn away from the sea; the fingers of cold

for reaching the final rounds of judging. Emily

the night brings are already wrapping

Collin (9R1) gained her certificate in the prose

themselves around me. I will be back every

whether bright or dull; soft or coarse; long
or short. It is all me. I hope that others will

On Friday, 4th of September, 38 eager

cherish it too just as I have loved others'

Year 1 1 MLC geographers, with Mr

threads.

Oxnam and Mrs Roper, boarded the

I hope the cloth of life never stops being

Western Australia in one day. Our first

woven.

stop was Swanbourne beach, North

day to look at the sea and compare it to my

in the poetry section.

cloth.

I stare out into the ocean. It is a huge piece
of blue silk this afternoon, rippling as if it is
being shaken gently by someone. The sun
shines down on it and an entire expanse of
water appears to be like golden crystals

I will cherish each different thread

luxury coach that would take us around

Emily Collin

shimmering, forever changing, never
allowing themselves to be caught by the blue
silk. Peace reigns in the sea.

Alisa Lagrange

World Biomes and
Geomorphic Studies
Excursion 1998

section and Sarah Newton (8C2) gained hers

The Cloth of My Life

Stealing back the East sky from her foe.

Swanbourne that is, not the other
Swanbourne beach.

Here we studied

The Entertainer

the beautiful natural dunes and dune

Tis me! Tis me!

plants. Mr Oxnam made sure that we

And I have come.

looked North, and not the other way

It is not always like that though. Some days

I see the world is oh so glum.

towards Swanbourne beach. After an

the ocean is a piece of aquamarine cotton

But do not fret and do not fear,

hour of duning and sand bombing we

broken up with white lace. On those days I

For I bring only laughter here.

piled back onto the bus and headed for

hear the waves crashing down upon the hot,

Kings Park.

white sand. Many people are dotted in the

I'll paint the world with colours

sea or on the sand. Business surrounds the

And make it gaily smile.

At Kings Park, we looked out over the

I'll back flip through the cities
And tight rope walk the Nile.
And some days it is a length of grey wool,

I'll dance across the paddocks

reflecting the grey sky above which is

And act with celebrated style.

threatening to break at any moment. The wool
is crumpled and tossed as the wind roars in
my ears and the cry of seagulls pierced the

I'll show majestic skill with sword
I'll converse with every Lord.
I'll do magic tricks for boys and girls

This afternoon the sunset is beautiful. The

into a money box. The clouds resemble a
Soon

that kiosk at Kings Park, because 48 girls
of travelling.

Here we bought our

supplies and took in the few rays of sun
light there were.

We loaded back on

the bus and headed out for John Forrest
National Park. Along the way we tried

With spirited applause.

sun is dropping into the ocean like a penny

fire, pink, purple, orange and red.

surrounding the river and taking in the
views. It was a good thing that there is
can get quite an appetite after 2 hours

I'll sing to every maiden,
I'll recite Shakespeare by firelight

air. Coldness and fury rules in the sea.

Swan River, sketching the features

our best to bribe Mr Oxnam into
And in the end I'll bow my head

stopping at those few McDonalds we

And silently close my eyes

passed, but when a semi-trailer ran into

dark will come. Only the sounds of the waves

And bask in the joyous happiness

the side of us we decided to pipe down.

lapping on the shore will be left. The night

That only an entertainer buys.

The semi-trailer driver, who smashed our

will close in.

Sarah Newman

Mr Spindler

rear-view mirror, pulled over and so did

"They say that women aren't inferior. Some of us don't agree with that."

79

our coach driver.

After a few quiet

words, the drivers worked everything out
and we were back on track.
<s sc

When we arrived at John Forrest we
got out of the coach. A few of us visited
-r

the deserted toilets, and we all had
lunch.

After a delicate geographical

study of the surrounding landforms, Mr
Oxnam somehow managed to make us
go on the hike with him, over waterfalls
and under ancient trees.

In fact, we

enjoyed the changing landscape and
extremely steep hills. We studied granite
boulders and visited the most beautiful
waterfall. Then the girls took charge in
making our way back to the bus using
the hand-drawn map Mr Oxnam had
provided. Many questions were asked,
such as "Where are we?" and "Where's
Mr Oxnam?".

The highlight of the field trip was yet to
come, when we approached the unused
train tunnel.

No worries, we thought as

we tracked into the pitch blackness of the
tunnel. "Is it just me or are there spiders
and snakes crawling up my legs?" Several
screams later we got to the end of the
tunnel and assured ourselves that Mr

YOUNG ACHIEVERS
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

Clara Ng, Vishmi de Silva, Satori Healey, Catherine Cook
Ee-lyn Hoe, Nichole Gale, Kate Gilbey, Sally Carlton, Georgia Moore
Alison Murie, Renae Meagher, Alice Cargeeg, Daphne Chan, Georgina Good
Bethany Conway, Paula Wade, Hayley Browne, Renee Arnett

Oxnam's map was right and that we

Young Achievers

should keep on walking down the bush

Each year Young Achievement Australia

marketing strategies on the public, along with

track.

It

offers young people a practical, stimulating,

all the other YA companies. It was good to

was the most enjoyable day and special

satisfying and successful introduction into

see that all our time spent on the products

thanks must go to Mr Oxnam and Mrs

small business.

was not wasted when we saw the customer's

Finally we reached the coach.

August. This gave us a chance to test our

satisfaction.

Roper for their efforts, organisation and
During first term of this year, eighteen Year

map drawing skills.
Genevieve Sadieir

11 students commenced their participation
in this year's Young Achievers group.

As a member of Mysteriya, I have learnt that
group co-operation is essential fora business
to be successful. This is only one of the many

One of the first decisions we had to make as

things I have gained through taking part in

a group was what name we would call our

this programme, and I am sure everyone

business. As Young Achievement requires

else involved would agree that they have

that the letters 'ya' be included in the business

learned a lot more than they had first

name, we soon decided on the name

expected. Three members are participating

Mysteriya. This was chosen as a marketing

in further business ventures, this time

technique, to arouse the customer's interest

internationally, with members of Young

in our Mysteriya product.

Achievers from other schools.

Once we got

started, we began manufacturing our
products which were to be Beanz Toys and

We are all currently waiting for the annual

Recipe Books.

Tuesday afternoons soon

Young Achievers Ball, which will give us the

meant a train ride to West Perth, where our

chance to celebrate the closure of our small

rented offices were, and then a two hour

business.

meeting.

and our advisers, Kith De Silva, Phil Gilbey

Thanks very much to Mrs Stein

and Siti Bustari, for making it possible for all
Although the business could be time

of us to participate in this worthwhile

consuming at times, the highlight of the year

programme.

for me was the YA Trade Fair in the city during

Mr Kurz

"Only the rif raf go to MLC."
8o

Nichole Gale

Year 10
Media Studies

UNIFORM
SHOP

PARKIN

—

ftlK;

Extract from Boroko

Extract from Inner Journey

... Looking to her left she saw a red dusty

Betel nut is a red, pungent pulp derived

... The hawk flies on silent wings, soaring

plain.

High above the

from the betel plant. It stains crimson

frozen landscape

when spat, speedy as a bullet, in a

below...

stream onto foot paths, walls, roads, and

Frigid winds buffet the hawk, causing

Prue Reynolds (10A2)

aloft

the roadside, transporting market goods,
Sometimes it is dragged almost to the ground,
but it always claws

a rather haphazard style of graffiti blots,
in varying tones from scarlet to a brown/

Jen McCutcheon (9R2)

climbing higher until I stand on the top of
the air pockets. All around me the sky will

Ask

glow a brilliant blue, and it will go on

The questions that arise from life exceed

forever and ever...

Wendy White (10T2)

the who am I? where do I belong? and

An Extract from Journeys
... Anecdotes of a certain Agnetha

Mortimer's journey through life.
... Suddenly, a dart of light divides the
night in two.
The speeding offender races through

what are we supposed to do? life is more
complex than that.

Extract from Letter from Mrs DayBrake

In order to get answers you need to ask

... Mr DayBrake is very tall and strong.

questions.
To receive the knowledge, be brave and

this is a good thing, for he does everything

wisdom will break down the flood gates.

you ask of him.

Natasha Monks (9R2)

hurriedly on its journey,

He is not the brightest young man, though
Isn't that the most

wonderful thing? ...

Libby Paterson (8T2)

Cutting through the night's previously
whole black sheet.

Extract from Frost and Fire
You need your friends when you are alone.

Frost
Crystal

You need your friends when you are in

This golden arrow through the silvery

Lining the clouds with frozen dewdrops

night flies past the local orchestra.

Adding a silver sheen to the moon

Crickets, unruffled at losing their only

touched earth

potential audience at this time of day,

Burning cold

Continue like first violins on pizzicato.

Starlit winter

trombones,

trouble. Friends are forever.

Serenna Tjahyadikarta (8C1)
... calling the Grade 8 camp an ice

breaker after only three weeks at a new
school is an understatement ...

Frogs interject occasionally with low
Through

...Sometimes I feel that if I reached high
air, and I could pull myself up slowly,

up ...

time since the application of the betel

Excerpt from The Stardust Path
enough, I could find a handhold in the

its way

grey tinge, depending on the length of

Catherine Cook (11 Cl I

she looked up to see a bird. It seemed
followed it ...

to stay

variety of positions; either sitting idly on

nut...

her she saw a red dusty plain. She didn't

to know its way better than Alex, so she

it to struggle

men and women, both young and old,
who regularly chewed this herb, in a

or driving along the road. The result is

saw a red dusty plain. Looking behind
know where to go. Hearing the squawk,

other unsuspecting surfaces. In Papua
New Guinea, one got used to the native

Looking to her right she saw a

red dusty plain. Looking out in front she

Jessica Judd (802)

Fire
this

somewhat

comical

symphony, a wolf howls,

Burning
Blazing across the emerald trees

Like a morose opera singer ...

Leaving a charred path in its wake

Ashwini Arumugaswamy (lOOlj

Hellish Inferno

... Looking around at the glowing faces

gazing back at her, Elise remembered
everything they had been through
together. But soon she came to Rochelle.

Fiery chaos

Elise's stomach went through a blender.

Lost Friend

Just looking at Rochelle was enough to

She said she'd always be there

Water

But lately I despair,
I haven't seen her all night long,

Ocean
Sighing, tossing on its ancient sea bed

Not that she would care.

A cradle for the deep sea life

I wonder what will happen,

Foaming waves
Howling seas.

make you feel sick ...

Josie Littlewood (10C2)
... Viewed from above, Australia must look

desolate, a vast yellow and greeny-grey

Suzanne Rofe (9S1)

In the years to come,
Will she want to be my friend

desert, mottled with splashes of bright green
near the coast. Amidst this wild and lonely
land, tiny oases of grey, humanity's refuges.

Or has that all been done?

Building Site

We both went our separate ways

Metal struts cage the earth

But promised to keep in touch

Piles of bricks lie still, defeated

The hurt she left inside me

Sand whips up and blinds the eyes

Crocodile

By not doing that much,

I see a graveyard.

Reptile, hazardous

Concrete pillars loom above me

Taryn Chua (10T1)

Is that of pain and sorrow.
I wonder if she wants to be

How arrogant, to think we have conquered
this land ...

Annaliese Mason (8R2)

Razor sharp teeth
Prehistoric, rough skin, vicious

Chosen Maiden

My friend again tomorrow?

Carnivores.

The pitiless sun burned down on the frail

Grace Lindsay (801)

She said she'd always be there

earth.

But lately I despair,

village only the desert could be seen,

"Give thy thoughts no tongue" by William

I haven't seen her all night long,

stretching from horizon to horizon with only

Shakespeare.

Not that I should care.

a small village to mar its surface ...

... the reason for me not to write.

Lisa Cole (11 Ol)

Mr Kurz

Looking out from the edge of the

Anna Stockley (10S1)

"If you want the best quality teachers, go to MLC."
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Nikki van Rhyn (1002)
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Barclay House
During the 1998 year Barclay House
enrolments rose to 258, which is an all time
high and is full capacity. We welcomed 75
new students to the junior school and four

The Barclay House courtyard was further

Mrs Nancy Rhodes, who commenced

enhanced by wooden benches kindly

employment at Methodist Ladies' College

provided by the Community Support

in 1975 on a part-time basis, and has

Association.

taught Years 1, 2 and 3 for 23 years,

This area is now a very

popular area for the girls.

(Library Technician 0.4) and Genevieve
Oates (After School Care Supervisor).

During the summer vacation break the 1960s
wing, which currently houses Years 1,2 and
3, was given a 'face lift' These classrooms,
the corridor and toilet areas were painted
and the carpet replaced.

paving fitted around the big tree, making a
very useful and pleasant place for the girls
to sit.

The fire at the end of Term 1 had a huge

learning to read and write. She will be

impact on our year. Many of the junior

long remembered and much missed.

school students will always remember the
day they spent at Christ Church Grammar,

1998 has been a happy and rewarding year

and the billowing black smoke that seemed

for Barclay House as we embarked on very

so close to Barclay House. A large amount

exciting times for curriculum change in

of very expressive and detailed writing

Western Australia. The staff are well placed

and painting has been a result.

to tackle these changes and have worked

Student learning is at the heart of

to facilitate optimum learning opportunities

everything we do.

for our primary school students.

hard to ensure they have the necessary skills

The Early

Childhood playground had seating and

The northern playground had sail

shade cloth suspended to provide additional
sun protection when the girls play during

The Curriculum

Framework that was released during the
year will have an intense impact on what

Firsts during the year were:

will happen in our school in the future.
Curriculum today focuses on learning

•

the annual church service led by the

•

the measles control programme across

school as we learn how to implement this

•

the WA Year 3 Literacy Assessment

important document.

•

the inaugural Music Camp

As our programme gradually becomes

and, of course, the Fire! How could we

more outcomes focused we have found

ever forget it!

outcomes across the Years K-l 2. Barclay

breaks.

staff have enjoyed workshops and
A special section was set aside for Barclay
House students in the Information
Technology Centre. Students in Years 2

Mrs Rhodes has been

responsible for hundreds of MLC students

new staff members; Jan Williamson (Year 7)
Cheryl McCool (Year 4), Heather Thorne

retired this year.

Reverend Margaret Tyrer

discussions with colleagues in the senior

Years 1-7

to 7 have the use of 26 powerful pentium
computers with multi media capabilities.
Staff have continued to undertake intensive
professional development during Terms 2

the need to review our system for

and 3 to ensure they are very capable of

assessment, evaluation and reporting.

The culmination of the school year was

using computer technology across the

Barclay House staff are developing a

our Concert, with the theme Celebrations,

curriculum in their teaching and learning

'portfolio' which presents student learning

and as we reflect on 1998 we have much

programmes.

to celebrate.

Amazing and very

to parents with more detail and in-depth

impressive learning has occurred for us

information about development and

this year!

progress.

Leonie Drew
Head of the Junior School
SCHOOL MONITORS

MONITORS IN BARCLAY HOUSE 1998

SEMESTER ONE

SEMESTER TWO

School Monitors:

School Monitors:

Kelly Arnet, Gillian Enfield-Kirk,

Elle Drummond, Amy Kwan, Kirsten

Gillian Goodwin, Felicity Lemon,

Littlewood, Kay Lim, Ayako Nomura,

Elizabeth Mussared

Amanda Thomas

We have enjoyed doing our duties
immensely. One of the highlights during
semester one was organising an Easter
appeal. This consisted of an Easter egg
hunt for Pre-primary to Year Two, a
colouring-in competition and a weekly
prize draw.

We raised a large sum of

money for a children's charity.

House Monitors:

House Monitors:

Athens:

Breigh Gairns

Athens:

Vanessa Pope

Corinth:

Holly Jewkes

Corinth:

Greta Etherington

Olympia: Elise Rechichi

Olympia: Kate Pullinger

Rome:

Megan O'Shannassy

Rome:

Bianca Hardie

Sparta:
Troy:

Sarah Holt

Sparta:

Gemma Cowan

Laura Geddes (Troy)

Troy:

Julia Marron

Special Areas:

Special Areas:

Art:

Jacqueline Ball

Art:

Dhari Vij, Alexandra Turner

Music:

Philippa Onley

Music:

Louise Dawkins

Library:

Clare Jackson

Library:

Alisa Lagrange

Mr Kurz

"It's Mr Squiggle's 39th birthday today."

One of the enjoyable aspects for the
semester two monitors was to organise
"Mask Day", an original idea that was
most successful.

Participants donated a

gold coin to charity for the fun of wearing
a fancy mask for the day.
Monitor duties also meant we practised
public speaking skills when we ran the
assemblies and did the readings for our
Chapel Services.

HOUSE MONITORS

Heather Lamont Festival.

Being elected as a House Monitor meant

artists displayed outstanding ability and

This year's music monitors have assisted

many responsibilities.

enthusiasm and answered hundreds of

with Instrumental Night when more than

questions!

70 selected girls performed before a

competitiveness, as many of our duties

The JSHAA Art Exhibition was held at

special events were the House singing

required all of the House Monitors to

Trinity College this year.

at the Heather Lamont Festival and our

work collaboratively together.

schools took part and Years 4, 5 and 7

There was a

friendly rivalry between all six monitors,

The visiting

though there was not time for serious

MUSIC

large audience in the Chapel.
Twenty five

first Music Camp at Point Walter.
Louisa Dawkins, Philippa Onley

were taken by class teachers to view the
House matches, including hockey,

Other

exhibition.

soccer, and netball, provided a very

Peggy Hutchinson

The Barclay House Music Programme

challenging task of choosing the

involves every girl from Kindergarten to

strongest team for each sport. We were

Year 7. In addition to class music lessons,

lucky that we were never at loggerheads,

the girls can join music ensembles, which

as

rehearse before or after school, and

all

members

showed

great

sportsmanship and willingness to put in

perform for school functions, chapel

their best for their House. Overall being

services, assemblies and in the local

a House Monitor was great fun.

community.

In Term 3 the House Monitors took part

The String Ensemble is directed by the

in making the Athletics Carnival a

Barclay House Music Specialist, Robyn

success. In preparation, they organised

Wager, and has a approximately thirty

house lunches as a get-together with

girls from Years 4 to 7.

members of each house; they also
organised house meetings to inform

throughout the year, and is led by

students about what to expect. As well

Genevieve Wilkins from the Music

as the carnival, House Monitors have

Department.

been helping to keep the school grounds
and sports centre clean and tidy.

The Barclay

Band has steadily grown in number

if* »

On

Small ensembles are the

Recorder Consort, directed by Jackie
Ewers, and a Chamber Music Ensemble

the whole being a House Monitor has

led by Robyn Wager. All of these groups

been fun and very challenging in all

have developed well this year thanks to

aspects, especially leadership skills.

the commitment and enthusiasm of their
members and conductors.

ART

Semester one kept the Art Monitors busy

Class and choral singing is a prominent

preparing for the JSHAA Art Exhibition

feature of the music programme. Year

which was held at Trinity College. Many

4 girls have the opportunity to join the

girls enjoyed seeing their work on show

Junior Choir, while Years 5 to 7 students

as well as viewing the work of students

may audition for the Barclay House

from twenty five other independent

Choir.

primary schools. The art room has been

Performances this year for this

elite group have included the "Children

very busy all year, just look at the

Sing" Festival in Winthrop Hall at the

fabulous work we have done on the art

University of Western Australia, and the

collage page! (see page 99)

"Festival of Youth,", which celebrated the

Jacqui Ball, Alex Turner and Dhari Vij

centenary of the Town of Claremont.
1 998 has been a busy but happy time
The Junior School community celebrated

in the Art Room.
LIBRARY

the performing arts in many ways. The

Our Artist-in-Residence this year was Mrs

As library monitors we enjoy the "fun

Heather Lamont Arts Festival occurs at

E. Ferrier who worked with the Year 4s

weeks" in the library with the younger

the end of Term 2, and demonstrates all

to produce mosaic tiles. Mrs Ferrier was

children.

We arranged an Easter

the arts in a very enjoyable environment.

also kind enough to invite the girls to

parade of live rabbits, decorating of a

The Barclay House Annual Concert, held

her home to view her own art.

book worm, puppet plays and a range

in Hadley Hall on Friday, 27 November,

of Book Week activities on the theme

examines various "Celebrations" - a

"Put Yourself in the Picture".

fitting climax to the school year.

Our students were given the opportunity

Alisa Lagrange, Clare Jackson

to view artists "at work" during the

Mr Comber

"Oh no! Its raining! My hair."

Robyn Wager
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Early Childhood Centre

WE FEEL GOOD ABOUT

ft

OUR LEARNING AT SCHOOL.
Ashleigh feels good about writing numbers.
Jenni feels good about learning her sounds.
Rosemary feels good about her drawings.
Tina feels good about her manners.
Stephanie feels good about doing puzzles.
Valentina feels good about her reading.
Rebecca D feels good about writing her name.
Sophie feels good about telling news.
Emily N feels good about her writing.

9

Rachel J feels good about her reading.
Georgia feels good about her number work.
Nicole feels good about helping her teacher.
Alice feels good about her singing.
Emily I feels good about her writing.
Rebecca E feels good about her drawing.
Jesseca feels good about writing number.
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Nevada feels good about writing her name.
Rachel E feels good about reading stories.
Emma feels good about her writing.
Alex feels good about drawing pictures.
Naomi feels good about reading books.

^ccc^D I

Angela feels good about doing puzzles.
Camilla feels good about writing her name.
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YEAR ONE GTRES HAVE HAD FTJN
DESCRIBING THEMSELVES
LUCY

JENNA
Clever

SARAH
Beautiful
Gorgeou
Excellent
Nice

Good
Happy
ELIZABETH
Pretty
Kind
## •
Smart a ^
Helpful
JULIA
Lovm

GEORGINA
Clever
Beautiful
Smart
Marvellous

EMMA
Nice
Helpfu
Good
Sweet

Smart
Playful
HOLLY Me
Beautifujw^
Helpful^^^
Cute

13*

sn®)
Pretty

CHRTSTTF
Kind
Good 1/00',
BlondeV^
Sweet

PHILLIP A

Happy py\
/Q
Cute
Little i
Good

1

KATE M
Pretty
Lucky
Good
Cute

ASHLETGH
Loving
Kind
Nice
Smart
LETICIA
Nice
Big
Beautiful
Kind

ESMERALDA
Lovely
Kind l(/Q0}
Clever
Beautiful

VICTORIA
Pretty
Happy
Clever
Cute
KRTSTINE
Cute
Spark!
Smart
Helpful

m

KATHLEEN
Kind
Pretty/
Loving
Clever

.IESSICA
Funny /Ar-v

BRITT AN^
Kind
Prett
Wonderful
Loving

R

LAURA
Cute
Wonderfu'
Special
Gorgeous

ASTRTD
Quick
Smart
Happy
Clever

k

KATE P.
Lovely
Helpful
Beautifu
Adventurous

STEPHANIE
Thin
Clever
Cute
Playfu
HOLLY M
Pretty
Cute
Nice
Love!

RACHEL
Smart
Nice
Frien
Pretty

>(ear Two 19g#
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This year the Year Two girls have leamt to do many things on the computer. They think that
you should know that they can now put pictures in their work and make signs. Maureen really
likes to write letters with pictures and doing borders. Rebecca likes to play on Paint It and
make trees with flowers and mix them up. Brooke says I like writing letters and putting little
cute pictures on it. It is a lot of fun at computing because you can do lots of things using Word
Art. Charlotte makes all sorts of different word shapes and sizes. Computing is a lot of fun
because you can draw pictures and type stories and then print it. Hillary also said that you
can keep it or give it away. You can make calendars and she made a calendar for next year!
Grace loves computing because she can go on the computer and go to Microsoft Word. She
can change the shape of words.
Phoebe thinks that computing is fun because of the pictures on the screen and the class gets
to do lots of fun things . Phoebe says it’s great to learn things on the computer.
It is fun says Andrea. Sometimes we do letters to people but today we did a special letter to
our dads for Father’s Day.
Heather likes writing letters to her Daddy. She can now work out page things on the
computer.
Kyra likes to put pretty pictures on the pages with borders. She has learnt to type a bit
quicker.
Sarah eniovs making pictures on the document. She really likes making signs.
Nithva likes writing with Kunstler Script when she chooses a font. It’s fun getting pictures on
the computer. You can make all sorts of sizes. You can get different kinds of shapes with
writing.
Sophie : We have learnt to find calendars. We can easily move the pictures and we know how
to get different shapes and sizes for the words . We know how to print and to shut down. We
can find cards and take away the words we don’t want.
Sumav has learnt how to do a text box and pictures. Her favourite one is the border frame
with teddy bears on it.
Catherine tells us that we have now learnt to make calendars and make pictures. She
especially likes Creative Writer.
Fiona likes doing Creative Writer with the rainbow backgrounds and she likes doing the
pictures.
Brittany tells how we have learnt to go to Creative Writer and do cards and get pictures. We
have learnt how to get borders and we have to log on. We know how to go into Paint It. We go
to computing on Day Four and Day Seven.
Sarah Beth likes typing a lot and doing pictures when she's finished.
Jo Anna eniovs doing typing and doing pictures. She can bold some words.
Iona thinks computing is fun. She likes the joined up writing. There is a really cute picture of a
cat playing with wool.
Erin really enjoys her computer lessons because it is not so hard work and her favourite thing
was doing the cards for Daddy. It was fun.
Caitlin likes going to Word because she likes printing pictures and writing.
Kate likes going into Creative writer because you can make all beautiful cards.
Lauren really enjoys computing because she really enjoys writing letters to Mum and Dad.

l
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Year Two
love
computing
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Year Three
Fairy Land

Flowers

Once upon a very long time ago on a

Flowers are pretty they smell pretty too.

Farewell
Nancy Rhodes 1975 - 1998

sandy sunny beach lived a girl called

I like flowers and so do you.

Elizabeth.

They come in all shapes and sizes I know

Elizabeth lived in a small

white cottage on the sandy sunny beach.

that, I do

Although she was only ten Elizabeth

I like flowers and so do you.

Nancy Rhodes has been a member of
College for 23 years. During those years
she has taught Year 1 and 2 and for the

lived alone. Elizabeth could cook, she
by Elizabeth Sutherland

could clean and she could take care of
herself. When Elizabeth was five she

fairies live!

they remember most about Mrs Rhodes

Spring

these are the likely responses.

One day three of the ten

baby fairies flew through the open
kitchen window! Elizabeth was cooking

Spring has many different flowers, and

The baby fairies flew into

Elizabeth's bedroom. Elizabeth followed
them, but when she got into her bedroom
all that was there was a pure gold
winding staircase!

never yells." "Mrs Rhodes is really nice.
The butterflies are colourful as most of
you know. The flowers are pretty too. It
is wonderful because it is the most
beautiful season in the whole year.
by Fion Lau

the baby fairies up the pure gold

Elizabeth asked "where am I?' The fairy
queen answered, "you are in the fairy
head quarters."

Elizabeth stayed at

Fairy Land for a whole week. She was
lent a pair of wings to get up to her room
because there weren't any stairs or lifts.

"Projects were fun and she

helped us get organised." "She's a good
"I think Mrs

Rhodes was always cheerful and
I was walking along the beach by the

chirpy." "She's very nice because she

shore, the oniy thing I could hear were

gave us prizes for house points." "She

the waves.

is warm and friendly and very

Small waves roll silently on the beach

understanding." "She's good at teaching

and big waves CRASH!

you how to write really nicely."

I go there every day,

taught me to read."

"She

And I love the waves in every way!
After 23 years of outstanding and

fairy queen asked Elizabeth "Have you

by Kerryn McBain

made you decision yet?" Elizabeth said
The fairy queen

"We had cooking every Friday in her
class and we made our own recipe

"She's sweet and kind."

On the first day of the second week the

"What decision?"

easy work and not too much homework."

teacher because you never get bored."
Waves

the top she found herself in the middle
of a brightly lit room filled with fairies!

We had fun in her class. She gives you

books."

Elizabeth followed

winding staircase and when she got to

"She's

very understanding and calm and
placid." "She made things fair and she

new lives are born.

her lunch and saw them fly through the
window!

past three years Year 3.
When you ask her former pupils what

made huge sandcastles! Now Elizabeth
didn't know that in her sandcastle baby

the teaching staff of Methodist Ladies'

dedicated service to the students of
Barclay House, Nancy Rhodes has

Cat

decided to retire and relocate to

that you have to decide whether you

I saw a cat sitting on a mat.

Megan, and family live.

want to be a fairy or a human?"

She saw a bat chasing a fat rat.

will be very much missed as an early

That fat rat bit that cat.

childhood teacher at MLC.

That cat yelled at the rat and ran to the hat.

gentle manner has been the guiding

laughed and said "Haven't I told you

by Katherine Colvin

Queensland where her daughter,

by Margie
Flowers

Mrs Rhodes
Her quiet,

force behind hundred of MLC students
learning to read and write over the
years. We wish Nancy Rhodes health

Springtime

and happiness in her retirement and lots

A flower is something
that blooms in spring,

Springtime is a happy time,

and it's such a pretty thing,

full of joy and fun,

there's pink and purple,

tis the time little deer in the wild woods,

red and blue,

like to gallop and run,

they also come in yellow too!

and all the time the animals

and lots of love.
Leonie Drew

are tending to their young.
by Sheena Ong
by Emily Murray

Mrs Rhodes with Year 3 students,
Kate Beresford, Natasha Rauh,
Melissa Trindall and Jessica Borella
Mr Kurz (about uni)

"I don't remember it though." Student

"Yeh coz you were at the tavern the whole time."

Year Four
Peters Ice-cream Factory
In Term 2 Year 4 went to Peters Ice-cream
Factory. We saw ice-cream being made,
milk being made and orange juice being
made.

.

*

When we first got there we

watched an ice-cream video on T.V. We
went on a tour through the ice-cream
factory. At the end we got an ice-cream
which was the best part.
Rose Marinovich and Susannah Shields

The Day that Baron
CAME TO SCHOOL.
On the first day of Term 3 Miss McCool
brought Baron in.

That day was really

fun. The Year 4 class loved playing with
Year Four students learning about marine life on their Rottnest Excursion

Rottnest

him.

On 2nd of April, 1998, Year 4, Miss

Catholic Agricultural
College

McCool, Mrs Stewart, Mrs Grauaug, Mrs

On July 27th, 98, Year 4 visited the

Steinepreis and Ms Mouritzen went to

Catholic Agricultural College. We enjoyed

Rottnest on a ferry. First, we ate our morning

visiting the Cattle Club, the poultry and

tea, then we went on the underwater explorer

the piggery (apart from the smell). The

and we saw ship wrecks, coral, marine life.

class learned about farm animals and got

When we got off the boat we had lunch.

to hold and touch some of them. The visit

We had fish and chips, then we went to an

to the farm was great fun.

educational learning centre, then we had

and Carolyn Haskey

Alex and the Glass Slipper
On 1 8th May 1998 in Term 2, we did the

In Year 4 we made a solar system that spread

Assembly play called Alex and the Glass

at the back of the room and it had every

Slipper. Zoe played Alex, Elly played a chef

thing in it.

and Jacqueline played a chef too. Alex and
the Glass Slipper was based on Cinderella.

We made the planets out of paper mache

We all had fun preparing the play!!

and painted them. Some people made the
rocket out of cardboard and foil.

Sarah Porter, Ellen Hooke
and Louise Williams

Australian Animal Project
In Year 4 we are doing an Australian
animal project. We are doing the bilby.
We have learnt quite alot about the bilby.

We really enjoy doing it.

It eats insects,

small mammals, termites and fruit.
Elizabeth Chiam and Elise Duncan

Scarlet Ng and Simone Stewart

Solar System (Made)

He's 1

One thing is a bilby has rabbit like ears.

Anjana 6alakumar

afternoon tea at Dome then we went home.

He's a Golden Retriever.

year old. I love him. He is a lovely dog.

Jacqueline Davidson,
Zoe Huitenga and Elly Steinepreis

Art Exhibition
On 13th August 1998, we went to The Art
Exhibition which was held in Trinity College.
A few pieces of our work were there, such
as our mosaic, sewing and pictures. Chloe
and I both liked the ocean scene. We got
there and came back by bus.
Brooke Thomas and Chloe Hurst

Courtney Arnett and Laura Goodwin

Spiders
In our classroom there are 12 spiders. All
spiders have 48 knees. Only the female Red

P'

Back is poisonous. The female Black Widow
eats the male after mating. People used to
eat a spider to heal wounds.
Rachel Benefiel and Chloe Rose

Secret Friends

VS'

In Term 3 we had secret friends. We all picked
a name out of a jar.

We had to give them

si &

a compliment or give them a gift or a letter
every day for a week.

j <>>.

At the end of the

week we got told who our secret friends were.
Harriet Hay, Mandy Low,
Sally Grauaug and Louise Murray

Student

Year Four students had fun preparing and performing the play
"Alex and the Glass Slipper"

"You have a good view of the pool."

Mr Kurz
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"I can watch all the girls train." (grin)

Year Five
Poor Little Old Lady

Fortune Teller

Amy and her Horse

The little old woman stood by the window

She sat cross-legged on the ground with bare

As Amy's sleek horse galloped, her long,

and surveyed the beautiful view of the river

feet. She stared at me with pale blue eyes.

curly hair framed her face. Her deep, blue

through tired, yet sharp, grey eyes. Perched

Her golden blonde hair drifted in the wind

eyes were filled with delight. Amy's hot, pale

on her wrinkled, long, straight nose was a

as she spoke soft, slow words that told my

skin was dotted with freckles. She wore big,

pair of thick lensed, half moon glasses with

fortune. The rings on her thin, bony fingers

brown boots, which were firmly pressed into

glinted in the sun and her bracelets jingled

the stirrups. Over her clean, white t-shirt she

as she moved her thin wrists. Her pale brown

worea light, brightly coloured shirt that tossed

black rims, chipped with age.
What used to be a pretty little rosebud mouth

face continuously moved, her small head,

in the wind. Her old, baggy jeans were

was now an old, aged mouth with a

always tilted to the side.

twisted around her legs like a thick rope.

permanent, tight-lipped frown. Inside her
mouth, old, yellowed false teeth took the

She wore a pale green and white jumper

Tightly, in one hand, she held the thick, leather

place of what used to be perfect, straight,

with sequins and beads sewn on. Her long,

reins. In the other hand, she held onto her

white teeth.

baggy pants were white and green too. Her

horse and felt its warmth flow through her

golden blonde hair was tangled in a fake

body.

Her white-grey hair was pulled back in a

silver crown. Her loose hair was long and

tight bun and held with an old white elastic

hung limply on her broad shoulders. Around

She wore six jingling bracelets on each wrist.

her neck she wore a thin, patterned scarf.

Her emerald ring glittered in the sun and on

band, very near to breaking point.

The ends of the scarf were pulled back behind
Her small, wrinkled brown hands perched
on a thick cane, many years old.

Her

chipped, yellow-cream fingernails trembled

her shoulders. She tightly squeezed a small

She wore an expensive, flowing black dress
with tiny flowers embroidered here and there.
A thin, pale grey shawl covered her thin bony
shoulders. Her left arm fell limp at her side
from a bad case of arthritis.

other hung by her side.
On ttie Wings of a Butterfly

She moved silently towards her locked chest.
Her fingers fiddled with the lock and she
opened the chest. It was only then that I
noticed that her thumbnail was gone. She
looked up quickly and sniffed the air with
her flat nose. She looked confused, but went
on with a troubled face. She gave me the

Her small, wrinkled old legs that could
support her with ease no longer, wore long,
black stockings that had a long ladder down
the back of the right leg. Small faded, grey

wishing stone and put a mask over my head.
Her hands were cold and she started to say
something. I had to strain my ears to hear
them.
Sarah Collins

old, wrinkled feet. She gave a short, sharp
shuddered.

She collapsed with a hoarse

sigh, and lay still, a dead, alone, deserted
Sally Whitmore

let's visit the countries far away
we'll stop and rest at the end of each day.
A journey to Canada would be very nice
but let's go when there's no snow and ice
China would be a great place to go
To their tasty food I wouldn't say no
Let's go to London and visit the queen
seen.
I hope you can last these long flights with me

The New Teacher

because the world is what I'd like to see

Tap. Tap. Tap. In came a strange woman.

Cady Donohue

She was the relief teacher. She wore some
midnight black, disco jeans and a bright,

old figure.

Butterfly, Butterfly, fly with me
Over the hills, the mountain tops and the sea

After landing in Africa where animals are

shoes with well-worn soles covered her tiny,
cry of pain with her old, cracked voice, then

Rebecca Colvin

wishing stone in her pale brown hand. The

on her old fingers as she struggled to support
the weight of her old, frail body.

her thin neck she wore a silver chain with a
champion horse on it.

Put yourself

in the picture

red belt with a big, golden star. She had
pale pink thongs on her feet. She also wore

If I ruled the world.....

a white blouse and a shiny, pearl necklace

I would allow no wars,

around her neck.

On the Road

To imagine myself as a car:
I know I'd travel quite far

I'd make new laws,

My driver at the wheel

To introduce no littering,

Her hands and fingers were drowned with

Would suddenly squeal

And no bickering.

bracelets and rings. Her fingernails had been

And we'd crash...

carefully manicured with dark, red nail polish.

I don't think I'd be that.

Prices would go down a lot,

Her skin had a light tan. She had a strong

And nothing would be left to rot,

odour of tropical perfume. She also had rosy,

I'd let nobody be a slave,

red cheeks and pink lips.

To imagine myself as a bus:
I think I would make quite a fuss

Then world peace would be made.

With all those people aboard on me
Her nose was perfectly shaped and her eyes

And what if my driver lost the key?

People on the streets that are poor,

were a deep blue. She had long black

I'd be out of business

Wouldn't be so poor any more,

permed hair and it was pulled back with

I don't think I'd be that

Everybody could do as they pleased,

two clear combs. As the wind blew through

And no-one in the world would be teased.

the window, her hair blew to one side.

Anna Williams

Jennifer Holiday.
Mr Spindler

"I'm not just a pretty face."

I think I'll just stay me!
Rachel Mitchell

Year Six D
Zampo's Fables

The Two Squirrels

It was summer and two squirrels were
gathering nuts for food during the cold
winter ahead.
One squirrel worked carefully and
picked out ripe and unblemished nuts.
The other squirrel was careless and

r, f w

stored any nuts he saw.

\ %

The careless squirrel was finished long
before the careful squirrel.
The careless squirrel watched the careful
squirrel work and when he walked by

i 1

him he tripped him so he dropped the
nuts he was carrying.
The careless squirrel was so lazy he
started to eat his stock of nuts thinking
there was time to gather more nuts

Year Six Camp - Kingstown Barracks

before winter came.
Unfortunately winter came early that
year and the careless squirrel's store was
only quarter full.
After finishing what was left of his stock
of nuts the careless squirrel went to beg
for nuts from the careful squirrel.
The other squirrel thought about all the
mean things that the mean squirrel had
done to him and said "do not mock hard

Left to Right: Sara Poguet, Felicity Mason
Eleanor Stockley, Su-Lin Chan,
Jasmine Low, Natalie Harrison

workers' and shut the door leaving the
Year Six Zoo Excursion

careless squirrel to die.
Moral: A penny saved is a penny gained.

Lily Zampatti

My First Impression

Feelings

It's the first day of school and I'm already

When I get bullied, I close my eyes and

Rich Man, Poor Man

tired. I can't wait to go home. The trees

look for happiness deep inside. When I

One day a rich merchant was driving

are swaying in the wind and it's raining.

find it deep down inside, then the bully

along in his coach and he came across

We have reading, which is good, when

tends to hide.

a starving pedlar.

it's raining. It turned out to be a good

"Here is some bread for you to eat,"

day.
Zoe Smith (6D)

said the merchant. "As you will never
be able to repay me, I will not charge
you for it," he added.

Katherine Hannah (6Dj
My Face

Describe Your Face

I have hazel eyes and a pointy nose.

I have sparkling dark brown eyes and a

have a freckled, oval shaped face.

small nose followed by a dark pink lip.

Natalie Harrison (6D)

Rosy cheeks are seen on my pale brown

The pedlar spent many years living in a
forest just outside a small village. One
day he came across the same merchant

skin and also I have long black hair,

A First Impression

which reaches to my shoulders.

It's the first day of school and I feel horrible,

Christine Tai (6Dj

who gave him the bread. This time his

nervous and my stomach keeps lurching.
There are girls everywhere! Where are

clothes were torn, his hair full of twigs
My Face

and he was as skinny as a stick.

the boys? Oh yeah! It's MLC, I forgot.

When I look into the mirror I see an oval
shaped face and dark brown eyes.

The pedlar pulled the merchant over his

when I smile my dimples show up on

There the merchant was bathed and was

each side. I like my face.

given new clothes and a meal. When he

Melissa Cheah (6Dj

was strong enough he went home.

Jessica Hewitt (6D)

I

see lots of freckles on my cheeks and

shoulder and struggled back to the village.

My First Impression of a Situation

In March 1 998 I got a new puppy. I was
overjoyed. But one Saturday night my old
puppy was very sad for she was not
getting any attention.

Moral: One good turn deserves another.

Joanna Pynt (6D)

Jessica Hewitt
Ms Watson

I

"I'm going to say something boring, which makes for a change I know."
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Year Six T
The Shark

embroidery on the saddle.

I climbed onto the rocking boat, looking at

him warmly knowing that he was from

I sat on the steps of my cousin's house. The

my surroundings, and sat down on the cold

Jockland. The messenger said, "I bring no

wind ruffled my hair as I looked up into the
clear, crisp, November sky. Today was the

Peter greeted

If you had hopes for the

Leaving

lower deck. There was sturdy three inch glass

good news.

all around me, and I could see the muddy

competition, they have gone. You are not

waters of the Pacific Ocean. The seabed

good enough for the competition. But I trust

was a yellowy brown colour and wisps of

you will be going to the competition in

I decided to go for a walk before our plane

seaweed floated around lazily.

Langbeck will you not?". Peter hung his head

flight. I came up to a house with grey bricks

last day of our holiday to America.

and nodded. The next day Peter had gone

and white pillars.

As the boat started and the propeller whirred

away in shame. The messenger boy told

open just enough for me to take a peek inside.

and flicked up bits of dust into the ocean, we

everybody, but nobody cared, he was too

In the garage were normal things like garden

were off. I peered closer through the glass.

proud to make friends.

The moral of the

chemicals, tools, bikes and sporting

A dark menacing shape was approaching

story is: A bird in the hand is worth two in

equipment. In the corner was a small wicker

me. I caught my breath and my eyes opened

the bush.

basket, with red, checked, lining. Maybe it

wide. A shark! The shark was huge! It was
about five to six metres in length.

Sophie Moore

It was

probably a great white shark.

The garage door was

was a cat or dog's bed.

I started to get

excited! "Here kitty, kitty, kitty!" I called softly.
How Uluru came to be

A tiny little face popped up from inside the

1,000 long years ago there was an ocean

basket and stared at me curiously. The kitten

The shark's streamlined figure swam swiftly

creature named Kalayre who was as big as

stepped out of the basket gracefully.

towards my window, its tail waving from side

a giant could be and had skin the colour of

padded over towards me then stopped. I

to side.

She

Its massive chomping jaws were

rust. As the Kalayre travelled around the

hoped she wouldn't turn back... She was

slightly open and the sharks blood-crusted

ocean, the aboriginal tribes travelled around

within my reach, so slowly I stretched my

teeth flashed like knives in the sun. The great

the endless dusty plains.

arms towards her. She hissed and backed

white shark lurked in the depths waiting for

away slowly. She was very nervous. He

prey and its beady eyes had me hypnotised

One cool summer day Kalayre was fooling

ears twitched and her eyes glowed like fire.

under its gaze. I could not move at all and

around with his flippers and legs when....

my heart was thumping louder and faster. I

I called again ....this time she came.

He discovered he could walk!

hardly dared to breath and my eyes followed
the sharks every move. It brushed against
my window and I could see its small gills
trembling up and down.

Tiny sucker fish

clung to its tough white hide and its huge
body darted through the floating debris. I
sat tight and small on the floor, completely
mesmerised and fascinated by the giant
shark. Then it wandered off, head held high
in its role of king of the fish.
Li-xia Tan

I picked her up, her soft fur brushed against
While he was playing around with his new

her face.

talent, he trampled carelessly (but not

They were tiny slits of the darkest emerald

deliberately) over the aboriginal homes and

green. She licked my chin and began to purr.

Then she looked into my eyes.

families leaving many hurt, dead or

I held her for a moment longer, then gently

homeless.

pushed her back into the dark, warm, dust-

After travelling such a long

distance he was very tired so he laydown in
what is now the Northern Territory.

smelling room.

He

formed a tight doughnut shape, closed his

I jogged back to our cousin's house. Next

eyes, and went to sleep.

year I thought.... I'll see you again.
I was right!

The aborigines were furious about the

The Proud Artist
One day, Peter Fitzgerald was sitting on his
doorstep smoking a pipe. A messenger boy
came up to him and said, "You are invited

Sarah Cochran

destruction of their homes and families, so
they set out to kill the Kalayre and get the

Fire

revenge that was left burning in their hearts.

The dry wind caressed the hot cruel flames.

"Hah,"

They filled their best arrows with Dogie

Lauren Sedgman

laughed Peter, "My art is far too good for

poison, the most deadly poison they could

The flames gobbled up the old wooden

any small town competition. Anyway I am

find. Dogie poison not only kills the victim

boards like a child eating icecream. Butthe

waiting for a letter from Jockland, to invite

but it makes them twelve times their original

fire finished the ice cream, and licked the

me to their big competition." "Indeed you

mass.

bowl ...

to a competition in Langbeck."

Courtenay Wood

are a fine artist but, Langbeck offers great
facilities for fine artists like you and also offers

The aborigines set out with all their best men

great views of the country side," said the

and shot Kalayre. Although Kalayre fought

The redhot boiling crazy flames tugged the

boy.

with all his strength he still died, slowly and

house to the ground and won the battle.

The artist thought about this but his
The boy

painfully. BUT, because Kalayre had become

returned to his master with the bad new that

twelve times his original mass, when he died

pride turned the offer down.

Ashlea Watkins

Peter Fitzgerald would not be in their small

he crashed down into his sleeping doughnut

The firemen worked quickly and efficiently

competition.

shape and squashed all the ground around,

connecting hoses and spraying torrents of

leaving a doughnut hole shape in the centre,

cool water. The fire began to sizzle down,

standing high,‘ULURU!

leaving nothing but a pile of ashes.

The next day, another messenger came, this
time on a fine white horse with gold

by Emma Gillingham

Ms Watson

"In my day, hundred's of years ago."
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Sarah Cochran

Year Seven M
Bushfire

Nightmares

Fauna flee from their homes, as the

A solitary moon, an owl out of sight

dangerous, red-hot flames leap and
dance over the foliage.

ti*

Flames are

The silence of voices on a cold, gloomy night.

—

racing along the gum trees, shrivelling

Murky shadows, making you tense

the beautiful, bush leaves.

A murmur in the distance, diminishes to

The fire

crackles and spits, as its overwhelming

silence.

heat burns the little saplings with
almighty ferocity.

Both wind and

temperature are advantaging
progress,

making

the

fire

its

more

The clouds are creeping, one by one
Amanda Thomas at the
Junior Swimming Carnival - March 1998

They turn night into misery, and envelope
the sun.

aggressive, as it grows and expands,
shrouding the sky with its dark,

Black

Scars of fear, a tickling in your spine

suffocating smoke.

Black is terror,

A mind full of pictures, the mind that is mine.

The presence is felt by the birds, all of

A forest at night,
A figure on a hill,

whom are flying chaotically in their

An owl out of sight.

Ayako Normura

attempts to escape the force of the heat.
The kookaburra gives a strangled laugh
as it chokes on the heavy enveloping
smoke.

The fire's flames, raging and

merciless clasp all signs of life in its
blazing arms.

Firemen arrive, but the

fire is out of control. There is no hope
for the bush. All that can be seen is the
charred and blackened ruins.

Reflections of Barclay House

Black is fear,

We have really enjoyed Year 7 at Barclay

Rejection and despair,

House because being one of the oldest

Hopelessness and cruelty,

students gives you many privileges, such as

Black does not care.

being able to have your lunch without having

Black has no friend,

to share our eating area with the younger

It survives on its own.
It creates a death scene,
Black has a heart of stone.

students, being able to wear our yellow caps,

Felicity Lemon

and having the opportunities to become
monitors or assistants and show our

Roberta Nagle

leadership abilities.
Alisa Lagrange and Clare Jackson

The Beach During Winter

Yellow

Between my toes, the unusually chilly sand

Yellow is the sunrise in the morning,
Which wakes up the people when the day

is damp, causing my feet to wrinkle. Dark
grey water lies still and lifeless, as an
occasional gust passes gently across the
water. Goose bumps prickle my white skin
due to the cold and wintry conditions.

is dawning,
Yellow is the sand so plentiful on the beach,
And yellow are the stars so far out of reach.

Year 7 Camp

On the Year 7 camp I conquered many of
my fears by learning more about the
environment and how to feel confident about
things.

Gloomy clouds cover the once clear and

Yellow is the colour of many picnics,
Yellow is the colour of newborn chicks,

Before our class went to camp, I had a fear

warm blue sky. Slowly the wind picks up,

Yellow is the colour of a golden teddy-bear,

of spiders and other insects, and a fear of

blowing sand across my cheek, sharply

And yellow is the colour of soft, shiny hair.

stinging my frost bitten skin.
Yellow is something everyone wants to share,
Wild, raging white horses pound
furiously as the swell smashes across the
sand. Building to a crescendo, natures
orchestra releases screaming, painful
cries.

the dark, especially the bush at night. At
camp, on the blind trail when I was following

Yellow always makes people want to care,
Yellow are photos, memories to keep,
Yellow is the colour that rocks people
into sleep.
Libby Mussared

The wind abates, with one

thrashing howl, and slowly the ripples

Blue

begin to decrease and then to disappear.
Left now are the soundless droplets of

Blue Is...
The colour of the night sky

rain skittering across the water,

The planet Neptune

suggesting the sea still remains alive.

On the darkest night
The moon

Amanda Thomas

the path at night I began to understand and
respect the birds and animals in the bush.
When we camped out in the hutchies by
ourselves I realised there is nothing to be
worried about.
Elana Lloyd Grunberg

Blue Is...

Fear

The sky above
The ocean ... The icebergs within

Fear is what you don't want to see
Or don't want to hear, or do.

Blue Is...
The feeling of cold

Scared of what's to come
Or what's been done.

The colour of depression
When you lose

Scared of changes
Or rules.

A TRUE BLUE FRIEND
Dhari Vij

Mrs Gibson

Tonja Bullock

Lauren White at the
Junior Swimming Carnival - March 1998

"Gosh, bladder control is not very good today."
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Year Seven W
Reflections of Barclay House

These poems are based on the novel The Red

From Pre-primary to Year 1 was a big

King by Victor Kelleher

change. It was scary moving from a small
co-ed school to a private ladies' college.

Trust

Sitting in a circle and introducing ourselves

You're flying high

was our first social experience in the new

In the sky

school. Some people were so nervous they

With someone waiting to catch you.

forget their own names.
He catches you, only just
Year 2 was a special year for all of us, as
our teacher, Miss Mableson was married and
we were all invited to this special occasion.
In Year 3 we were introduced to the violin
and a new playground was made.
The main attraction for Year 4 was our theme

About to fall in a heap of dust.
But all you need is a little trust.
Do you trust him
When he tells you
That he'll give you freedom
If you help him?
Do you trust him

about Space and learning about the

When you're high in the sky,

Aboriginal culture.

Will you live, or will you die?

Year 5 was the most exciting year because

When your master's strength is gone,

we were part of the upper primary and we

And his wrists are very weak

had our first camp at Camp Pickering for

Almost falling to the ground

three days.

Around, around, down and down.

Many new girls came for

Jessica Robinson

orientation day at the end of the year, ready
for the start of Year 6.

Freedom

We were divided into two classes in Year 6

Come to me ...

and our teachers were Mr Taylor and Mrs

Where is that little silver key?

Freedom, freedom,

McKenzie. Bike-Ed was fun and educational
activity. This led up to the camp at Rottnest.

Her teeth sink in,

w&m

The blood falls down
And there is the key upon the ground.
Laura Geddes

Now we are in Year 7 and we have enjoyed
ourselves at Barclay and we are looking
forward to our years in the Senior School..
Kay Lim and Kelly Arnett

Greed

I am in a room with shimmering gold
I am the pirate and this is my new found
treasure
I dig my hands into the pool of gold and
look upon it with gluttony
I watch it trickle and sparkle as it bounces off
my fevered fingers
I greedily gather up a most delightful
diamond
I watch as bright colours flicker and play as

*

w*

they bounce off this precious stone.

V.

Vanessa Pope
'

Ms Watson

'

■

"We have many mating rituals/ one of which is the school ball."
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Barclay Athens
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Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:
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Chyrstal Chee, Breigh Gairns, Madeleine Pope, Nicola Daynes, Jacqueline Ball, Tonja Bullock, Philippa Onley, Vanessa Pope, Courtenay Wood
Mrs D Spina, Louise Murray, Sally Whitmore, Alyssa Foley, Ashleigh Hutchinson, Genevra Cross, Mrs J Guilfoyle, Acacia McBain, Kristy Petroff, Michelle Goodwin,
Ashlea Watkins, Lara Bertolino-Green, Mrs P Flaherty
Charlotte Haydn-Higgins, Laura Hutchinson, Alexandra Smith, Kate McCormack, Olivia Cornelius, Anjana Balakumar, Sarah Murchison, Elise Duncan, Rebecca Loo,
Claire Beckett, Nithya Menon
Heather Wood, Holly Mitchell, Astrid Nielsen, Alice McCormack, Alexandra Haydn-Higgins, Stephanie McKenna, Brittany Pope, Kristine Chan, Brittany Burton
Perri Anderson, Chloe Ball, Tara Jones, Kerryn McBain

Barclay Corinth

#^ ^ %
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Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:
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Alisia Lampropoulos, Jemima Elliott, Katie Williams, Melanie Tregonning, Alisa Lagrange, Madeline Barker, Kirsty Littlewood, Elana Lloyd Grunberg, Holly Jewkes
Mrs R Jones, Sophie Gammell, Jenise Camarda, Melissa Cheah, Louisa Dawkins, Su-Lin Chan, Greta Etherington, Emma Fergusson, Joanna Pynt, Marina BradleyMeyers, Rebecca Jewkes, Ms J Williamson
Hillary Loh, Rebecca Porter, Lisa Chamberlain, Sarah Porter, Sara Poguet, Sarah-Ann Loh, Sasha Brasnett, Zoe Smith, Jo Anna Watkins, Zoe Huigenga, Melissa
Trindall, Elizabeth Chiam
Kate Prendergast, Elizabeth Thomas, Amy Prendergast, Rosemary Lilburne, Jennifer Chiam, Mrs C Lagrange, Emma Gregory, Rachel Jewkes, Sumay Chan, Kate
Morgan, Emma Jewkes
Gabrielle Cummins, Erica Lampropoulos
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Barclay Olympia

Fourth tow:
Third row:

Jessica Hewitt, Amanda Pentreath, Elise Rechichi, Kate Pullinger, Sophie Johnston, Li-Xia Tan, Clare Jackson, Libby Mussared, Ayako Nomura
Ms C McCool, Rachel Mitchell, Susannah Shields, Lydia van Heurck, Kathryn Sutherland, Amanda Thomas, Georgia Salmon, Nikki Jones, Frances
Quick, Anna Williams, Jasmine Low, Mrs W McKenzie
Second row: Rebecca Colvin, Elizabeth Sutherland, Ingrid Purich, Jacqueline Davidson, Sarah Cochran, Holly Morrow, Jessica McCallum, Bronwyn Lee, Mandy
Low, Sarah Mitchell, Brooke Gosling, Scarlet Ng
Front row:
Sarah Kwa, Katherine Colvin, Sophie Morrow, Laura Davidson, Nicole Devoy, Tina Fun, Emily Ice, Sophie Lee, Sarah Ng, Jessica Mitchell, Iona
Phillips, Stephanie Sim

Barclay Rome
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Fourth row:
Helen Archibald, Bianca Hardie, Amy Kwan, Dhari Vij, Megan O'Shannassay, Alexandra Turner, Gabrielle Bishop, Elle Drummond, Lauren White
Third row:
Brooke Thomas, Felicity Mason, Tegan Hanson, Christine Tai, Melaine Hanson, Emma Hall, Natalie Harrison, Megan Storer, Nicole Gibbs
Second row: Emily Robb, Sally Grauaug, Kyra Hanson, Louise Williams, Sarah Collin, Jessica Barron, Alison McCutcheon, Jordyn Colquhoun, Harriet Hay,
Elizabeth Steinepreis, Annabelle Revie, Alyce Pegus
Front row:
Holly McLean, Sheena Ong, Erin McLean, Marguerita Kwek, Emily Newcombe, Mr B Taylor, Jenna Ong, Valentina Barron, Sarah McNutt, Phillipa
Wong, Ashleigh Gibbs, Ee Pyn Ho
Rachel Ewing, Rebecca Ewing, Emma Gillingham
Absent:

Barclay Sparta
ft

Fourth row:
Third row:
Second row:
Front row:
Absent:

ft

Katherine Le Messurier, Simone Jacobs, Melanie Chan, Lily Zampatti, Jacqueline Ives, Sarah Holt, Zandra Gray, Zoe Fidzewicz, Alexandra Stock
Miss R Wager, Ellen Hooke, Simone Stewart, Roberta Nagle, Julia Mansfield, Felicity Lemon, Kay Lim, Jane Wong, Frances Rofe, Gemma Cowan,
Katherine Hannah, Mrs N Rhodes
Carolyn Haskey, Lauren Mitchell, Emily Murray, Tibbie Galbraith, Apiramy Namasivayam, Claire Williams, Eloise Nagle, Stephanie Thamrin, Eleanor
Stockley, Rose Marinovich, Maureen Krasnoff, Zibby Cleveland
Georgina Pearce, Caitlin Ford, Christie Cameron, Camilla O'Shea, Naomi Stockley, Georgia Davies, Fion Lau, Kathleen McFarlane, Rachel Caldwell
Ashleigh Brett, Angela Tham

Barclay Troy

f>

C

Fourth row:
Third row:

ft

1

Emmie Del Borrello, Julia Caro, Julia Marron, Laura Geddes, Gillian Goodwin, Kelly Arnett, Lauren Sedgman, Aleshia Bowes, Megan O'Leary
Mrs S Hales, Chloe Hurst, Laura Goodwin, Rachel Benefiel, Jessica Robinson, Elizabeth Wong, Penelope Boden, Bronte Hands, Veronica Ong,
Sophie Moore, Nicola Davidson, Mrs J Borrill
Second row: Emma Woods, Courtney Arnett, Phoebe Cameron, Natasha Rauh, Kate Beresford, Gillian Enfield Kirk, Grace Kovesi, Jennifer Holliday,
Kathryn Jafferies, Jessica Borella, Ellie Mackay
Front row:
Andrea Benefiel, Fiona Downs, Esmerelda Ashby, Victoria Mak, Jesseca Lancaster, Nevada Fontana, Mrs M Daventry, Rebecca Downes,
Grace Skinner, Lucy Daly, Leticia Chrystal, Catherine Clarnett
Absent:
Carly Donohue, Mia Swift, Julia Symons
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Mrs Hardy only wore one pair of glasses
we worked during private study
a string of natural disasters didn't keep trying
to wipe out the Year 12s (e.g. Fire, tree
branch)
Ms Wadsworth didn't have a megaphone
(10R2)
Ms Hutchison didn't wear her groovy
stockings (10R2)
Assembly didn't go overtime
everyone wore their blazers to assembly
we had to wear berets (8C2)
teachers didn't waste time talking about
wasting time (Year 12)
the sports teachers let us out on time
Mrs Ethell could sing the School Song and
the National Anthem (901)
Mr Kurz said economics instead of
eeconomics
the maths teachers stopped wearing
sunglasses all year round (9R1)
Year 12s didn't drive to school
Year 12s had lockers
the common room was clean
Ms Tsolakis didn't follow up every insult with
"I mean that in the nicest possible way"
(11T2)
Ms Glenister didn't start talking about Russia
while teaching Germany (11T2)
it wasn't located on the biggest hill in
Claremont (Niki Carter)
holes didn't keep appearing in Sumner
classrooms (9T2)
the buildings stopped making screeching
sounds in the middle of important tests (9T2)
Mrs Ashdown didn't say "shhh" when
everyone was already quiet (1IT2)
the plants weren't replanted every two weeks
(11T2)
the Barclay House students weren't always
on the computers (11T2)
you didn't have to search for the library staff
to get a book out (11T2)
Mr Ford didn't wear the same thing every
day
we didn't have to spend half of lunch fighting
off seagulls
Mrs Gibson didn't say "agreed?" (8A2)

canteen during exams
Mrs Rigden didn't tell her Omsk Tosk joke
Year 12s didn't drive to school
Mrs Rigden wore matching shoes
You could walk directly to the canteen
The pound was empty
Ms Chong played the right intro to the
National Anthem
Ms Tamminga and Rev. didn't talk about
Teletubbies constantly
Ms Bartlett remembered the names of the girls
in her Year 12 form
The Media Department didn 't complain about
the noise in the common room
The common room was clean, and the dishes
were done
The students weren't lusting after Dion, the
army pants construction dude
The Year 12 signing in book wasn't filled with
pathetic excuses like "Car broke down",
"Traffic", "Alarm didn't go off"
Mrs Gibson didn't demand that everything
be done quickly
The common room and Year 12 locker areas
didn't leave you with permanent ear damage
The computer people didn't run everywhere
Mrs Lord didn't call her students 'Chicken Licken'
Mr Kurz arrived at his classes on time
If Mrs Hollingsworth didn't tap her whiteboard
pen on the desk to bring everyone under
control
If it had been burnt down properly
the library beeper wasn't so over-sensitive
the PE change rooms didn't smell of old shoes
Mr Row didn't wear jewellery
we didn't look like trees (various contributors)
the canteen line wasn't so long (901)
there were boys (901)
they stopped building for more than one day
there weren't any band-aids in the bottom of
the pool (Kate, Adin, Deb, 902)
everyone turned up to Inter-School athletics
Ms Watson straightened her hair
Mr Comber buttoned up his shirt
the Year 8 camp had showers and flushing
toilets (8S2)
there weren't any duckies in the pond outside
the Science Department
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RIKA ALIANTO

MELANIE ANGEL

EMMA ARCHER

BRYONIBAKER

NAME: Rika Alianto
NICKNAMES: Riiiik...
LIKES: Shopping, sleeping
FUTURE ASPIRATION: To become
a successful business woman and
own cafes and hotels.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Able to
sleep in Chemistry class (without
the teacher knowing.)

NAMES: Melanie Angel
NICKNAMES: Mel, Smell
LIKES: My friends, music, the
Eagles, beach, Fridays, the country,
drawing, going out with friends,
sleeping
DISLIKES: The stairs at MLC,
getting up early, Sunday nights.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel
the world, become rich and retire
down south in a big house on the
beach.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
Ball, my friends.

NAMES: Emma Archer
NICKNAMES: Em, Aunty Em,
Garfunkel.
LIKES: Ministry of Sound, English
boys, 80's, belly dancing, films.
DISLIKES: Ricky Martin, Australian
boys, lack of sleep.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
International woman of mystery, a
Bond girl.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Fire
drills, friends, endless Home Ec.
assignments.
QUOTE: "Yowee Yo Yoooo, Yowee
Yo Yoooo"

NAMES: Bryoni Baker
NICKNAMES: Brie, BB.
LIKES: Caramello Koalas, the bus,
parties, friends.
DISLIKES: Losing touch with
friends after school.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Become a
teacher, keep in touch with friends.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Sexy
builders at school.
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JOANNE BAKER

LAUREN BALFOUR

HOLLY BARNES

REBECCA BAUERT

NAMES: Joanne Baker
NICKNAMES: Jo
LIKES: Holden utes, Bundy Rum,
dirty jokes and spending time with
friends
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To make it
through TEE and Rottnest
successfully - and if I survive that UNI!!

NAMES: Lauren Balfour
NICKNAMES: Loz, Lau, Lozenger.
LIKES: Sleeping, day dreaming and
surprises.
DISLIKES: Everyday life routines.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
either a sports masseuse or a
physiotherapist.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Friends
made from years 6-12.
QUOTE: "Experimenting is the only
way."

NAMES: Holly Barnes
NICKNAMES: Hols, Hoi
LIKES: Shopping, partying, having
fun.
DISLIKES:
Tomato
sauce,
homework, not having money.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
a successful business person, to
meet famous people in England next
year.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Social
life and the friends I've made.
QUOTE: "It's against my religion to
get with someone until I'm 21."

NAME: Rebecca Bauert
NICKNAMES: Becky
LIKES: England, Soccer, Radio Head
and coffee.
DISLIKES: Spice Girls, David
Beckham (soccer player)
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be the
most respected author in England.
QUOTE: "Hang on...I can feel an art
comming on"

JANE BOCHENEK

ELEANOR BREWER

KATHRYN BRICKNELL

KATE BRIDGES

NAME: Jane Bocheneck
NICKNAMES: Jano, bosho, boshers
LIKES: Winning arguments, rainy
days, chocolate billabongs
DISLIKES: Losing arugments,
forgetting my watch
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Be successful, travel and be happy!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Freebies, lunchtime, 'J' row in
application

NAME: Eleanor Brewer
NICKNAMES: Ellie, Len, Lennie,
Lelanor
LIKES: Lots of things... sunshine,
snow, people, music, laughing,
being with people I like, hugs and
cuddles
DISLIKES: Spiders, school shoes,
school hats, being unhappy.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To do
something successful with my life,
enjoy life, travel and lots, lots more!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends!

NAMES: Kathryn Bricknell
NICKNAMES: Kat
LIKES: Horses.
DISLIKES: Tests, assessments.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Live in the
country, be an agricultural scientist.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Marine
studies, working in the school
kitchen, being backstage at plays.

NAMES: Kate Bridges
LIKES: Weekends, vegemite and
cheese, Metallica, sesame wheat
crackers.
DISLIKES: P.E, bad music played in
the common room, cats.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Have the
time of my life going through Uni,
get a job, travel.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Being
in year 12.

ANDREA BYRNE

ROSALIND BYRNE

SIMONE CAMPBELL-POPE

ANNELIESE CARSON

NAME: Andrea Byrne
NICKNAMES: Andy
LIKES: Jude Law
DISLIKES: Maths
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To create
the first AFL team based on looks
QUOTES: "Let's talk about
something interesting now ... me!"

NAME: Rosalind Byrne
NICKNAMES: Ros
LIKES: Jude Law
DISLIKES: Leonardo Di Caprio
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: A bum on
the Gold Coast
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Free periods

NAME: Simone Campbell-Pope
NICKNAMES: Sim, Simmie,
Simona, Popey, Simboner
LIKES: Eating, drinking, apple and
guava juice, pinstripes, parties
DISLIKES: Feet and pickles
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room, people leaving in 9
days
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be famous
QUOTES: "I'm hungry" "Ohh little
one" "You're so cute!"

NAME: Anneliese Carson
NICKNAMES: Annie, Granny
LIKES: Good music, vegging,
Harley Davidsons, drums, teddy
bears and winter.
DISLIKES: Teeny-boppers, seafood,
slow drivers, 92.9 FM and the toilet
paper at MLC
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To have a
20m yacht and to live on it whilst
writing award winning novels in
the Carribean or anywhere round
Australia.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: My
friends.

PIA CARTER

LISA CASPALL

JAIME CHAMBERS

NAME: Pia Carter
NICKNAMES: Carts
LIKES: The beach, swimming,
diving, drawing, wormbies, rusks
and milk
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To visit all
the scuba diving sites in the world
and save the oceans.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Friends
and all the stuff we get up to.

NAME: Lisa Caspall
NICKNAMES: Lis, Lissey
LIKES: Laughing, shopping,
Rottnest, polio tritto, Oscar (my
dog), roast dinners, friends,
common room, Bellissimos
DISLIKES: Brussel sprouts, bossy
people, car accidents, exams
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be rich,
have a fun job and a sexy man as my
husband. Oh and to live 'til 100
QUOTES: "Woah Nelly"

NAME: Jaime Chambers
NICKNAMES: JJ, JC, James, HG,
Hoop Dudes
LIKES: The beach, keeping fit,
music, rowing, apples, doing stuff
with friends
DISLIKES: Tidying my room,
having a cold during an exam, cold
wet rainy days
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel
the world and be happy and
successful
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Sitting on the lawn eating lunch
with your friends! (especially in the
sunshine)

SARAH CHIA

ANTOINETTE CIFFOLILLI

AMANDA CLIFTON

NAME: Sarah Chia
NICKNAMES: Ping!
LIKES: Partying with friends,
summer skies, chocolate
DISLIKES: Violent lockers, sheep

NAME: Toni Ciffolilli
NICKNAMES: Chiffa
LIKES: Swimming, eating, sleeping,
travelling.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To make
an Australian Swimming team and
to travel the world.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: Free
Periods, microwave in the common
room.

AMANDA CHELLEW

ANTHEA CONNOR
NAMES: Anthea Connor
NICKNAMES: Ant
DISLIKES: Being stressed.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be happy
with what I'm doing.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: All the
memories both good and bad.
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ALISON COPELAND

JULIA COPP

NAME: Allison Copeland
NICKNAMES: Ali,Albo
LIKES: sport, sense of humour,
partying, tea, Seinfeld and Dion
DISLIKES: Weapons, robbers, scary
dogs, cucumber
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to uni,
travel everywhere and be a
millionaire.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends, coming to school on
Monday morning to hear all the
goss, and dancing in the common
room at lunch time.

APRIL COX

SALLY-ANNE COX

NAME: April Cox
LIKES: Laughing, eating, sleeping,
enjoying things and people
DISLIKES: Horrible people
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Settled,
happy and running the never-never
cult from Juventopia

NAMES: Sally Cox
NICKNAMES: Sal
LIKES: Cottesloe Beach, Coke, Army
rolls, West Coast Eagles.
DISLIKES: Fremantle Dockers.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To own a
corporate box at the footy, to be a
beach bum in Bali.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Free
periods, Year 12 Ball, Year 9 camp.
QUOTE: "How long does it take to
get served in this joint?"
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KATHERINE CREEPER

EMMA DAVIES

NAME: Katherine Creeper
NICKNAMES: KC, Kat
LIKES: eating lunch on the grass
with the sunshine and blue sky.
Also, the beach.
DISLIKES: Greek guys in public
pools (Eewww), winter and rainy
days.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to
Hawaii and learn how to surf, go sky
diving and land in the Maldives.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Winning the interschool swimming
in 1994, and year 9 camp
QUOTE: "20 cents a look"

NAMES: Emma Davies
NICKNAMES: Em
LIKES: Freo Dockers, the beach,
going out with friends, holidays,
South Park, Jess Sinclair, James
Walker.
DISLIKES: School toilet paper,
German oral exams.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be a
physiotherapist for the Dockers, to
travel the world.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: All my
friends, Year 12 Ball, offer of
German exchange.

KATHERINE DEAN

CARLY DOLTON
NAMES: Carly Dolton
NICKNAMES: Burger
LIKES: Beach parties, animals, art,
freedom, surfing, scuba diving,
running, friends, music.
DISLIKES: Animal cruelty, forest
logging, jealousy, backstabbing,
exams, homework, early mornings.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be a
hippy, live in a beach shack down
south, be a free roaming spirit, own
my own vet surgery, have a home
full of animals and kids, be a well
known artist and own my own
studio.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Being
able to discover those things about
yourself that you never thought
were possible.
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GEMMA DOVE

EMILY DYAS

YEN HUEY ENG

HANNAH ETHERINGTON

NAME: Gemma Dove
NICKNAMES: Gem
LIKES: Free periods, drinking,
smoking, shopping, parties!
DISLIKES School, annoying people
at this school, getting grounded.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to Uni.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room and free periods.
QUOTE: ,/ohhh...I,m soo slow"

NAME: Emily Dyas
LIKES: David Arquette, Devo, tictacs
DISLIKES: Eye surgery, Epiladies
and Eraserhead.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Film
making Maverick (make my
masterpiece by 21, it will be horribly
underappreciated and then 20 years
later will be called a 'cult' hit: then
I'll get rich.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: Never
doing P.E, private study last period

NAME: Yen Huey Eng
LIKES: Smiles and anything
remotely Japanese ... oh yes ... and
manga or Japanese comics!!
DISLIKES: People who don't like
Japanese anime and manga
QUOTES: "Is Year 12 over yet!!"

NAMES: Hannah Etherington
NICKNAMES: Spanner
LIKES: Things that have a slight
eccentricity about them, gelare ice
creams, dance music and diamonds.
DISLIKES: Hypocrites, French
grammar, boiling hot days in the
MLC school dress, girly girls.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To met
heaps of zanny people, experience
the social cliques of Sunset
Boulevard and West End, and be on
the cover of Who Magazine.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: All the
opportunities it offered and the
friends I made.
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ANNABEL EVANS

CLARE EVANS

LORRAINE FAN

BRONWYN FERGUSON

NAME: Annabel Evans
NICKNAMES: Bear, Annie
LIKES: Aussie Rules football, The
Eagles
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To blow a
small nation up

NAME: Clare Evans
NICKNAMES: Clare-a-bell
LIKES: Chocolate, the beach, good
friends, parties, smiling!
DISLIKES: Bad friends, exams,
stress, fires, especially ones in
Sumner House.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be able
to reflect on life and know it's been
great!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Lots of
friends to talk to about anything.
QUOTE: "What are you wearing
to....?"

NAME: Lorraine Fan
NICKNAME: Lor-Lor
LIKES: Home
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
someone useful
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Close friends, good teachers

NAME: Bronwyn Ferguson
NICKNAMES: Bron, Fergo, Bronnie
LIKES: Pasta, frozen fruit, driving,
beach, summer, coffee at cafes
DISLIKES: Chops
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Life in the common room, lying on
the couch in the common room,
frees, the fact it's my last year
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be rich
and successful ... Manager of KFC
ha, ha, he.
QUOTES: "Are you serious?" "Did
someone spike my water?"

JONI FLEAY

NAOMI FUDGE

JESSICA GLEESON

WINSOME GLOVER

NAME: Joni Fleay
NICKNAMES: Jones, Jonster, Joni
pony, Joan.
LIKES: Ben Tune, Ben Cousins,
Cartman, free periods.
DISLIKES all the stairs here.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Just to get
through school and take it from
there.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Having
all your mates.

NAMES: Naomi Fudge
NICKNAMES: Fudgie, Gnomes
LIKES: Johnny Depp look a likes.
DISLIKES: People who don't push
the next toilet roll down, people who
are always on time.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To have
hair bigger than "The Nanny".
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Back
views of the builders.
QUOTE: "Don't suppose anyone
has seen my..."

NAMES: Jess Gleeson
NICKNAMES: Jessels, Buckers,
Gleeson.
LIKES: Peeling oranges, satisfying a
craving, wacky people, four bean
mix, Reality Bites, playing
"remember when...."
DISLIKES: Girly girls, bruised
bananas, people who sniff a lot,
stingy people, tuna.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To learn
how international telephone calls
work, be happy and content with
who ever and where ever I end up.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Bopping in the common room,
watching Emma Neal cause chaos
where ever she goes, having a group
of really cool people to see every
week day.

NAME: Winsome Glover
NICKNAMES: Win, Winnie
LIKES: Orange juice, free periods,
dancing, the beach
DISLIKES: Hair in food, oysters,
failing your driver's license.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to uni,
travel everywhere, marry a really
cute, rich guy and live by the beach
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
common room with groovey music
and dancing in it!

CAMILLE GOUCKE

JEMMA GREEN

TAYA GRINSELL

AMANDA HABER

NAME: Camille Goucke
NICKNAMES: Cam, Cambo,
Cambo-Desert Warrior (it's an
Exmouth thing)
LIKES:
X-Files,
Southpark
(especially Kyle), low brow humour
DISLIKES: Waking up in the middle
of maths, the woman on Good News
Week
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Mafia man and jockey boy
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To write a
socialist manifesto cunningly
disguised as "spytrash"

NAME: Jemma Green
NICKNAMES: Jem, Jemmy
LIKES: Netball, study time, common
room, blue mice, NKOTB, dancing
on the common room table with Jen
DISLIKES: Not a whole lot.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: I want to
travel forever (well, for a while,
anyway). Then go to Uni (maybe),
then be rich.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room, study time, PE
Dept, (not), stairs and hills, biology
videos
QUOTE: "Ok, ok, you ready..."

NAMES: Taya Grinsell
NICKNAMES: Tigger, Tower, Tinsel,
Herbie, Monte.
LIKES: Hockey, beach, shopping,
working out, all sports, hugs, kisses
and smiles, having fun, passion.
DISLIKES: Being told what to do,
sporting injuries, not remembering
the next morning.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Move out
of home, Australia's Olympic
Hockey Team, win Lotto.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Friends
you make, 1994 U.K. Tour.
QUOTE: "Pocahontas"

NAME: Amanda Haber
NICKNAMES: Habes, Mands
LIKES: Sexy French guys, partying,
Rotto, the beach, sport
DISLIKES: Hair in food, the C word,
smelly feet
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be the
sports physio for the English soccer
team or be the masseuse for
Manpower
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
The common room and the good
looking builder (ie. Dion)

SUSANNA HANGER

KYM HANNAH

EMMA HARVEY

WALLIS HEARN

NAMES: Susanna Hanger
NICKNAMES: Sues
LIKES: My friends, my life, my
chocolate.
DISLIKES: Being in a really bad
mood, bigoted people.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Get a great
job in the travel and tourism
industry, travel around the world, be
happy.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Friends
made there, private study period.

NAME: Kym Hannah
NICKNAMES: Kermit
LIKES: Beach, scubadiving,
summer, waterskiing, Dockers,
singing in the shower, sexy
footballers, Top Gun.
DISLIKES: Spinach, wet toilet seats,
Brie singing Don't Cry for me
Argentina
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To work in
the Imperial Hotel in Mt Thomas, be
a corporate box holder for the
Dockers.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: Free
periods, common room, Marine
Studies camps, Dion.

NAMES: Emma Harvey
NICKNAMES: Em
LIKES: Friends, laughing, M&Ms,
weekends, X-Files, loud music,
South Park (cheesy poofs!)
DISLIKES: People who snore really
loudly, Brie's singing.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To live life
to the fullest, be happy, do heaps of
travelling.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends, common room.
QUOTE: "Time is always there but
never when you need it the most."

NAMES: Wallis Hearn
NICKNAMES: Wal, Wally
LIKES: Peaches, dogs, Mafia man
and Jockey boy, This Life (especially
Miles and Egg), Italian cuisine, The
Bold and the Beautiful and the beach.
DISLIKES: PE, runny noses,
graphics calculators, canteen food,
no tissues in the Maths Department
(a lot of crying goes on there), the
paving under the Moreton Bay fig
trees, big egos.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To have
fun and be happy and live life to the
max - whilst drinking plenty of
water!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Steve
at the canteen.

CARMEN HEITMAN

JENNY HENG

OLIVIA HO

MARY HOANG

NAME: Carmen Heitman
NICKNAME: Carms
LIKES: Beach, music, friends, travel
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To find a
job that I'm passionate about and to
have fun
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends and school spirit

NAME: Jenny Heng
NICKNAMES: Jen Jen
LIKES: Holidays, music, parties, etc.
DISLIKES: The big "E" word ...
Exams
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Lots of friends, concerned teachers,
fun activities
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Certified Public Accountant like dad

NAMES: Olivia Ho
NICKNAMES: OHO
LIKES: Backstreet Boys, piano,
shopping, emailing, surfing the
internet.
DISLIKES: People who hate
Backstreet Boys, wearing a uniform.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Become a
useful person, travel to every
country in the world.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Boarding House environment.

NAME: Mary Hoang
NICKNAMES: Mawie
LIKES: Weekendz, shoppin', zZzZz,
being wif frendz, chuppachups
DISLIKES: Mondays - thursdays,
being in an all-gals school.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
How it shelters us from the opposite
sex - haha
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
successful and happy - life's short
QUOTE: "Wut da hell!"
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LIBBY HODGE

LISA HUGHES

NIKKI JACKSON

SHOLEH JONES

NAMES: Libby Hodge
NICKNAMES: Lib
LIKES: Holidays, good friends,
McDonalds, driving
DISLIKES: Queues at the canteen,
doing assignments more than one
day before they are due
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Marry a
millionaire, travel, get into uni
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Ball,
conversations about the ball

NAME: Lisa Hughes
NICKNAMES: Lis, Pissy
LIKES: My car, the beach, chocolate
and anything else fattening
DISLIKES: Ergoes, writing essays,
running and people who drive
slowly then speed up when you try
to overtake them!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Free periods, the presence of
buildings, the common room sofas
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Become
an engineer, get paid lots of money,
travel overseas, have servants to
clean and cook for me

NAME: Nikki Jackson
NICKNAMES: Nik, Nikki
LIKES: Sleeping, Coke, VWs and
the beach
DISLIKES: Festy dishes in the
common room sink, rude drivers.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Live on
Dunk Island in Queensland with a
spunky husband, be happy in
everything I do!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room and free "study"
periods.

NAMES: Sholeh Jones
NICKNAMES: Sholz
LIKES: Music, shopping, playing
piano and flute, bikeriding,
holidays, reading.
DISLIKES: Applicable, exams,
stress.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be
successful, be happy, travel the
world, help humanity.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Prometheans, being with friends,
Heather Lamont Festival, Inter
house singing and drama,
Mocktrials.
QUOTE: "What's the average?"

ERIN KAVANAGH

CHLOE KELLER

REBECCA KEVILL

KATRINA KING

NAME: Erin Kavanagh
NICKNAME: Ez
LIKES: My friends, summer, the
beach, sleeping in
DISLIKES: Noella, school, goon,
early mornings
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Travel and
back pack around Europe, to
actually go for my L's, to get rich
quick
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Leaving, free periods
QUOTE: "I don't have the money
now, but I should be getting my pay
any day soon."

NAME: Chloe Keller
NICKNAMES: CK, Killer
LIKES: Rotto, partying, pipecleaner
glasses
DISLIKES: Paddy and Misha, the
way Ali makes toast, lollypop ladies
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To not
have any regrets, travel the world
and see the funny side in every
situation.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends, graduating with the
"Leavers '98", Habes running into
the common room door.
QUOTES: "I know my stories are
pointless, but how do they start?"

NAME: Rebecca Kevill
NICKNAMES: Bee, Becmeister,
PiggyLIKES: Tennis, Mud Cake, Pixie,
blonde jokes, my car.
DISLIKES
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To grow
up into a well balanced, mature,
individual, and to genetically
engineer pigs that fly.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
enormous amount of school spirit,
and all the weird, bizarre, freaky,
and fantastic people that I've met
here.

NAME: Katrina King
LIKES: Sleeping and Red Rooster
chips.
DISLIKES: Chocolate cake
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To marry
and have lots of kids.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Free
periods and friends.
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MAIJA KINS

DAVINIA KULAENDRA

NAME: Maija Kins
NICKNAMES: Mai, Bub.
LIKES: Having a regular visitor
from Sydney, and mucking around
with my mates.
DISLIKES: Study and having to get
out of bed for first periods in the
mornings.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To pursue
a career in art and maybe even move
to Sydney next year.
QUOTES: "I miss my Bub.", "The
phone is ringing, oh my god!"

YVETTE LANDELS

SALLY LAY

NAMES: Yvette Landels
NICKNAMES: Evie
LIKES: Pink stuff, dancing, free
periods, salads
DISLIKES: Seafood
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be rich
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Leavers
'98 and the jumpers
QUOTE:
"I...really...just...don,t...care...anymore"

NAME: Sally Lay
NICKNAMES: Sal
LIKES: Volleyball, Techno music, Jap
food.
DISLIKES: Yucky, little, living
things. Tests, Exams!
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Marry a
rich and handsome guy and live
happily ever after (just like in the
fairy tales) "How I wish...."
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: It's
next to a guys' school.

ANNA LE SOUEF

ALEXANDRA LEE

MEINA LEE

JODIE LEWIS

NAME: Anna Le Souef
NICKNAMES: Le Souef, Soueffie
LIKES: Windsurfing, rowing,
listening to music, gossip.
DISLIKES: Egos, fire drills.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Get into
Vet at Murdoch, then party, party,
party!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room, free periods, seeing
friends, the builders.

NAME: Alex Lee
NICKNAMES: Ax, Al, Axel
LIKES: My car, music, school
cardigan
DISLIKES: Crowds of people
BEST THINGS ABOUT MLC:
Common room, recess, lunch, free
periods
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be an
engineer

NAMES: Meina Lee
LIKES: Lindt chocolate balls
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
happy
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Being
around nice people.

NAME: Jodie Lewis
LIKES: Soccer players with good
bodies, anyone Argentinian,
cocktails
DISLIKES: Fat soccer players, red
cheeks
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Move to
Sydney, get rich, own a casino, get
richer

FINNY LIEM
NAME: Finny Liem
NICKNAME: Bambang
LIKES: Food, sleep
DISLIKES: Study
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
A woman??!!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
I'm leaving!!!
QUOTES: Uu ... shh ...

ROSALYN LIMARDO

CAROLINE LINDSEY

ELISE LOE

NAME: Roslyn Limardo
NICKNAMES: Ros, Libubu
LIKES: Travel, looking up into the
sky, listening to music, day
dreaming
DISLIKES: Snakes, celery
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
an architect
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends & friends & friends

NAME: Caroline Lindsey
NICKNAMES: Caz, Cazanna
LIKES: Chemistry Titration
DISLIKES: People who keep on
asking and asking me "where are
our leavers jumpers?"
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Survive
year 12
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
people in it.
QUOTE: "Are you talkin' to me?....
is that what you want?!"

NAME: Elise Loe
NICKNAMES: Liz
LIKES: Watching movies
DISLIKES: Sports
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Having a
cute husband
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Boarding
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BETHANY LORD

JOCELYN LOW

MAGDELINE LUM

TRICIA LUM

NAME: Beth Lord
NICKNAMES: B, Beth, Ben, Blonde,
Shorty
LIKES: Sailing, holidays, music,
sport, art, Free Periods
Dislikes: Applic. Maths, exams,
school uniforms
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Solve
world poverty, be happy, cause
world peace, become famous
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Atmosphere, free periods, friends,
common room.
QUOTE: "I'll just... go back to my
hole"

NAMES: Jocelyn Low
NICKNAMES: Jos
LIKES: Animals, movie marathons.
DISLIKES: English Literature
essays, seeing animals in pain.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
ambidextrous, find a cure for
flatulence, get into the Guiness Book
of Records for something
outrageous.

NAME: Magdeline Lum
NICKNAMES: Mags
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: travel to
every part of the planet or universe,
which ever comes first.

NAMES: Tricia Lum
LIKES: Gelare's Cookies and Cream,
Starbuck's Mocha Frappuccino,
Oriel's Tiramisu, anything that is
edible

JANE MACDONALD

ANNA MACOBOY

AMBER MARSHALL

KATHARINE MARTIN

NAMES: Jane Macdonald
NICKNAMES: Mac
DISLIKES: Consuming anything
that lives or comes from the ocean
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To bring
back a Norwegian Viking
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
Ball - wasn't it for everyone?!
QUOTE: "So...Well, it was just a
conversation starter."

NAME: Anna Macoboy
NICKNAMES: Mack, Maccas,
Mackmeister, Macobie
LIKES: Eating good food, dancing,
red hair, EKC
DISLIKES: The common room
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be a
Cinematographer and make world
altering cult films with EKC
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
groundsmen, Keith Banwell, stuff
we do with Christ Church Grammar
School

NAMES: Amber Marshall
LIKES: Fruit smoothies, driving my
car, brown eyes
DISLIKES: Heavy bags, cold
weather, arrogant people
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To study
Psychology
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
friendships

NAME: Kate Martin
NICKNAMES: Katy, Katie-Ruth,
Katie-poos
LIKES: Scuba Diving, spring,
lipbalm, 3.33 Friday, free periods.
DISLIKES Running 400 meters
Division A for Corinth, Mondays.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To have a
great life.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Our,
oh, so frequent, renovations, the
boarders.
QUOTE: "So do you know anything
about the new licence laws?" "But
I'm the face of M.L.C"

KIRSTY MARTINO

KATE MASKIELL

PAMELA McCUTCHEON

NAMES: Kirsty Martino
NICKNAMES: Kirst
LIKES: Skaters, dancing and music.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To marry
an English chef and do what ever I
set out to achieve.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
common room stereo.

NAME: Katie Maskiell
NICKNAMES: Mask, Kate
LIKES: Cauliflower cheese, funky
hats, hair ribbons, the beach,
sunsets, netball, Aussie Rules and
Reality Bites, Eko's lip balm
DISLIKES: People who spit, winter,
oily hair, mushrooms, sore feet
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
happy, live life to the fullest, go
skiing in Canada, live on a beach in
Mexico, go trekking in Nepal and
visit the ancient ruins of the Aztecs,
Mayas and Incas
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Dancing in the common room,
watching people sing weirdly,
friends and the different people I've
met
QUOTES: "Rack off"

NAME: Pam McCutcheon
LIKES: Southpark, my boyfriend,
teddy bears, reading
DISLIKES: People who think I'm
going to own a library when I grow
up, broccoli, bitchiness
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Travel to
France, to party hard and marry an
incredibly rich, handsome Calvin
Klein model
QUOTES: "Let's talk about
something interesting ... like Leo"

jayne

McPherson

NAME: Jayne McPherson
NICKNAMES: Mcphexy
LIKES: food
DISLIKES: food
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Learn to
parallel park, become inspired,
master Tai Chi and read War and
Peace.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Study
time
QUOTE: "Conspiracy, Eehhhh?"
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RHONDA MEYEROWITZ

KATHRYN MOORE

HAYLEY MURDOCH

NAME: Rhonda Meyerowitz
LIKES: Laughing, dancing, long
weekends
DISLIKES: Homework, L-plates,
English common tasks, Econs multi
choice, wingey people
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friday 3.30pm!!, common room, free
periods, my bestest friends and
leaving (believe me Td know after
12 years!)
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To find
success and happiness in whatever
I choose to pursue and to be paid for
what I love doing.

NAMES: Kathryn Moore
NICKNAMES: Kath
LIKES: Shopping, going out.
DISLIKES: Paying my mobile bill,
being grounded.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
successful in something, to get
drivers licence.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Being
a Year 12, making the best friends in
the world, free periods.

NAMES: Hayley Murdoch
NICKNAMES: Hayls, Mudrock
LIKES: Sexy males, dancing,
weekends, laughing, shopping,
people with a sense of humour,
DISLIKES: Judgmental people,
studing, Monday mornings,
mornings after a night when you
haven't slept at all.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To marry
a very rich and handsome man, to
be as happy as possible, to achieve
and succeed in everything I do, to
reach the highest level I can in
basketball while still enjoying it.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Having
a bit of a groove in the common
room, the opportunities it provides.

CATHERINE NELSON

JANET NEWNHAM

JULIANA NG

SYLVIA NG

NAME: Catherine Nelson
LIKES: Being with friends, meeting
new people and travelling
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
a better person, travel the world,
especially Africa and keep in touch
with friends

NAME: Janet Newnham
NICKNAMES: Jannie, Janno
LIKES: Chocolate!
cooking,
shopping, the beach, horse riding
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To do
psychology at uni and to join the
Police Force, to travel
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friendly atmosphere, 1998 Leavers!!

NAMES: Juliana Ng
NICKNAMES: Juls
LIKES: Sleeping in, free periods,
3:30pm Friday
DISLIKES:Techno music, kids who
scream a lot, buzzing flouresent
lights, 8:30am Mondays
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To tour
the world with NIN, Marilyn
Manson, Billy Corgan, Radiohead
and Skinny Puppy, to be a lawyer
by day and rock star by night, to be
the Devil's Advocate.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: You get
to wear your uniform to go jungle
trecking
and
successfully
camouflage yourself in the greenery.

NAME: Sylvia Ng
NICKNAMES: Ng, Ah Phing,
Phong-Phong
LIKES: Sleeping, eating, laughing
loudly, singing, chatting, e-mailing,
surfing-the-web, reading books,
making friends
DISLIKES: Hot weather, cheese,
cockroaches, worms
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be a
happy, rich and successful person
and be part of Greenpeace
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Lower Walton Shepherd Resource
Centre and the new English
Department office, also the friends
and teachers

EMMA NEAL

LARA NORMAN

KIRSTY NUGENT

SHARON OBEROI

ANGELA O'CONNELL

NAME: Lara Norman
NICKNAMES:
LIKES: The beach, running in the
rain, grooving to music, singing
with a headache (yes!), freebies in
the mail
DISLIKES: Things that make you go
"why are we doing this!" i.e. in
Maths and no-one can answer it.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Enjoy
everything and make a difference.
Remembering its the journey that
counts, not the end result.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
That I'm finally leaving it.
QUOTES: "What?"

NAMES: Kirsty Nugent
NICKNAMES: Kirst, Ker, Nudge,
Flash.
LIKES: Music, money, mingling.
DISLIKES: Yuppies, Spice Girls and
anything that goes "mmm bop".
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
rich, successful, famous and sane.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Lunch
time chat sessions.
QUOTE: "BEEFCAAAKE!"

NAMES: Sharon Oberoi
NICKNAMES: Shaz, Shazza.
LIKES: California, basketball
players, rap/hiphop, Dennis
Rodman's buttocks.
DISLIKES: Snobs, people with
attitudes, heavy metal, groupies,
Sundays
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Marry
NBA player, be successful, work for
Bad Boy Record Company.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Making
life long friends, free periods, Year
12 Ball, common room.
QUOTE: "Sky's the limit."

NAME: Angela O'Connell
NICKNAMES: Ange
LIKES: Friends, parties, leftovers for
lunch, dancing, having a good time
- laughing!
DISLIKES: Jaffas, people who don't
take a breath between sentences,
being called Angie
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be
successful in life, either follow
Tammy's plan or go to Uni. Have a
fun fulfilled life with a fantastic guy,
make the most out of life.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: All
the fantastic friends I've made, and
we can't forget Ms Wadsworth
bloomer checks!
QUOTE: "It was sooooooo funny!!"
"Independence Day is supposed to
be real good!...but I hear ID4 is even
better"

SYLVIA ONG

ELIZABETH ONLEY

EKO PAM

JASMINE PANG

NAMES: Sylvia Ong
NICKNAMES: Syl, Sylvs
LIKES: Good food, good music,
good company
DISLIKES: Exams, stuck-ups,
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Live the
day as it is

NAMES: Elizabeth Onley
NICKNAMES: Liz
LIKES: ABC and BBC television,
Sean Connery, jazz, singing, Ralph
Fiennes.
DISLIKES: Communists, the woman
on Good News Week, feminists.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Own a
castle and a massive country estate,
write a manifesto.

NAME: Eko Pam
NICKNAMES: Eck, The Eckster,
eckachina, the eck-man and
Eckmeister
LIKES: Dancing "arkarna style,"
Mack, eating, Greek salad things,
things that smell like coconuts
DISLIKES: Red hair, image
conscious people
FUTURE ASPERATION: To be a
film director and make mind
altering cult films. Just be happy
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
beautiful flowers planted in the
school grounds

NAME: Jasmine Pang
NICKNAMES: Jas
LIKES: What any normal human
being likes!
DISLIKES: What any normal human
dislikes!
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Survive
TEE and school
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CLAIRE PAXTON

TAMMY PETROFF

NAMES: Claire Paxton
LIKES: Chocolate, Jeff Buckley,
polony and tomato sauce.
DISLIKES: Phys Ed, bad music in
the common room, school.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Passing
my driving test, sky dive.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Being
a Year 12, living so close so I can
pop home for recess and lunch.

NAME: Tamsin Petroff
NICKNAMES: Tammy
THE BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Friends and free periods
QUOTES:
"Cute"

YVETTE POINTON

SARAH POWELL

NAME: Yvette Pointon
NICKNAMES: Vetts, Yetti, Vettles
LIKES: Computers, Hardcore,
trance, raves, snow
DISLIKES: Yuppies, old men in
Speedos
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Sun baking on the beach in the
Bahamas
QUOTES: "Sweety Pie Sugar Plum"

NAMES: Sarah Powell
LIKES: Reading, doing INSTEP and
holidays
DISLIKES: Heights and being short
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Is
having our Year 12 Common Room
and being in the Boarding House
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JENNY PRITCHARD

ANJA RASMUSSEN

LAUREN ROBB

VANESSA ROBERTS

NAME: Jenny Pritchard
NICKNAMES: Jen, Pritchmeister,
Jenny P, P
LIKES: Having fun, being active,
summer, toasted sangers, raspberry
jam, dancing on the common room
table with Jem
DISLIKES: Catching the wrong bus,
forgetting your keys, putting
stockings on after P.E.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Year 12 common room, "J" row in
applicable
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
All Australian bench cooler

NAME: Anja Rasmussen
NICKNAMES: Buzz
LIKES: Chocolate, money, Anarchy
DISLIKES: High school, politics,
electricity
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be a
multi-millionaire writing the next
big blockbuster movie in between
my career as a neurosurgeon and
training at NASA

NAMES: Lauren Robb
NICKNAMES: Loz, Robs, Lauriel.
LIKES: Driving, good music, free
periods, watching T.V, reading,
Prometheans, Mock Trials, softball,
partying hard.
DISLIKES: Applic, Inter-school
Aths, tests, exams, techno music,
broccoli, spiders.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be really
happy, have a cool car, be successful,
get married, have kids, travel lots.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Inter
house swimming and aths and
singing and drama, great friends,
good teachers, heaps of school spirit.

NAME: Vanessa Roberts
NICKNAMES: Nessie
LIKES: Belly Dancing, movies,
costume parties, the 80s, Radio
Head, all things classic and cult.
DISLIKES: surf, sun and sand!
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Become a
world citizen, and to work with
Martin Scorsese!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Friends
QUOTE: "In a David Attenborough
voice..."

VICTORIA ROBERTS

LOUISE ROFE

NAME: Victoria Roberts
NICKNAMES: Vies, Vicky, Vicksta
LIKES: Chocolate, free periods,
friends, beach, socialising
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common room, friends, last day of
school
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Travel
around the world, physiotherapy at
uni.

NAME: Louise Rofe
NICKNAMES: Lou
LIKES: Shopping, dancing, music.
DISLIKES: Studying, tests, exams,
assessments
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
happy!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Holidays, Heather Lamont Festival,
Inter-House Singing and Drama,
school production.

GINA ROHAENY
NAME: Gina Rohaeny
NICKNAMES: 'G'
LIKES: Smiles
DISLIKES: Hypocrisy
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
The staff rooms in Sumner House
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Musician, psychologist

TAMMY RYAN
NAME: Tammy Ryan
NICKNAMES: Tim Tam
LIKES: Singing (I'm really good),
screwing up my face when I run, the
man in the black tight jeans - Owen he's such a babe!
DISLIKES: PE - I hate sport with a
passion, gasping for breath between
my sentences, people that get stressed.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to every
nightclub 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week., to find a handsome rich man,
who I will marry then have 6 kids, find
out he's not worth it, so take all his
money and leave him with the kids
and then go to some secluded island
and to be pampered. Failing all this
maybe settle down and become a nun.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Wearing
those 'tight tight' bloomers.
QUOTE: "I don't understand....
[moments later]...ohhh I get it!"
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EMMA RYAN-BRAIN
NAMES: Emma Ryan-Brain
NICKNAMES: Emma, Erbie
LIKES:
Shopping,
Fruccio,
travelling, Italian, the swimming
team in their Speedos, the shadow
of my legs in the sunshine
DISLIKES:
Crowded buses,
volleyball, my legs in reality
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
a fabulously successful film director
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Amber,
Zoe, Emily, Wallis, Dav, Shaz, Jem,
Bee s, Juls, Amanda, Maya, Mary

ZOE SALEEBA
NAME: Zoe Saleeba
NICKNAMES: Zo, Zot, Freak.
LIKES: Modern and contemporary
painting and sculpture, horror
flicks, drawing, volleyball, Sushi,
French guys, Gummi Bears, the
word 'Zephyr'
DISLIKES: Boglappers, neurotic
teachers, meat, tabloid women's
magazines,
arrogant
and
patronising people, Spice Girls,
tomatoes.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To live a
long and fulfulling life, to be a good
artist, to travel the world and to
have a big family.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: Trip to
Reunion Island, Year 12 common
room, meeting a lot of groovy and
interesting people.

JESSICA SALTER

FRANSISCA SANTOSO

NAME: Jessica Salter
NICKNAMES: Jess, Salt, Salty
LIKES: Free periods, shopping,
partying
DISLIKES: TEE, lack of money
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To enjoy
life and to eventually end up in
London
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
The wide variety of friends I have
made.
QUOTE: "Oh my God, oh my God.
You're not going to believe what just
happened!!

NAME: Fransisca Santoso
NICKNAMES: Sis
LIKES: Eating and sleeping
DISLIKES: Weird food
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be a
happy woman
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Great friends

JULIE SAUNDERS

JACINTA SCANLON

ERICA SCHNEIDER

KERRY SHIELDS

NAME: Julie Saunders
NICKNAMES: Jules
LIKES: Food, sport, beach
DISLIKES: December birthday in
relation to licence and 18th
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Common Room and its couches and
microwave
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Get
driver's licence (eventually). Go
through first year uni without pub
owners knowing I'm only 17

NAMES: Jacinta Scanlon
NICKNAMES: Jak
LIKES: Anything of a non-sedentary
nature, intricate knowledge of
unnecessary detail.
DISLIKES: Dishonesty, people who
are led by fads, society and not their
hearts.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be a
Mallrat, with 178 credit cards that I
don't pay for.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
lovely river views and the drifting
sounds of people enjoying
themselves waterskiing when I'm in
Maths or French.

NAME: Erica Schneider
NICKNAME: Eck
LIKES: The beach
DISLIKES: Tomato sauce, my
friends not being 18 yet
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to
Europe, own my own beauty salon
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Seeing my friends, leaving
QUOTE: "Do you wanna go down
to the Riviera?"

NAME: Kerry Shields
NICKNAMES: Kez, Kezza.
LIKES: Parties, hanging with
friends, music, making money.
DISLIKES: Working for my money,
waking up for school and exams.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To become
an air stewardess, and generally
have a great time doing what I
please.

NICOLE SLY

JODIE SNASHALL

ELISABETH SOBON

CHANTAWAN SONGWATANA

NAMES: Nicole Sly
NICKNAMES: Nic, Nice Spice,
Nikki Nikki Noo Noo.
LIKES: Weekends, holidays, going
spastic with friends.
DISLIKES: Study, exams, anything
involving work.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Go to Uni,
be a beach bum in Bali.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Private
study, common room, making
toffees in Chem, Chem Parties.
QUOTE: "It's purely platonic."

NAME: Jodie Snashall
NICKNAMES: Jo, Odie, Jodes
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Private
studies in the common room.
QUOTE: "Can we go now?"

NAMES: Chantawan Songwatana
NICKNAMES: Noo
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be an
Ambassador
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
staff's toilet in the Resource Centre.

ALLISON SPEED

JEMMA STANTON

REBECCA STEWART

REBEKAH STEWART

NAME: Allison Speed
NICKNAMES: Alliboo, Allie
Speedy gonzalas
LIKES: Animals (especially birds),
'60s and '80s music, Archie comics!
DISLIKES: Weet-Bix and Brussel
sprouts
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To live on
a tropical island, searching for rare
animal species
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: friends
QUOTES: "You can't do that!!"

NAME: Jemma Stanton
NICKNAMES: Jem Jems, Stan
LIKES: Music, shopping
DISLIKES: People who reckon they
know everything
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Free periods in the common room
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To have
a hell of a time in whatever I end up
doing
QUOTES: "That is such an Angela
thing"

NAME: Rebecca Stewart
NICKNAMES: Bee, Becca, Beccaroo,
Wilma
LIKES: To smile! Hugs
DISLIKES: The school hat
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To go back
to Japan, to keep in contact with all
my friends
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Year 9
camp, Fairbridge, being in the
school production and all my
wonderful friends.
QUOTES: "Everybody.... Clump!"

NAME: Rebekah Stewart
NICKNAMES: Bek, Bek-joy, Bub.
LIKES: Private studies in the
common room.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel
around Europe and have a happy
and successful life.
QUOTES: "Deny everything!", "I
kinda like getting in trouble. School
would be boring if I didn't always
get in trouble."
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DANIELL STOKES

NAOMI STOKES

ANNE SYLVESTER

CAREN TAN

NAME: Daniell Stokes
NICKNAMES: Den, Nelly, Neil.
LIKES: Shopping, going to the
beach, being with friends. Partying,
dancing.
DISLIKES: School, bad drivers,
alarm clocks.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To live life
like there's no tomorrow.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
friends that you make.

NAME: Naomi Stokes
NICKNAMES: Nomes
LIKES: Drama, singing, performing,
my friends and a relaxing bath.
DISLIKES: Doing up the top button
of my school shirt and people who
are only out to impress.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel
the world (backpacking), to be
successful in my chosen career, to
make the most of opportunities.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
school production and friends.

NAME: Anne Sylvester
NICKNAMES: Annie, Oolay,
Annabel
LIKES: Sports, shopping, having
fun, good music and having a good
laugh!
DISLIKES: Studying, exams and
spinach.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be
successful in what ever I do, and live
life to the fullest!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: My
friends, the common room, and
being in the winning 1997 first VIII!

NAME: Caren Tan
NICKNAMES: Carrie
LIKES: Most things that are likeable
DISLIKES: Things that are not the
above
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Survive
uni, be a psychologist.... not see one
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Graduating
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MONICA TANMIZI
NAME: Monica Tanmizi
NICKNAMES: Mon
LIKES: Shopping,
disturbing
people, doing nothing, etc.
DISLIKES: Butterflies
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Conquer the world
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Hmmmm ...

AMBER TAUFEN

SOPHIE TAYLOR

JOHANNA THOMPSON

MARSELLA TJAHYADIKARTA

NAME: Amber Taufen
NICKNAMES:
Ambs,
Mrs.
Wahlberg
LIKES: Coffee, snow, dancing,
socialising, travelling, punk/ska/
swing. Perfectly sharpened eyeliner.
DISLIKES: Columns, aeroplanes,
meat, Biology videos.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Journalist.
Novelist, magazine editor.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: The
common room and the free periods.

NAME: Sophie Taylor
NICKNAMES: Soph, Sophaleeni
LIKES: Hypotheticals, Jeff Buckley,
free love, hippie-talk, my cat, day 2s
DISLIKES: People who don't
understand hypotheticals, common
room music, home boy, leavers'
jumpers
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Its proximity to Hungry Jacks
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To get
blotto at Rotto and look grotto
because it's hotto
QUOTES: "This chewing is getting
my brain going"

NAMES: Johanna Thompson
NICKNAMES: Jo, Joey, JoJo, Smiley
Girl.
LIKES: Food, hanging out with
friends, free transport services for
getting home.
DISLIKES: People who steal your
food when you're not looking,
electrocution, head injuries.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Personal
and exclusive high priced hit man,
to sell toothpaste, to be a Bond girl.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
great friends you make and keep
forever.
QUOTE: "Yes, I am a doormat."

NAME: Marsela Tjahyadikarta
NICKNAMES: Marsella, Sella, Ella
LIKES: Sleeping, hanging out with
friends, listening to music, watching
movies, playing cards, exploring the
internet
DISLIKES: Being cheated by
someone
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Be a
successful career woman with a
happily married life and having 2
children (I hope!)
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Great friends and great facilities

LOUISE TROY

MINK VAROONTHEPRUKSA

HAZLYN WAHAB

JESSYKA WATSON-GALBRAITH

NAME: Louise Troy
NICKNAMES: Lou
LIKES: Sport, the beach and driving
DISLIKES: Study and the dreaded
TEE
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel
the world, own my dream car, have
a successful job and to have heaps
of fun along the way!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Our
lunch time chats and free periods

NAMES: Mink Varoonthepruksa
LIKES: Food, choc cake, icecream,
nice long haired guys.
DISLIKES: Hypocrites, studies, nuts
and raisins, House Music, all
animals.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be the
first female prime minister, or a
successful business woman.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Computers

NAMES: Hazlyn Wahab
NICKNAMES: Lyn, Hazy
DISLIKES: Green Uniforms
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Business
woman

NAME: Jessyka Watson-Galbraith
NICKNAMES: Jess, Jess-why-ka,
Wattie, Wattieburger and Watto
LIKES: Dancing, driving, travelling,
e-mail and icecream
DISLIKES: Driving lessons,
economics and braces
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Sparta, common room and the view
from the cliff face.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Live in
New York City, be famous, go to the
Czech Republic and learn Russian
QUOTES: "Ohmigod" and "It was
soooo funny"

REBECCA WATT
NAME: Rebecca Watt
NICKNAMES: Beck, Becky
LIKES: Music, boys, chocolate muffins,
stickers, partying
DISLIKES: Yuppies, yobbies, pumpkin,
economics (with a passion)
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Besides
learning ... chocolate muffins ... young
workmen and making fabulous friendships
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Living to see the
next day on the eve of my 112th birthday
QUOTE: "Oh ... really!?"

GEORGIA WERNER

FLEUR WILLETT

CATHERINE WILLIAMS

EMILY WILLIAMS

NAME: Georgia Werner
NICKNAMES: Red, George
LIKES: Rowing, flying and eating
DISLIKES: Early mornings, public
speaking and writing essays
THE BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Leavers '98
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To see the
whole world

NAME: Fleur Willett
NICKNAMES: Flea
LIKES: Football, hockey, Thai
boxing, surfing, South Park,
holidays, beach, dogs, guys in
Uniform.
DISLIKES: Boarding House food,
English, Glandular Fever.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Travel the
world, skydive in Hawaii, drive a
rally car, be successful in my career
and happy in myself.
BEST THING ABOUT M.L.C: Trip to
Reunion Island, my friends, and
Year 12 Ball.

NAME: Catherine Williams
LIKES: Holidays, weekends, the
beach, shopping (when I have
money!), music
DISLIKES: Exams, yucky things that
the cat brings in, annoying little
animals and insects.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To go sky
diving, to travel, enjoy life.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Lunch
times, free periods, our lovely bus
rides!

NAME: Emily Williams
NICKNAMES: Em
LIKES: Netball, movies, tennis,
chocolate, beach, summer and
partying.
DISLIKES: Year 12 and TEE.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To travel,
enjoy myself before I do anything
else! Go to uni and what ever comes
next!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: The
Ball.

GEMMA WILSON

JADE WINTERBURN

PENNY WONG

SOPHIE WOODS

NAME: Gemma Wilson
NICKNAMES: Gem
LIKES: Diet Coke, The Beatles, salt
and vinegar chips, Hermie (my VW)
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To be
successful and achieve whatever I
set out to achieve, but above all to
be happy!
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Free
periods and the Year 12 common
room

NAMES: Jade Winterburn
NICKNAMES: Jads
LIKES: Friends, X-Files, talking,
chocolate whales.
DISLIKES: Nuclear testing, lying.
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Marry,
have kids, live in Antarctica.
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Free
periods.
QUOTE: "Did you see the X-Files
last night..."

NAME: Penny Wong
NICKNAMES: Pen-Pen
DISLIKES: Anything that is black
and hairy
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
No comment!
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS:
Respectable and successful career
woman

NAME: Sophie Woods
NICKNAMES: Sofia, Sofa, Soph,
Sofus
LIKES: Beach, summer, couches in
the common room, toasted sangers
DISLIKES: Waiting at the bus stop,
rain
BEST THING ABOUT MLC:
Freebies in common room
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: Uni,
travel, be happy

NELLY YEO

v'f"'-

NAME: Nelly Yeo
LIKES: Cute things, cuddly things
and fun things.
DISLIKES: Things I happen not to
like
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS: To live, to
have fun and to be happy
BEST THING ABOUT MLC: Oh,
there are so many... unfortunately
none come to mind now

A cast of more than fifty has gone into making this year's Collegian: in fact, in spite of voices of doom who
thought such a committee was too big, finding a space suitable for us to meet has been the hardest part. Thank
you to you all, and especially to Amber, for your energy, enthusiasm and determination to make this "your"
Collegian - you succeeded! To Ms Margaret Haydon and Mrs Deanne Newman: thank you for your hard work,
patience, professional know-how and eternal optimism which have made my life so much easier than the
nightmares led me to believe. May 1 998 end peacefully and 1 999 be a new beginning for you all.
Sally Madin
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